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THE BEGINNINGS OF AUSTRALIAN W OOD
FIRING
An investigation of the development of stoneware wood firing technology used
by artist potters in New South Wales since the second world war.

m

ABSTRACT

This paper is a personal interpretation of the development of stoneware wood
firing technology as practised by artist-potters in Australia, particularly in New
South Wales, from the early nineteen fifties through to the early nineteen nineties.
It deals with the history, the major personalities and their influences, the
technologies used and their origins, the kiln designs evolved and the firing
techniques developed.
An important factor in the development of wood firing by artist potters during
this period was the particular nature of the Australian native clays and timbers
used by the pioneering figures, and their attempts to come to terms with the
technology needed to utilise these endemic resources aesthetically. The evolution
of new styles has been based on imported European and Oriental archetypes
interfacing with Australian native materials and social attitudes. This has led me
to coin the term 'location specific' to describe this interaction.
Up to the present time there has not been a concerted attempt to detail the
technology of stoneware wood firing in New South Wales. The central theme of
this paper is an investigation of the technologies involved in the creative wood
firing process. I have had a keen interest in this process and have played a minor
role in its development.
The ecological questions raised by the use of wood as fuel are reviewed along
with the socio-political-econom ic questions of timber management. The
technology and chemistry of using wood as fuel and an analysis of the materials
used in wood firing precedes an examination of the techniques used in wood
firing and kiln packing and their aesthetic implications. The paper concludes
with a series of kiln designs.
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P a rti-H IS T O R Y

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to investigate what factors have shaped the
development of stoneware wood fired pottery in Australia and in particular in
New South Wales where many major developments occurred. The paper
examines the people, social conditions, technology, techniques, materials and kiln
designs used which have influenced the development of stoneware wood fired
pottery, as practisedby artist-potters in the post-war period.
The first section of this paper surveys the artists who introduced wood firing to
Australia and their ongoing influence on kiln design and firing techniques. Some
of these events were location specific i.e. certain events could only have
happened in a particular place at that particular time.
The ecological questions raised by the use of wood as fuel are reviewed along
with the socio-political-econom ic questions of timber management. The
technology and chemistry of using wood as fuel and an analysis of the materials
used in wood firing precedes an examination of the techniques used in wood
firing and kiln packing and their aesthetic implications. The paper concludes
with a review of kiln designs.
A literature survey of relevant articles published during the post-war period
revealed that Pottery In Australia, since its inception thirty-four years ago, is the
only Australian journal which has covered this area of interest consistently.1
There were only forty-eight relevant papers/articles published during this time. A
review of these papers shows a range from travel reports and cultural exchanges,
through home-grown kiln technology to exhibition reviews, personal profiles,
and finally a paper on ecological questions. This seems to reflect the general
trends and influences in the Australian craft movement over that period of time. It
also reflects a general trend in Australian craft writing and practice.

1Pottery In Australia, Published by the Potters Society o f Australia, 1962 to 1996
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The recently established journal Ceramics Art and Perception has already
published thirteen articles on Australian wood firing2. The Editor, Janet
Mansfield, has a strong personal commitment to wood firing both in her own
studio practice and in the editorial approach to her magazine, so more articles on
the subject can be expected to appear in this journal over the coming years.
Influences
The influences on Australian ceramics in general seem to have been dominated
by three main countries; Britain, Japan and The United States of America, in that
chronological order. Britain is the only one which has had any real genetic input
to our culture, yet America currently has the strongest presence in ceramics.
However, this is not the case with the more specialised field of stoneware wood
fired ceramics, which is dominated respectively by Japan, then Europe,
particularly Britain and France, and then America. The European influence on
Australian wood fired ceramics has come primarily from Britain and France. The
British input is largely due to Bernard Leach and the publication of his A Potters
Book.3 The primary French influence has resulted from the work of one
Australian artist, Gwyn Hanssen Pigott, who worked in France for seven years.
Australian stoneware wood firing has only recently been influenced by American
stoneware wood firing practices, as a result of the visits of prominent American
artists such as Frank Boyden, Jack Troy, John Neely, Fred Olsen and others.
The post-Second World War period has been dominated by immigration and
international trade. The immigration has been principally from Europe, but more
recently migrants from Asia and the Pacific rim have brought their influences.
Australian culture is striving to become multicultural, a conglomerate of all the
cultures that have contributed to its make-up over the past two hundred years of
colonial settlement. This mixing of cultures has accelerated in recent years.
However, despite the rich mixture of influences on the general culture there has
been only a limited osmotic effect on Australian wood fired ceramics.
The strongest influence has been from the East, particularly Japan. It is in Japan
where wood firing is currently most highly developed. With twelve hundred years
of continuous tradition in some villages the technique has accumulated an
exhaustive set of rules which has become restrictive, particularly with regard to
individual expression. The fact that Australia does not to have a similar strong

^Ceramics Art and Perception. edited by Janet Mansfield, 1990 to 1996.
^Bernard Leach, A Potters Book, Faber and Faber, London, May 1940.
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'tradition' in wood firing allows considerable freedom not evident in Japanese
wood firing circles. Wood firing is so well developed in Japan it has become an
exportable cultural commodity.
During the sixties and seventies four major Japanese artist-potters visited
Australia, all of whom used wood fired kilns to produce their work.4 Their input
was augmented by visits from other lesser known Japanese potters. These cultural
visits, usually sponsored by both the Australian and Japanese governments, were
developed alongside our growing trade relationship, and this could account for
some of the popular appeal. However, the principal appeal of Japanese ceramics
was that it was unique and exotic, like Zen Buddhism, an existing and thriving
package which was highly developed.
The value of emulating the Japanese style is questionable. During a visit to Japan
in 1987 I found Japanese culture stifling and constipated. There the role of the
potter was so restricted by tradition that there was little individual freedom of
expression at all within that system. During my period of study there I came
across many 'good' pots on shard piles, discarded because they did not conform to
the rigid aesthetic of the local tradition. As an outsider I was able to look at these
works with fresh eyes. Many of them had interesting and attractive qualities. I
could see why a group like 'Sodeisha' spontaneously emerged, and was needed, as
a counter measure to the 'frolic free zone' mentality that is imposed and sustained
by deep peer group pressure. It is important, therefore, that we resist the
smothering effect of Japanese wood firing traditions and accept only those ideas
which translate readily into our existing framework, to enrich it without
overpowering it. An example of this is the way the Japanese tea ceremony has
been imposed upon and readily incorporated into the work of many Australian
ceramic artists.
In my own work I have been conscious of not letting myself be dictated to by
'dead' and rigid aesthetic rules from another culture. At the same time I am aware
that I have been influenced to some degree by many different sources.
Historical Perspective
To put the development of Australian wood fired stoneware ceramics into
perspective it is necessary to look at its origins from shortly after the Second
World War. The downdraught firebox was introduced to Australia in the early

4 Shoji Hamada, Tatsuzo Shimaoka, Yu Fujiwara and Takaichi Kawai.
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fifties more or less simultaneously, by the Australian potters Peter Rushforth and
Ivan McMeekin.
The story of post-w ar stoneware wood firing for artist potters in Australia
however, starts in Victoria prior to 1950.5 It was at this time that Harold Hughan
built his first wood fired kiln and exhibited his work at George's Gallery in
Melbourne.67*Rushforth was a returned soldier who had studied ceramics at Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology on his return to Australia from the Changi
prisoner of war camp and the Burma railway at the close of World War Two.7 8
Kenneth Hood writes about Rushforth's beginnings:
At this time Rushforth met Allan Lowe, then working as a potter at
Femtree Gully near Melbourne. Lowe made simple but elegantly
designed domestic pottery in earthenware and Rushforth's first pots
suggest this influence. Before returning to Sydney, Rushforth visited
Harold Hughan several times and attended some of the lectures on
glazes given by Harold's son Robert. Hughan had already established
in Glen Iris his stoneware kiln, the first to be built by any artistpotter in Australia, and although hesitant to ask for detailed technical
information Rushforth began to understand that to make a living from
pottery was, indeed, a possibility.9
After completing his studies Rushforth moved to the Dandenongs just outside
Melbourne where he built a small studio using Allan Lowe's old potter's wheel
and experimented with his first wood fired kiln.10 This experiment does not
appear to have been successful and he soon moved to Sydney to take up a part

5 "About 1945 the small wood-fired kiln was abandoned and a larger two-chambered climbing
kiln was constructed in its place although wood continued to be used as the fuel. The new kiln
could be fired to 1300°C and remained in operation until aboutl952..." Kenneth Hood and
Wanda Gamsey, Australian Pottery, Macmillan, 1972, p. 81.
6"but by 1950 the major obsticles had been overcome, and Harold was able to mount the first
major exhibition o f his work at George's Gallery...The Leach inspired two chamber wood kiln was
fired for many years". "A 40 Year Family Double", Randolph Booth, Pottery in Australia. Vol
22-2, p. 4.
7 "Rushforth, a member o f the Eighth Division, had been captured by the Japanese and had worked
on the Burma railway. Years o f deprivation and uncertainty in a prisoner-of-w ar camp
strengthened his desire for an uncomplicated existence. Whilst imprisoned, Rushforth carved
humble wooden chess sets and saw prisoners make simple pots." Kenneth Hood, Peter Rushforth
Retrospective Exhibition, National Gallery o f Victoria, Melbourne, 1985. p. 3.
^"Peter Rushforth commenced his art training at the Royal Melbourne Technical College under
the Commonwealth Reconstruction and Training Scheme which gave returning army personnel an
opportunity to equip themselves for a career interupted by the 1939-45 war." Kenneth Hood and
Wanda Gamsey, Australian Pottery, Macmillan, 1972, p. 128.
9 Kenneth Hood, Peter Rushforth Retrospective Exhibition, National Gallery o f Victoria,
Melbourne,1985. p. 3.
iO”Allan Lowe snr., was a coachbuilder by trade and assisted with the construction o f a simple
kick wheel which was improvised from parts salvaged from disused petrol bowsers. This wheel
was used for many years before it was sold to one o f Lowe's students, Peter Rushforth." Geoffrey
Edwards, "Retrospective Pottery 1929 - 1979", Pottery in Australia, Vol. 19, No. 1, p. 8.
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time teaching position, teaching pottery to a rehabilitation group. Shortly after
arriving in Sydney he commenced teaching at the National Art School at East
Sydney where he took over from Miss Irene Landale Beetson and was to work for
the next twenty-eight years.11
Rushforth's first kiln in Sydney was entirely self-designed, with the only details
available to him being a sketch in Leach's A Potter's BookA2 13 This kiln was
built at his home in Beecroft in 1952 and first fired in January 1953.14 It was a
small, rectangular, downdraught kiln with a single firebox and it proved difficult
to fire15. With the benefit of hindsight it is possible to say that the chimney was
not tall enough and the flue perhaps too small, which would explain some of the
difficulties, although detailed drawings have not survived. This kiln was
converted to oil firing shortly afterwards.16 It is interesting to note that Leach
converted his wood fired kiln over to oil firing as described in A Potters Book..11
Both Rushforth and Hughan used Leach as a primary source of information, and
both converted their wood fired kilns over to oil firing a la Leach.18
There's something very special for potters about firing with wood. I
was lucky enough to be introduced to potting in Michael Cardew's
pottery where there was never any thought of doing it in any other
way and the introduction of a great roaring, stinking oil burner into
the Leach Pottery's beautiful wood burning three chamber climbing
kiln was viewed as some sort of betrayal...19*l

"1950: Peter Rushforth appointed first full-time teacher of pottery at East Sydney Technical
College." Noris Ioannou, "200 Years of Australian Clay Culture". Pottery in Australia. Vol 27-2,
p. 72.
l^Leach, p. 190.
13"At the time I hadn’t heard of Bernard Leach, although when I eventually read 'A Potters Book',
it had a great influence on me and was a real source o f inspiration." Craft Australia, Summer,
1978/4, p. 15.
^Information gained during a personal Interview with Peter Rushforth in 1990.
l 5“It is hard to imagine now that there were only a couple of kilns in the country that would fire to
stoneware”. Ivan Englund, Pottery in Australia. Vol 20-2, p. 4.
16"in 1 9 5 1 Peter Rushforth married and he and his wife Bobby moved to New South Wales and
set up in Beecroft, not far from Sydney, where he built a wood fired kiln. The area was still mostly
rural but the inexorable approach o f the suburbs made it necessary to convert the kiln to oil."
Kenneth Hood, Peter Rushforth Retrospective Exhibition, National Gallery o f Victoria,
Melbourne, 1985. p. 3.
^L each, p. 248.
!8"About 1952 this kiln was again altered for oil firing." Kenneth Hood, "H. R. Hughan", Pottery
in Australia. Vol 7-2, p. 5.
19Ivan McMeekin, Foreword to Conference Proceedings, Woodfire ’92, Centre for visual Arts,
Faculty o f Arts, UNE-NR, Lismore, 1992.
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Rushforth's early work utilised a range of local materials such as local ash and
Hornsby breccia rock from which he produced a rich dark glaze. The use of these
locally prospected raw materials made this early work location-specific.

Plate 1 (overleaf)
Bernard Leach's Second Stoneware Wood Fired Kiln at St Ives in Cornwall.

The first two chamber climbing kiln built by Leach and Hamada only lasted a few
years as neither of them had ever built such a kiln before. This is a reproduction
of the original drawings for Leach made by T Matsubayashi circa 1924. "...the
building of our traditional Korean or Japanese stoneware climbing kiln. That was
something entirely new in the West—as far a I know no such kiln had ever been
built before in the Western world."20 Leach listed an interesting group working
with the kiln in those early years. "There were at that time working in the pottery:
Michael Cardew, Katherine Pleydell-Bouverie, George Dunn, Matsubayashi, and
myself (Leach)."21 Hamada's last firing before returning to Japan was the last
ever for their first climbing kiln. Leach recorded more details of the origins of the
design of the second kiln. "So finally we had to build another, and this time we
had the help of an old school associate of Hamada's, Tsuneyoshi Matsubayashi.
His knowledge of climbing and other kilns in Japan was considerable and a great
advantage to us."22 This drawing was given to me by Bernard Sahm who in turn
receivedit from Harry Davis who was the workshop manager of the Leach Pottery
in the early years.

^OBemard Leach, HAMADA potter, Kodansha International, Tokyo, 1975, p. 41.
^ L each , p. 76.
22Leach, p. 42.
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Plate 2 (overleaf)
Peter Rushforth's First Wood Fired Kiln at Beecroft
The photograph shows Peter Rushforth looking into the kiln during the first firing
at Beecroft circa January 1953. Ivan McMeekin looks on. This kiln appears to
be of a very low format, built close to the ground and probably predominantly a
crossdraught design. As McMeekin had been trained in wood firing with Cardew
in Britain, he was of great assistance to Rushforth and others in the early days.23
This photograph was given to me by Peter Rushforth.

Plate 3 (overleaf)
Peter Rushforth's First Wood Fired Kiln at Beecroft
This photograph shows Peter Rushforth standing to the right of and looking at the
kiln during the first firing at Beecroft circa January 1953. Ivan McMeekin (in
white shirt) smiling, faces the camera. An unidentified person looks on from
behind the kiln. This photograph was given to me by Peter Rushforth.

2 3 “i ha(j no ideas o f trying reduction and in any case I didn’t know how. Ivan McMeekin was
most helpful to Peter Rushforth, Ivan Englund and me when we started stoneware.” M olly
Douglas, Pottery in Australia . Vol 20-2, p. 7.
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Ivan McMeekin was a merchant seaman in the Second World War during which
he sailed the China coast.24 It was here that he first discovered oriental ceramics.
After the war McMeekin moved to England where he worked with Michael
Cardew at Wenford Bridge in Cornwall, in the early fifties.25 Cardew in turn had
extensive experience with this type of kiln and firebox both in England at
Wenford but primarily during his various terms of service in Africa. There he
learnt to fire the large circular domed two chambered kiln with four downdraught
fireboxes. On returning to Australia McMeekin founded the Sturt Pottery at
Mittagong in 1954.26 Here he built a small, round single chamber, wood fired kiln
with a cast cement fondue dome.27 28 This kiln had one firebox, was essentially a
downdraught chamber, and also had a reputation for being difficult to fire.29

^Proceedings, Fire-Up Gulgong, May 1993, p. 26.
^5It is also interesting to note that one of McMeekin's first tasks as Cardew's apprentice at
Wenford Bridge was to help add the round, dome-crowned first chamber to the existing bottle
kiln. This obviously influenced his decision on the design of the Sturt kiln. Garth Clark. Michael
Cardew - a portrait, Kodansha International, Tokyo, 1976, p. 53.
26“The Sturt Pottery was based on...The making of useful pots in a straight-foward way and the
interaction between the potters and their materials.” Ivan McMeekin, Pottery in Australia. Vol 202 ,p . 9.
"Pottery was a late comer among the crafts at Sturt. The weavers and carpenters had started
thirteen years previously and were well established when the pottery became a reality in January
1954. Miss West had discussed the possibility with friends of Sturt for some years, but not until
Ivan McMeekin wrote in January 1952 saying he intended to return to Australia and was
interested in starting a small pottery was it possible to have the direction of a trained potter.
McMeekin came to Sturt early in 1953 to talk with Miss West and John D. Moore about plans, and
work began later that year. He agreed to stay for five years to see the workshop established. The
site was chosen and the workshop built on die slope behind the main buildings at Sturt. With its
open beds of clay and steep banks it never looked as settled as the Sturt common room or weaving
workshop, with their lawns and gardens, but in spite of its raw appearance the pottery does look
like a hard-working member of our craftsmen's community.
From December 1953 to October 1959 McMeekin worked out methods to make pots with local
materials, and established a working pottery. In the first half of 1954 he was busy finding sources
of local clay, organizing the workshop and building a small down-draught kiln. Sturt carpenters
made potters' wheels and helped with other workshop equipment. The Kiln was finished and fired
for the first time in December 1954." Sturt Workshops - 1962. Sydney, Ure Smith. [There is no
Author cited, and there are no page numbers to quote in the above book. SH]
28jt is interesting that Gwyn Piggott, nee John, having learnt the technique as McMeekin's first
apprentice at Sturt Pottery, used cement fondue castable for the arch of the third chamber of her
kiln in France. This was a relatively little used technique at that time.
29xhis kiln was demolished by John Eady, the then potter at Sturt, circa 1979. The first two
chambers o f the massive three chambered climbing kiln built at Sturt by Les Blakebrough and
Nick Lidstone in the sixties were demolished by Campbell Hegan and Aaron Black Rhino Scyth
in 1993.
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Plate 4 (overleaf)
Plans of Ivan McMeekin’s First Wood Fired Kiln at Sturt Workshops in
Mittagong.
This is a reproduction of the original drawings for McMeekin's first kiln at Sturt
Workshops in Mittagong. As can be seen in the drawings the chamber is only 38"
dia (965mm) The chamber is made entirely of dense firebrick, the firebox is lined
in dense firebrick and backed up with house brick commons and the floor is
insulated with insulating firebrick. It is easy to see why McMeekin chose to build
a round kiln after his experience with Cardew's large round kiln at Wenford
Bridge. This is possibly the smallest size round kiln that would be workable. The
size was critical in that it had to function as a test kiln in the first years and a
production kiln afterwards. This drawing is reproduced from Pottery Quartley.
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During his time at Sturt Pottery McMeekin became deeply interested in locally
prospected raw materials for both clay bodies and glazes. This approach to locally
won raw material was to become the focus of his life's research, and ultimately
led to the publication of his book, Notes fo r Potters In Australia. 30 31 McMeekin
received acclaim for his pioneering aesthetic and approach to local materials,
particularly the 'Mittagong Blue', a local native porcelain. The pots produced
during this period by McMeekin were location-specific.*31

Plate 5 (overleaf)
Ivan McMeekin's First Wood Fired Kiln at Sturt Workshops in Mittagong
This photograph shows the newly-constructed wood fired kiln at Sturt. Built
under an extended roof and protected from the south by the pottery workshop
which is accessed through a door in the back wall (out of sight). This situation
offered the kiln good protection from the weather while giving excellent
ventilation. I was given this photograph in the early seventies and it is of
unknown origin.

Plate 6 (overleaf)
Ivan McMeekin’s First Wood Fired Kiln at Sturt Workshops in Mittagong
This photograph shows the newly-constructed Sturt wood fired kiln with the
pottery building in the background. McMeekin is in the foreground below the
bank shovelling clay. The blunger shed and clay store are up the hill on the right
and far right respectively. I was given this photograph in the early seventies and it
is of unknown origin.

30lvan McMeekin, Notes for Potters In Australia, University o f New South Wales Press, Sydney,
1967.
31 “For some, materials are a big part, for others they are not. For me they’ve always been
important.” Ivan McMeekin, Pottery in Australia. Vol 20-2, p. 9.
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Plate 7 (overleaf)
Michael Cardew's Wood Fired Kiln at Lagos in Africa
This is a reproduction of the original drawings for the kiln built by Cardew for the
Department of Commerce and Industries in Lagos in 1951. The heavy black lines
on the lower left side of the drawing are the remnants of very old sticky tape,
brown and opaque with age, used to repair tears in the drawing. This
unfortunately obscures some of the detail of the firebox, however, there is a detail
drawing of Cardew's from this period reproduced in Plate 30. This drawing was
given to me by Gwyn Pigott circa 1980, she in turn receivedit directly from
Cardew.
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While still working at Sturt workshops McMeekin wrote an article on the new
Sturt kiln incorporating the downdraught firebox, for the British P ottery
Q uarterly, at that time edited by Murray Fieldhouse. The subject was again
covered by McMeekin in an article which was printed by the Potters' Society in
one of the early editions of its journal, Pottery in Australia.32 This article was
later reprinted by the society as a small booklet entitled A High Temperature
Wood Burning K iln33

Plate 8 (overleaf)
Ivan McMeekin's Wood Fired Kiln at The University of New South Wales in
Kensington.
This is a reproduction of the drawing printed in Pottery in Australia. Versions of
this kiln were built at the University of New South Wales, Bagot and Tiwi Island
in the Northern Territory, a two chamber version was built at his home in
Woronora. See Plate 34.

32Pottery in Australia. Vol 9-1, p. 32.
33McMeekin. A High Temperature Wood Burning Kiln, Reprinted from, Pottery in Australia, Vol
9-1, nd.
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The subject of high temperature wood firing using the downdraught firebox is
also covered by Cardew in his book Pioneer Pottery,34 These references, my own
booklet, Laid Back Wood Firing?5 and my articles on woodfiring for Pottery in
Australia, are the major printed contributions to the design and development of
the downdraught firebox in Australia.
The early work of Rushforth and McMeekin has been carried on and developed
by their students. McMeekin trained Gwyn John and Colin Levy, both of whom
have had a strong influence on the field since the seventies. Les Blakebrough,
McMeekin's third student at Sturt, went on to become the workshop manager.
Even with minor alterations to the flue he found McMeekin's first wood fired kiln
to be too difficult to fire and abandoned its use in the early sixties and opted
instead to build a three-chambered climbing kiln on his return from a study visit
to Japan. The basic design concept of this kiln was laid out by Takaichi Kawai
during his visit to Australia in 1962. This kiln departed from tradition in that it
had no firebox as the first chamber was fuelled by oil, initially fired with drip
feed plates and later by pot burners and vapour jets, directly into the chamber.
Only the second and third chambers were fuelled by wood, in the form of side
stoking. The first chamber regularly overfired in the centre due to the short
intense nature of the drip feed oil flame, and the second chamber sometimes
underfired.
Blakebrough appears not to have been committed to wood firing, as there was a
steady progression to gas and oil firing during his term as manager of Sturt. "...I
do not feel committed to any one medium and would change to other materials
without question if it seemed necessary."36 When Blakebrough moved to
Tasmania to take up a teaching position at the University of Tasmania he stopped
wood firing although there was a wood fired anagama kiln built during his early
years there. Blakebrough's movement from wood firing was perhaps dictated by
the financial pressures exerted on him as the Director of Sturt Workshops. This is
illustrated by the fact that all the bisque firing was being done in Frencham’s gas
kiln and his decision to build a large oil fired trolley kiln at Sturt.37 This kiln

^ M ich ael Cardew, Pioneer Pottery, Longmans, Green and Co Ltd, London, 1969, chapter 10, p.
176.
35janine King, Steve. Harrison, Layed Back Wood Firing, privately published, Liverpool, Sydney,
Australia, 1978.
36Les Blakebrough, Aspects of sensibility, Jack Pollard, Sydney, 1972, p. 43.
37prencham is a private girls school founded by Winifred West in 1913. Winifred West founded
Sturt Workshops in association with Frencham on 3rd October 1941.
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however, was never commissioned. Before his departure from Sturt, Blakebrough
fired all his own work in a small updraught LP gas kiln which he built outside the
pottery near the clay drying beds.38 In early 1972 I took leave from the Art
School and worked briefly at Sturt taking part in the fiftieth firing of the three
chamber climbing kiln.39

Plate 9 (overleaf)
Les Blakebrough's Three-chambered Climbing Kiln at Sturt Workshops in
Mittagong
The photograph shows the newly-constructed three-chambered climbing kiln at
Sturt with Les Blakebrough and Takaichi Kawai in the left foreground. The drip
feed oil lines are to be seen in the background. Date unknown, circa mid-1964.
This is a photograph I collected in the early seventies. It is of unknown origin.

38Les Blakebrough, "Notes for the Construction of an 8cu. ft. High Temperature L. P. Gas Kiln",

Pottery in Australia, Vol 12-1, pp. 29-33.
39East Sydney Technical College, Ceramics Department.
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Plate 10 (overleaf)
Les Blakebrough's Three-chambered Climbing Kiln
at Sturt Workshops in Mittagong

This photograph shows Les Blakebrough during the activity of side stoking the
second chamber of the Sturt three-chambered climbing kiln. The photograph is
probably posed with the damper closed for the photographic effect or there is
something very wrong with the kiln. It does, however, serve to show the three
blow holes in the top of the chamber. These are used to gauge the atmosphere and
to time the frequency of stoking. Date unknown, circa mid-1960s. This is a
photograph I collected in the early seventies, it is of unknown origin.
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In the early seventies I was a student of both Rushforth and Levy, and so was
personally influenced by all of the above developments. Peter Rushforth was the
head teacher of the Ceramics Department, East Sydney Technical College. A
quiet, gentle, softly spoken man who had the ideal temperament for the job, he
was universally trusted and respected. Col Levy was a part-time teacher during
this period, he was the most influential teacher for me and I respected his work
enormously. Levy appeared as a human dynamo fuelled on ego, jealousy,
competition and secretiveness, not admirable traits, but an inspirational teacher
all the same.
Peter Rushforth is a seminal figure in Australian wood firing. There is a great
deal of material published about him and his influence on Australian ceramics.
He is now in his late seventies and still exhibiting. His work is represented in
most major galleries in Australia and many overseas. He currently works in the
Blue Mountains of New South Wales where he moved after retiring from East
Sydney Technical College. It was about this time that he recommenced wood
firing. Interestingly, his most recent work involves a return to the use of locally
prospected raw materials, this time from his local area of the Blue Mountains
district. I designed and supervised the building of his wood fired kiln at Shipley
in the Blue Mountains in 1981. He still fires this kiln over a period of thirty
hours. It is a Japanese-influenced style, single-chambered kiln with a
crossdraught firebox. The firebox is large enough to pack pots in, something after
the Bizen style.

Plate 11 (overleaf)
Peter Rushforth's Wood Fired Kiln at Shipley
This is my photograph. It shows the wood fired kiln that I built for Peter
Rushforth at Shipley shortly after its completion. The length of the firebox is
double what it would need to be if it was only required to act as a firebox. The
extra space is used to pack pots after the 'Imbe' style.
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His recent work has involved the use of the Chinese chun (Jun) glaze over
tenmoku utilising wax resist decoration. To the untrained eye this work does not
show any direct effect of ash on the surface. However, its effects are there for the
perceptive viewer. Rushforth states that he achieves better chun glaze effects in
the wood fired kiln than in the gas fired kiln.40 He also fires a limited number of
pieces in the firebox area of the kiln. These are very obviously wood fired, with
various ash effects combined with flame and charcoal marks.
Colin Levy originally trained as an industrial arts teacher.41 He replaced Gwyn
Hanssen Pigott at Sturt in 1958. He worked there for two years before moving to
Sydney and eventually settling in Grose Vale on the lower Blue Mountains of
New South Wales where he established his current workshop. In his early work
he developed an aesthetic built from a palette of local raw materials. On his
property at Grose Vale Levy initially built two oil fueled kilns which he fired for
many years. He later built a copy of the Sturt three chamber climbing kiln to be
fired on oil with wood side stoking as at Sturt. This kiln was never completed or
fired.

Plate 12 (overleaf)
Col Levy's copy of the Sturt Three Chamber Climbing Kiln.
This photograph is reproduced from The Artist Craftsman in Australia.42

40Personal tape recorded interview with Peter Rushforth, 1990.
41 "Colin Levy, a trained teacher, was invited to Sturt by McMeekin in January 1958 to carry on
Gwyn John's teaching." Sturt Workshops.
42The Artist Craftsman in Australia, Jack Pollard, Crows Nest, 1972, p. 141.
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Plate 13 (overleaf)
Col Levy's Two Thirds Scale Replica Version of Yu Fujiwara's Bizen Kiln.

Levy visited Japan in 1975 where he studied with Yu Fujiwara. After returning to
Australia Levy built a two thirds scale replica of Yu Fujiwara’s Japanese Bizen
kiln. This kiln is not an exact replica of Yu Fujiwara's Bizen kiln as it has
incorporated into it two downdraught fireboxes, one on either side of the main
fire mouth. As this type of firebox is semi-automatic it is conceivable that its
incorporation was to enable one-m an operation over a firing period of
approximately seven days. As far as I know Levy did not share his firings with
anyone else other than his wife. This was the first kiln of its type to be built in
Australia. It was a very brave effort, and was very successful. An unnamed
observer looks on. Photograph reproduced from Pottery in Australia.43

43Pottery in Australia, Vol 16-2, p. 38.
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Levy’s wood fired work from this middle period of his career is very powerful,
showing the full range of Bizen wood firing effects. However, I see it as being
less personal than the earlier work, the forms being largely in the Bizen and
Japanese tea ceremony traditional styles. Due to Levy's early training at Sturt
Workshops with McMeekin, he has utilised the local raw materials of the lower
Blue Mountains in his work. The particular combination of local clays and
timbers involved in his wood fired studio practice makes the surfaces attained in
this work location-specific.
In the late seventies Col Levy had his first two exhibitions of wood fired pots in
the ANZ Bank exhibition space in Martin Plaza and later at Macquarie Galleries.
These exhibitions were educative for me. I was unaware that work of this calibre
had been, or could be, produced in Australia, and I had even less of an idea of the
exact mechanics of how they might be achieved. Although Levy's earlier work
was well-regarded, particularly the salt glazed and shino pots, it was the exposure
in these two exhibitions that first established him as a major influence in the
field.4445*
Gwyn Hanssen Pigott, after training with McMeekin at Sturt Pottery, travelled to
the United Kingdom and eventually settled in France, until her return to Australia
in 1974.45 46 Her work since returning to Australia has been a major force in the
wood fired ceramics scene. She initially settled in Tasmania on her return to

propose that the pots he made before he went to Japan were more Australian, because he made
them as an Australian who was unaware of the true nature of Japan and its ceramics. His later
pots showed influence from Japanese secondary sources, and were influenced very strongly by
their traditional pots. I believe he produced his earlier work from a romantic notion of what he
thought Japanese pottery might be like, or ought to be like, which of course it was not. This led
him however, to make brand new work and it was a very vital position to be in. I believe that this
is a very important point.
I remember that he was rather disillusioned when he returned from his visit to Japan, because it
was not what he wanted it to be in a sense he had lost his innocence, as we all do. It seemed to me
that he was unable to resolve this and eventually made pots that were as close as possible to the
traditional aesthetic that he had seen there. Those early pots [pre Japan] remain as a testimony of
his vision, insight and skill. They are almost like caricatures o f the real thing, and are very
powerful images for me.
45 "in 1 9 5 5 Gwyn John, an Arts graduate from Melbourne University, arrived and became the
pottery assistant. Miss John set up a small teaching workshop in a shed at Frensham, leaving the
larger Sturt pottery free for testing and production, ...So popular were the children's classes and
the three Sturt evenings that Gwyn John's time was completely taken up with this work. ...Gwyn
John left Sturt at the end o f 1957 to continue her studies in England." Sturt Workshops - 1962.
Sydney, Ure Smith, [no Author, no page numbers. SH]
46 “i
a veiy good assistant in Gwyn Piggott,” Ivan McMeekin, Pottery in Australia. Vol 20-2,
p .9 .
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Australia where she produced location-specific work from the clays and timbers
of her area.
Hanssen Pigott has developed a unique personal style, originally based on a
synthesis of the classical Japanese tenmoku bowl and the provincial French
coffee bowl. These were most often glazed inside with a blue celadon and outside
with a variation of the felspathic type of glaze known in Australia as shino glaze,
which is almost entirely unrelated to the Japanese glaze of the same name. Her
wood firing is most often done in a small single-chambered downdraught firebox
kiln. She seems to avoid heavy ash deposits. The effect is very restrained and
subtle, as the surface is only blushed by the ashing effect. Her work is represented
in most major galleries in Australia. She currently works at Finch Hatten in north
Queensland.

Plate 14 (overleaf)
Gwyn John (in background) with Ivan McMeekin During a Wood Firing at
Sturt Pottery
Caption reads; "Sturt Pottery 1958. Ivan McMeekin and Gwyn Pigott (sic)
loading the kiln."47
This caption is interesting in that the date given conflicts with that stated in
footnote 45. It also appears that the kiln is being fired rather than packed.

47Pottery in Australia, Vol 20-2, p. 11.

Plate 15 (overleaf)
The dome of Ivan McMeekin's First Wood Fired Kiln at Sturt
This photograph shows the original Sturt wood fired kiln dome after it was
demolished in circa 1979,1 photographed it on the lawn outside the pottery. It can
be seen how the dome was cast in ten separate sections to allow for expansion.
Note the bungs with metal handles, cast in both the top and lower right side
panels. Compare this with plate 14.
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Ivan McMeekin rarely exhibited after leaving Sturt. His work did not progress
from the early influences of Cardew and Chinese traditional celadon bowls. It
appears that as his interest in research into Australian ceramic raw materials
developed, his interest in exhibition work declined. He has however, had a major
influence on the Australian ceramics scene in a technical sense through the
publication of his book Notes fo r Potters in Australia which has become a
recommended text in Australian ceramics courses.48 Up until his death in 1993 he
continued his research and firings at his home and workshop near Gulgong in
New South Wales. He rarely used his small single-chambered kiln fired by a
downdraught firebox but concentrated on the use of his gas fired kiln. His
workshop practice relied heavily on the development of local clays and glaze
materials.
Wood firing was late to emerge in Queensland as it was not until 1958 that Carl
McConnell built his first wood fired kiln near Brisbane. Again it was Leach that
was the catalyst. McConnell wrote, "I first read the book in 1946. It changed my
whole outlook to clay work and gave me a new direction. I started firing with
wood...but more than anything it made possible the transition for me from
earthenware to stoneware."49 Glen Cooke states that McConnell:
...was appointed full-time instructor in pottery at the Art Branch of
the Central Technical College in 1958, when he began to develop the
first course in the State on stoneware techniques and firing. By this
time he had acquired a block of land in the outer suburb of Pinjarra
Hills, where he built a small down draft wood fired kiln. Later, a
house was built and the family moved to the Pinjarra Pottery in
I960.50

48McMeekin.
49Carl McConnell, "The critical eye", Craft Australia, 2,1977, p. 57.
50Glenn R. Cooke, Carl McConnell Master potter, Queensland Art Gallery, 1986, p. 13.
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Plate 16 (overleaf)
Carl McConnell's First Stoneware Wood Fired Kiln.
There is no technical information available about this kiln, it appears from the
photograph that it is a flat top kiln fired by what appears to be a ’Bourry' style
downdraught firebox. There are three primary air holes visible in the top of the
firebox and a secondary air hole in the middle. The whole firebox appears to be
covered with a large refractory slab after the Cardew/McMeekin School. The
caption reads "Quentin Hole assisting with the construction of the first kiln at the
Pinjarra Pottery, c. 1958."51

^ICooke, p. 13.
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McConnell also owned a 'Revelation' oil fired kiln during this period, and
eventually changed over to the use of gas fuel.52 Cooke continues:
...his wood fired kiln and his preference for wood ash and natural
glazes...was a preference that had to change...after McConnell hurt
his back he could not cope with the physical demand of stoking the
kiln for up to forty-eight hours. He tried a series of different firing
techniques - oil, kerosene, coal dust, etc. Before settling on a gas
fired kiln.53
Again, it can be seen that potters with Leach as their only reference point follow
him away from wood firing as well.
McConnell had two students in the earlier years at Pinjarra Hills, Errol Barnes
and Kevin Grealy. They helped McConnell develop clays and glazes from local
materials, which made McConnell's work from that period location specific.54 "In
1962 Ivan Englund came to Brisbane and, with McConnell's input, experimented
with stoneware glazes using Brisbane and Ipswich igneous rocks."55 Both Barnes
and Grealy went on to become well known potters, however, only Grealy
continued with wood firing to any extent.56
These seven artists represent the first two 'generations' of Australian wood firing
artist potters, and can be considered the avant garde. They broke new ground
(literally), and then fired it! They were originally working en vacuuo and it can
be easily seen how they incorporated the thinking of the available texts of the
time, such as A Potters Book.51 It can also be seen how they incorporated
traditional forms from Asia and Europe such as the west country jug, blossom
vase, tenmoku bowl and tea ceremony ware.
The Australian influence in their work was apparent in the way they undertook
their task. They struggled with the lack of readily available, suitable ceramic raw
materials. This created the need to explore the local environment of the locations
in which they and others had chosen to work. The attitude of the pioneers to
studio practice, raw materials and environmental influences has produced
uniquely Australian work.

5 2 Cooke, p. 20.
5 3 Cooke, p. 19.

54 "Me Connell used rock glazes on his pieces for a time, but as Errol Barnes and Kevin Grealy
remarked, pounding the rocks fine enough to make a glaze was 'bloody hard work'." Cooke, p. 17.
5 5 Cooke, p. 17.
5 ^Cooke, p. 13.
5 ^Leach.
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The 'Australian Concept'
The 'Australian concept' is one of plenty. Plenty of space, favourable climate, and
an infinite variety of untested raw materials. Add to this the high skies, large
spaces, cheap land, ready availability of clay and fuel, under the influence of a
largely classless and open society. All these ingredients made this kind of firing
relatively easy, a natural event. These are the elements that have enabled the
phenomenon of Australian wood firing to develop. A kind of 'bigness' in
Australia allows us to undertake activities like wood firing—the magic pudding
in the lucky country which we tend to take for granted.
In contrast, potters from the UK who visited here in 1989 told an entirely
different story of space and opportunity in Europe.58 Land is scarce and
expensive and the climate more difficult. They could not see our lifestyle as a
viable proposition there. Well-known British ceramic educator and artist, Mike
Casson, in a lecture at the East Sydney Technical College, Cell Block Theatre, in
November 1988, expressed his amazement at how many people were involved in
wood fired ceramics in this country. He compared this with six or seven
practising professionals working in this field in the U.K. at that time.
In Japan, on the other hand, it is very expensive to set up a pottery. A young
potter must have a financial backer to get him/herself established. This in turn
compromises the potter, so that he/she must make what the entrepreneur or the
market forces determine, to ensure financial success. It is more difficult if the
potter insists on making original work. From this point of view it is easy to see
why the traditional tea ceremony work continues to be made.
In Australia, the land of plenty, it is of course hard to find a parallel to these
restrictions experienced in other countries. Here it is easier for young graduates
from art school to set up their own studio and equipment, primitive though it may
be, and make the living they are capable of in an independent way.59

5 ally Seymour and Julian Salter-King.
59All that is needed here is determination to establish oneself. The Sturt pottery in Mittagong was
available for lease in 1988, and had been for over two years. I believe the rent was too high for the
small space and amount o f equipment being offered.
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The Location-Specific Event
M cM eekin’s original investigation of the raw materials of the Southern
Highlands of New South Wales while at Sturt Workshops eventually led to the
publication of his book Notes fo r Potters in Australia.60 This book is a seminal
text. Of similar value were the lectures by Colin Levy on utilising local raw
materials while I was a student at the National Art School in 1971. Each played a
part in emphasising the uniqueness of our environment and local materials, all of
which helped to form my attitude to local materials and the concept of the
location-specific event. This can be seen as the ability of ceramics to represent a
geological area in artistic form. Because ceramics in its early development was
closely tied to the available local raw materials, specific styles developed in
particular areas in response to the nature of those raw materials.
When I started wood firing I was making white glazed and decorated stoneware.
Although I was making whiteware, wood firing was still possible because I used
a lot of saggared shelving to protect the work from an excess of ash. These
saggars were, by necessity, home-made.61 Little by little I experimented with
unglazed work naively testing the local wood with my own clay bodies in my
kiln. This was the beginning of the Australian quality for me. The results were
completely independent— the product of a natural event. Although I did not
appreciate it at the time this was the beginning of my version of the 'locationspecific event', producing pots that had a direct relationship with my working
environment, both chemically and physically.
As mentioned earlier, in the mid-seventies Gwyn Hanssen returned from her
sojourn in France. She gave a lecture in Sydney regarding her seven year stay in
Les Grandes Fougères, a small rural village near Achères in central France.62
This was a very important event for me because it subsequently influenced my
thinking about woodfiring. There was a particular quality exhibited by the pots
which she showed us from that area. Words like 'honesty', 'strength' and a
particular 'self-consciousness' come to mind to describe them. Twenty years later
I can still visualise those flashes of colour and sprinkles of ash on the shoulders.
Even though these powerful memories have grown in grandeur and been

hbMcMeekin.
61 j # D e Boos, S. Harrison, L.M. Smith. Handbook for Australian Potters , Methuen Australia,
1984, p. 206.
62 East Sydney Technical College's Cell Block theatre.
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embellished with time they are still powerful driving forces of inspiration. This
ties in with my ideas on Col Levy's early work as impressions of reality, rather
than reality itself, being the stronger influence.
In considering such places as La Borne, and Bizen, I propose that the particular
combination of timbers and clays found in these regions have principally given
rise to the particular styles in ceramics which have developed there. These
qualities are the product of the soil, the vegetation, the climate and the use of the
acquired skills of generations which combine to produce work of distinct
character. This description could of course equally apply to the local cuisine,
language or architecture. Isolation was a significant factor in the pioneering
development of these local styles. The essence of these specific styles, which is
recognisable by potters who have had sufficient exposure to them, is not easily
defined in words.
There is evidence that such 'location-specific' events as this which occur in
Australia will provide the basis of an identifiable Australian character in wood
firing. There is an analogy here with Australian wines. In the last two decades, as
our wine industry has grown, we have become aware through the production of
vintage wine by small-scale wine makers in Australia of an identifiable and
undeniable Australian character. This analogy can be taken further in that vintage
wine making is place-specific. The soil, the vines and the climate, combined with
the wine makers' manipulative skills, come together to produce the particular and
distinct qualities of the wine. Seasoned wine consumers claim authoritatively that
they can identify the subtle nuances of difference between Barossa Valley and
Hunter Valley wines. I believe the differences ought to be identifiable.
With modem communication, education and the attendant dispersion of ceramic
knowledge, we can no longer work in isolation. Therefore it is important to be
very selective about how much we let any one style influence us and our work,
always trying to look with fresh eyes to see the product of the natural event or the
fortuitous accident, as "fortune favours the well prepared".63 It is very easy to be
saturated by information in these times of efficient transportation, magazines,
television, and telephones. What we need is time for reflection and concentration.
The naive view in this case is a very powerful one. In my case it was
accompanied by a sense of questioning and a desire to experiment, sometimes for

63 Anecdotal evidence leads me to believe that this quote is attributable to Erwin Schrodinger, one
o f the founders o f quantum physics.
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the wrong reasons, but usually with a beneficial outcome, trying to discover what
I was after.64
This act of experimentation often produces new work, quite often by accident.
W illum De Kooning and Jackson Pollock both worked in this way. Each
developed a new and personal style through experimentation and personal
interpretation. The skill lies in recognising the 'newness', and selecting what is
new and vital, and being flexible enough to change direction while still
maintaining enthusiasm and therefore high energy levels.
I like to think of this enthusiastic romance with an idea as a kind of battery
charging exercise. Once the emotional battery is charged with enthusiasm, I find
it most important to make the work as soon as is practicable. If I spend too much
time in explaining the idea to colleagues or others, then the battery is shortcircuited and I am robbed of the initiative. In The Creative Process Henry Moore,
the British sculptor, described his need to remain very private about current work
until it had reached a satisfactory stage of completion so that the creative urge
was not dissipated.65

64 in the mid-seventies, my friend and colleague, the late Gillian Grigg brought back from Britain
a selection of contemporary work. One piece that impressed me greatly was a coffee mug by Alan
Caiger-Smith. The brush decoration on his work was very impressive. This particular pot haunted
my mind for quite a while and etched itself into my memory. I am not inclined to replicate other
works but because this pot would not fade into the background, after a few months I decided that
the only way to overcome this fascination would be to make one myself. Were it possible for me
to have bought one I probably would have done so.
I did eventually produce my exact replica from memory. I was pleased with the result but I was
tinged with guilt at having made an exact copy o f someone else's work. When I visited Gillian
later I could not have been more surprised to find that there was very little similarity between my
pot and the original! Over the time that I had spent thinking about the quality o f that pot I had
been exposed to other influences and was living, growing, and changing. All this was unobserved
by me, the object o f the change. I had ruminated the idea and regurgitated it in my own form. This
led to my developing a style of brush decoration that was my own, reinforcing for me the idea of
impressions o f reality being the greater and more powerful driving force.
65 “n is a mistake for a sculptor or painter to speak or write about his work. By trying to express
his aims with rounded-off logical exactness, he can easily become a theorist whose actual work is
only a caged-in exposition of conceptions evolved in terms of logic and words.” Henry Moore:
Notes on Sculpture, The Creative Process. Edited by Brewster Ghiselin, University o f California
Press, Berkeley, 1952, p. 73.
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Personal Practice
I am quite interested in the idea of naivety and impressions of reality, rather than
reality itself, as I believe that reality can never be known. 66 If I try drawing the
chair in front of me I can capture the 'feel' of the chair, or the 'photographic
realism' of the chair, or the 'character' of the chair, but not all at once in the one
drawing. I feel that there might be some relationship here with the Impressionist
painters, or the Cubists. There are so many points of view from which to look. A
fundamental part of my practice is also an interest in skills and craftsmanship. I
am in the process of merging these two concepts. That is a naive view, rendering
an impression of reality, much as I imagine the Impressionists did, and
developing sufficient skills to carry out the idea successfully. I have a constant
battle to retain a freshness of vision, because the more work I do and the more I
think about it, the less naive I become.
My interest in wood firing is multifaceted, as a skill, as an art, as a craft, and as
an event closely tied to the ecology of the local area, and the global state. An
understanding and control of the whole process allows me to use the kiln
environment as a tool for decorating the work. The main skill on which I focus is
creating an interesting surface on my forms. The other primary skills are
achieving the correct temperature and atmosphere, and these are now largely
within my control.
Wood firing is never predictable, due to variations in the batch of fuel, the
weather, or the pack. Because there are so many variables, essentially it comes
back to the skill of the potter to sum up the situation and take the appropriate
actions. I never know enough. My skills are always being tested. This, plus the
sound of the wood crackling, and the activity of movement to and fro during
stoking, the stacking of wood, the odd splinter, and the knowledge that I have to
maintain concentration on the firing if I am to stay in control, keeps me alert.
Wood firing demands my total attention. It is a very physical activity with no
possibility of leaving the firing process for more time than a few minutes, which
is very tiring at times. However, it is vitally important for me to be engaged in an
activity that is rewarding physically and mentally, and this is why wood firing has
held my attention for so long. In his book The Engineer's Conscience, M W

6 6 a naive view is expressed by Rousseau in Larousse. "At the beginning o f this century, Jean
Jacques Rousseau wrote o f art as being more authentic when it has least suffered the refining
processes o f culture". Larousse Encyclopaedia o f Modem Art Ed. Rene Huyghe, Hamlyn, 1961.
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Thring, past Professor of Engineering at York University, wrote on the subject of
meaningful work:
The worker in a factory often does a job so beneath the skill of a
human being that his or her only possible reason for doing it is the
money, and their minds are totally divorced from their work. This is a
psychologically damaging way to spend one's life because it
increases the already existing lack of connection between the head,
the hands and the feelings.67
Tracy Kidder tells of the development of a new and revolutionary thirty-two bit
architecture computer for the American company Data General.68 The young and
talented computer science graduates doing the developmental work are paid less
than workshop technicians for their creativity, because the company knows that
these tremendously committed young people want to work at the very cutting
edge of technology, and will do so for little money. The fact that they will do so
guarantees their commitment to the work. This is just the position that we as
artists are prepared to tolerate for the same reasons, and hopefully with the same
result. That is, we are at the cutting edge. This is also true of artists who put in
many long unpaid hours, indicating that inspiration is a greater motivating force
than money. In my own work I tend to follow an idea either until I have resolved
it to my satisfaction or until another project becomes more interesting.

67 m W Thring, The Engineers Conscience., Northgate Publishing Company Ltd. London, 1980,
p. 19.
h^Tracy Kidder, The Soul o f the New Machine, Penguin Books, Australia, 1982.
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Part 2 - ECOLOGY

Australian Timbers
Australia has its own distinct landscape, climate and vegetation. In the light of my
'location-specific' argument it is therefore appropriate to examine one of
Australia's unique and valuable assets, its native timber forests. They are not
forests in their original form, but the product of human manipulation of the
environment over time by the Aboriginal culture that predates us. Estimates of the
period of time vary from forty thousand to over a hundred thousand years. Not
only are they now what are termed 'fire tolerant' species, but they are perfectly
adapted to our drought and flood climate. It is fortunate for potters that they also
make excellent fuel for the firing of kilns.
I do not advocate chopping down trees to fire kilns. In a healthy forest there are
always trees that have reached the end of their life and are dead on the ground.
There are also a great number of dead branches there to be picked up, so reducing
the fire hazard. In point of fact, if this wood is not collected and burnt in a kiln it
is burnt anyway, because local bushfire brigades have a policy of burning off
every two to three years in what is called 'hazard reduction'. Accordingly, I have
come to the conclusion that it is better that it be burnt creatively with some
productive outcome.
The Aboriginal culture which predates white European arrival on this continent
developed a naturally balanced relationship with the ecosystem, and this included
a fire regime. To them, trees, earth and fire were integral to their life and had a
magical/spiritual significance. To me, this 'earth/tree/fire = life' relationship has
another connotation, that fire is the flux that transmutes the earth and the tree and
creates something new. It becomes the liveliness of the wood fired surface in a
modem kind of alchemy. By taking soil and timber, which many Australians do
not consider to be precious but expendable commodities, and transforming them
with fire into the precious object of the wood fired pot I am performing my own
kind of alchemy.
The burning question is, how can this be achieved with minimal environmental
damage? This has been one of the focal points of my research so far. The result is
a summary of practical techniques and theoretical propositions, which, at this
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stage, would best describe the Australian wood fired pot, as far as my
understanding of it is concerned.
There is certainly no difficulty in burning Australia's endemic hardwoods in
either the up, down or crossdraught fireboxes that have been developed for the
purpose, and no difficulty in achieving stoneware temperatures. Hardwoods are in
fact an extremely compact fuel. There are considerable quantities of energy stored
in these dense logs and weight (as long as the timber is consistent in water
content) rather than volume is surely the best guide to assessing the energy
content of a batch of timber. Of course, with hardwood being denser than
softwood one piece may be equal to three, four or five pieces of softwood,
depending on the relative species, so that firing with hardwood can often mean
doing only a quarter of the amount of stoking, which enables a rather 'layed back
wood firing'.69
Flame markings, ash deposits and other firing marks are the distinguishing
features of wood firing. An understanding and control of these surface qualities
by kiln manipulation are the palette of the wood firing potter. Depending on how
it is burnt, wood can give quite a lot of ash into the kiln atmosphere. Both
Australia's native timbers and the imported or exotic plantation timbers have
proven suitable for wood firing, and the difference between hardwood and
softwood is not a great problem because both bum easily if handled properly,
requiring only minor changes of approach in the firing. If there has been a good
supply of any type of wood available to me in the past I have used it, but I have
endeavoured to be aware of its characteristics and to choose a style of firebox and
a kiln that is sympathetic to my aims and my choice of materials.
Wood as a Renewable Resource
The world's forests are a strictly finite resource and need to be managed very
carefully. Wood can be grown in part to meet the energy needs of a country and
in part to stabilise and rejuvenate degraded soils. It can also be used for
construction materials, paper pulp, fodder, and as a viable way of slowing or
stopping what seems today to be the inexorable spread of salinity in our soils.
Also, any tree adds to the green leafy biomass that purifies the air and takes
carbon out of the atmosphere. Indeed forests should be managed in this way. For
all of the above reasons, as a nation we have a responsibility to plant trees for

6 9 J. King, and S. Harrison.

LayedBack Wood Firing.
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future generations. With our vast resource of indigenous varieties of timber and
still a relatively large amount of space, we are in an ideal situation to plant timber
as a renewable resource for building timber, paper pulp and fuel. Kilns can be
fired easily with wood and the results are not only interesting but also unique to
the environment in which they are made. Artist-potters are ideally situated to
make use of this forest waste and industrial offcuts for their fuel supply.
However, kilns need to be specifically designed to make the best use of them.
Consistent with my 'location-specific' philosophy I have designed a number of
kilns that are optimised for a particular fuel source.
The Ecological Place of Fire and the Australian Eucalypt
Fire is a vital ecological factor in the natural environment of the Australian
eucalypt forest. Hills and Brown point out in their book Eucalypts fo r Wood
Production:
The eucalypts are not only well adapted to either survive or
regenerate after fire but are also largely dependent on fire for their
regeneration and sometimes even for their continued health. Because
of this, the species composition and structure of the eucalypt forest is
governed by fire itself.70
It has been postulated that before the arrival of the Aboriginal race on the
Australian continent with their fire regime the range and distribution of flora was
markedly different. Eucalypts made up a smaller proportion of the forest species.
Since the introduction of regular burning only species that were, or could
become, fire tolerant survived. The deep gorges of southern and western
Tasmania where the Huon pine grows and the isolated pockets of rain forests of
the eastern states of the mainland are areas of Australia that are still in their
original state because they have not been subjected to fire. According to Hills and
Brown:
Vulnerability depends not only on the plant's features of resistance,
but also on the type and frequency of fires to which the plant is
exposed. Trees of tropical rain forests often have little or no
resistance to fire because their bark is thin, but they are seldom
exposed to fire since very little fuel accumulates on the ground and
the fuel is rarely dry enough to bum. Similarly, trees in barren places
are not often exposed to fire, and conversely, trees in extreme fire
environm ents may be highly vulnerable despite outstanding
resistance. The vulnerability of a species to a damage by fire is thus
linked to its environment.71

70 w , e . Hills & A. G. Brown, Eucalypts for Wood Production, CSIRO, 1978, p. 104.
7 lH ills & Brown p. 106.
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Some varieties sucker, others rebranch from dormant buds, still others regrow
from the lignotuber and some are killed outright but regenerate from prolific
post-fire seeding.
Fire is an important aspect of the Australian environment. Most eucalypt forests
have experienced wild fires intermittently over long periods of time, and various
adaptations have been noted with the result that two main groups have evolved in
response to fires. Of the two the most sensitive to fire is the thin barked species.
These trees are usually very fast growing and are easily damaged by fire.
However, they regenerate extremely fast from seed after a fire. This gives them a
competitive edge over the other competing species in their environment,
"provided that sufficient seed is available they regenerate prolifically, and the
regrowth develops rapidly on the resulting ash beds".72 An example of this type
would be the wattles, the Acacia species. The other group is comprised of the
fire-resistant species. These have thick bark and are generally slower growing.
They are more tolerant of fire, and the older more established trees in a stand are
even capable of withstanding very hot crowning fires. Hills and Brown note that,
"The crown recovers when the epicormic buds shoot on the bole and branches.
When mature trees die their place may be taken by either seedlings or
lignotubers".73 In either case the mineral content of the combusted vegetation is
returned to the soil where it provides nutrient and the carbon content is returned
to the air as carbon dioxide.
Crane points out in The Biology o f Wood Formation, "When wood is burnt, a link
in the ecological cycle is completed; solar energy captured in the process of
photosynthesis is released by the opposite process of respiration". 74 Crane goes
on to state that the action of fire is to be likened to that of composting. The same
amounts of heat energy are released, but in a much faster time scale and the
timber will consume exactly the same amount of oxygen, whether composted or
burnt. The growth of plants on the earth is essential to the continuation of life as
we know it, but what is little understood is that trees use almost as much oxygen
as they produce during their life cycles. Respiration and photosynthesis should be
considered as a balanced equation, each requiring the other. However,
"Respiration by bushfires is more obvious to the eye than natural composting." 75

7^Hills & Brown p. 186.
73Hills & Brown p. 186.
7 4 W. J. B. Crane, The Biology o f Wood Formation Firewood Forum, Institute o f Foresters of
Australia Inc, C.S.I.R.O, Canberra, 1983, p. J/254.
7% . Crane, p. J/254.
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Once a tree has attained its full age and dies, it matters little whether it rots or
bums. It returns the same amount of carbon to the cycle with only the time frame
differing. Once timber hits the ground it is attacked by termites, beetles, fungus
and rot thus releasing valuable nutrient to the ecocycle. However, some of our
native timbers are very slow to rot and it is typical to find thick piles of mulch on
the ground built up over a period of years until the layer is thick enough to
sustain a ground fire. According to Crane, "In these respects, eucalypts are
natural fuels. And natural fire has been in Australia long before white or black
man. Many Australian forests cannot naturally regenerate or survive without
fire".76
Wood Fuel, Forest Management and Eco Politics
I have undertaken to show that artist potters' kilns can be fired easily with wood,
and I have attempted to show in my exhibitions and through my slide
presentations at various conferences that the results are not only interesting but
can also be unique to the environment in which they were made. I have dealt with
the question of hard woods, with particular reference to how they might best be
burnt in the downdraught firebox kiln (Bourry box), the updraught firebox kiln
(Dutch oven) and the oriental tunnel kiln which is essentially a crossdraught
system. No matter which design of wood fired kiln or firebox a potter uses, and
each has its own merits, for a variety of reasons, we are all burning wood. This is
still possible in Australia with our small population and relatively large amount of
space but it is not possible in countries which have a similar or larger population
crammed into a much smaller space.
Although we are still blessed with this spacious lifestyle there is no room for
complacency. If we are to be able to sustain our lifestyle as wood firing artist
potters we must act now and consider in what ways we can use wood and from
what sources we can collect wood for use in our kilns in order to have the least
detrimental effect on our environment. We are vulnerable to criticism from an
uninformed public and must explain our position well, lest we be seen to be
adding to the environmental malaise. Our forest cover has been squandered,
chopped and burnt to clear land for agriculture and living space over the last two
hundred years, and that destruction of forest, although for a positive purpose, was
carried out with no real gain. That is, there was no use made of the timber that
was removed. It was just burnt. We cannot blame those people who went before

7b \v.

Crane, p. J/254.
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us and cleared the land as they did not know what we now know about our
ecology. We can however, blame ourselves and our peers if we continue to do the
same. We must make every effort in our practice to utilise whatever waste wood
is available, perhaps as by-products of some industry, or for those fortunate
enough to have the space, to actually grow trees for the purpose.77
The world's fossil fuels and forests are a strictly finite resource, and need to be
managed very carefully. Forest management, plantations and wood lotting can be
part of the solution. Wood can be grown, in part, to meet the energy needs of a
country. In Third World countries this will be principally for cooking, but in
Australia its main applications are building and heating and Plantations will be
the solution. They can have a dual function, in part as a viable way of slowing or
even reversing the spread of salinity and to stabilise erosion in degraded soils,
and secondly, forests can be managed for commercial purposes for construction
timber, paper pulp, or fodder.
Due to the wider acceptance of the Greenhouse theory the value of forests is
beginning to be recognised as being not just for commercial exploitation. First
world banks are beginning to swap Third World debt for the retention of
equatorial rain forest, and President Clinton recently announced a cut of two
thirds in the logging rate of north western old growth forests. Although still not
sustainable it is a step in the right direction. Any tree adds to the green leafy
biomass that purifies our air and takes carbon out of the atmosphere. It is never
too late to plant trees for the future, to conserve what we have left of our
established forest and to find better ways of utilising that part of the forest that we
do harvest.
In Australia, with our vast resource of indigenous timber varieties, and still a
relatively large amount of space, we are in an ideal situation to plant timber as a
renewable resource. If saw logs are taken from a forest only the bole of the tree is
taken. The foliage, branches, roots and bark are all left behind, and this is
desirable as these parts of the tree contain the major part of the nutrient used by
the tree. They rot down and are made available again for the regeneration of the
new growth. In contrast, when forest is clear-felled, burnt, and then replanted
with pines, most of the nutrient is leached out and lost before the plantation is
established. Pines also take different nutrients from the soil. They use much more

7 7 Arthur Rosser, 'Growing trees for woodfiring' Proceedings, 'Woodfire '89' Woodfiring
Conference, "Morning View", Gulgong, 1989, np.
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phosphorous, for instance, which is usually introduced in the form of soluble
fertiliser. Pine plantations are an ecological disaster for our native flora and
fauna. It is important that replanting be carried out with greater forethought. The
Forestry Commission does not seem to have any major official plans, at this
stage, to replant our native forests, but there are moves to do something positive
in this direction which are reflected in an editorial of the Timber and Forest
Journal. The Editor states:
I believe that, as a nation, we need to begin to re-forest Australia, for
three major reasons. First, young and growing trees use carbon
dioxide and produce oxygen, so that every tree planted helps to
reduce the greenhouse effect. Second, if major climatic changes do
occur we may see huge areas of forests die, while other areas become
more suitable for forestry. And third, we need to repair the damage
done to vast areas of Australia by agriculture and consequent soil
erosion.78
Although there have been large areas of plantation created since the sixties, these
have usually been pine forests. In fact large areas of sound native forests have
been cleared specifically for the purpose of creating plantation pine. The other
major problem with plantations is that the whole forest is densely planted and of
the one age. This has a disastrous effect on the native flora and fauna, particularly
if the plantation is of an introduced species. There are, however, solutions to this
problem to which I will return later.
The great ecological crime of the current moment is the export of our
unprocessed wood chips by foreign transnationals and the creation of dioxin by
the mills that do process here. We are the culprits because we are the ones
demanding bleached white paper products. In England recently the major
producers of paper sanitary products decided to use only non-chlorine-bleached
pulp, because of the dioxin problem, and this has received a positive public
response. We have been exporting our reforestation technology for some time,
neglecting the need for the same restoration measures in Australia We too may
end up in the position of the Third World nations. There is a chance to reverse
this trend, and we have the resources, but there seems to be a total lack of
political will. We still seem to see ourselves as the lucky country, eating at both
sides of the 'magic puddin'.
Australia as an island continent covers a vast range of habitats. The main body of
our normally inhabited territory spreads from Tasmania to the Torres Straight

78 Forests and Timber, Vol 24.1988.
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Islands. This provides an abundance of flora adapted to growing in a wide climate
from bitterly cold, ranging through desert, to the wet tropics. Throughout this vast
climatic range there are a number of internationally recognised and proven
firewood species. In Firewood Crops,19 a report of an advisory committee on
technology and innovation of the Board on Science and Technology for
International Development (BOSTID), a study was carried out on plants that
would be suitable for propagation around the world for use as firewood crops in a
variety of habitats. These ranged from humid tropics through tropical highlands
to arid and semi-arid regions. Species were selected from around the world and
over a third of those selected and proven were Australian species. Australia has
been involved in aid projects in many countries that involve reforestation.
Eucalypts have been planted in these countries because of their high calorific
value, their ability to grow in a wide range of soil types and climates, and the
speed with which they grow. When trees are exported to other countries and
planted in monoculture they may become a problem, just like the monoculture of
radiata pine has become here in Australia, displacing endemic flora and fauna. A
better solution would be to interplant introduced species as wind breaks amongst
food crops and native species. Eucalypts are being used in this way in countries
like Brazil for fuel for industry as well as for subsistence farming. It is
unfortunate and short sighted that we give priority to replanting Third World
countries before our own.
In Australia native forest is clear-felled and then replanted with pines in
monoculture. This is done for short term economic benefit as the plantation will
mature at the one time which facilitates economies of scale in harvesting. The
timber is white, light and easily worked, although short-lived in use if exposed to
the weather, unless tanilised or otherwise preserved, which has its own inherent
problems. There is little chance of exporting pine as the world price is low and
our costs are high. The biggest problem for Australian producers, according to
Roughana, is the world acceptance of radiata pine as a packaging timber.80 It
virtually has no credence as a structural or decorative timber at this time. Most
plantation pine timber goes into timber framing or packaging timber. However,
both of these uses can and were performed by hardwoods in the past.

19Firewood Crops, Shrub and Tree Species for Energy Production Volume 2. National Academy
Press, Washington D.C., 1983.
S^Eric Roughana, The Australian Forest Industries Journal, Jan/Feb, 1989, np.
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There are native pines that can and are being plantation grown for commercial
purposes in small quantities, such as aracaria species, particularly Hoop pine. A
report in the Colong Bulletin states:
Native forest depletion has to some extent been offset by pine
plantations, though much of the plantation has simply replaced native
forests. Pines were planted because they were fast growing and
m atured early— an expedient policy. There is some question
however, as to whether they were the right trees to plant. 81
The ideal solution would be to return degraded farmland to forest. This would
help to counter soil erosion and the increased forest cover would help to counter
the greenhouse effect. According to the Colong Bulletin article there are probably
only two principle means of,
successfully countering the environmental crisis caused by soil
degradation and atmospheric pollution. One is to stop burning fossil
fuels, and the other is to increase vegetative cover of the land surface.
There is still some uncertainty as to the effect of global warming, but
there is no doubt that if we lose our soils and fresh water we cannot
subsist.82
The above quote has, I believe, fairly general acceptance among environment
conscious Australians, but there is still a strong conservative lobby, particularly
among the established farming community, to continue with existing broad acre
farming technology which is particularly damaging to the marginal lands onto
which it has spread in this last generation. Environmentalists' claims are generally
denied by farmers' lobby groups, who have a vested interest in maintaining the
status quo. There is, however, more realistic acknowledgement within the
scientific community. Dr Chris Watson of the C.S.I.R.O. writes:
The soil has taken a terrific beating as the native vegetation has been
replaced by annual crops and by pastures for grazing. Most soils were
already of low inherent fertility. Cultivating them for crops exposed
them to heavy and erosive rains, and to recurring dry periods and
drought, farming was pushed far beyond the frontier of the limited
areas favourable to growing plants...Under existing practices each
tonne of wheat means a loss on average of more than ten tonnes of
soil.
He concludes his article,

81 The Colong Bulletin No 113, March, 1989, p. 3.
S^The Colong Bulletin N o 113, March, 1989, p. 3.
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If our civilisation is to persist...radical changes must be instituted to
stabilise pollution levels, encourage decentralisation, foster self
reliance, increase recycling, and promote the stewardship of land .83
The attitudes of the rural industries are closely paralleled by those of the current
agro-forestry industry, which seems to be trying to pulp and chip the last of our
remaining tall forests for export before the turn of the century, when Third World
plantation forests will come on stream, with a predicted drop in the world price.
Considering that we have only some seven percent of our original forests left this
seems criminal, especially when it is for export as a primary product which does
not employ many people, and even those employed are not well paid. In an article
in the Bega News The Hon. Richard Jones (Australian Democrats) is quoted as
saying on his return from a fact finding tour of the Eden woodchip concession
area, that:
the timber workers of Bombala and Eden are being unmercifully
exploited by the wholly-owned Japanese Harris Daishowa...The
amount paid to the workers for delivering the logs to the chipper is
barely that normally paid for transportation costs alone...The loggers
are cutting, de-branching, de-barking and loading the logs at no cost
to the company...In addition, the royalty of $14 a tonne does not
cover the costs of new roads, infrastructure and the overheads of the
forestry commission...From our observation the company is
deliberately logging some of the most sensitive areas to ensure that
these no longer have value as nature reserves.84
I believe that Harris Daishowa, backed by cynical State and Federal politicians
looking for local votes, are targeting areas of an important environmental nature
such as Tantawangalo, Coolangoobra and Egan Peaks. Once these critical and
sensitive resources are removed there will not be much of the old growth forest
left for the environmental movement to save.
There will always be a need for timber in Australia for building and other uses,
and there will always be a need to conserve forests, for all the above reasons.
Putting aside international trade, if the next generation is to have timber and fresh
air to breathe action is required now. More consideration must be given to
conserving our remaining forests in timber reserves, recreation areas and National
Parks, to preserve the genetic stock of flora and fauna and restrict the spread of
the suburban sprawl. Consideration should be given to replanting mixed native
forest on degraded agricultural land. Less timber may need to be harvested

A Countryside Reeling, The Bulletin, Jan, 1989.
^ B eg a News, 17 Feb, 1989.
83
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overall in order to establish a truly sustainable yield indefinitely. Perhaps part of
the answer will be provided by Larry Harris,85 an ecologist at the University of
Florida, who has developed a theory of 'island forest'. Harris has devised a widely
applicable program for conserving forests. His studies were done on the forests of
the western slopes of the Cascade Mountains. Although these forests have been
depleted by forestry over the last thirty years. They still form the most extensive
tract of interconnected unlogged forest in the U.S.A.
Knowing that the forest will eventually be logged, Harris proposed a system of
selective logging in order to preserve its ecological status in some way. His first
step was to make a comparison of the fauna of areas of ancient untouched tall
forest and to compare that to various areas of forest that had been logged and
were in various stages of regeneration. The unlogged tall forest and almost
mature rejuvenate logged forest both had certain things in common such as tall
dead trees or large trees with dead limbs and fallen trees that supported various
nesting and hunting birds and provided food for a wide range of insects. The
broken canopy of the older forest also provided a source of light for an understory
of other species of plants to develop which broadened the scope of other fauna to
inhabit the forest. After clear felling many species are left without a suitable
habitat and so die out, or are severely reduced in numbers. Harris's plan for the
Cascade Mountains involves continuance of the logging, in such a way that it is
not only sustainable in terms of yields but also in terms of species habitat and the
survival of the forest ecosystem.
Linda Gamlin says of Harris's work, "Applying island biogeography theory to the
problem, he has worked out where the most useful 'islands' of ancient forest
would be, and how to maximise their value to forest animals".86 Harris proposes
that the islands should include a combination of level ground and streams or
standing water. This is where plant diversity is greatest. Each island needs a
buffer zone, which is divided into nine segments. These are to be cut on a longrotation basis (over 240 years) for high quality timber. The buffer zone would
provide a secondary habitat for the inhabitants and shelter the island from the
worst weather, making the outer edge and the centre equally biologically useful.
This allows the old growth islands to be smaller in dimension so that there can be
more of them. These stands of ancient trees are therefore linked by corridors of

^L arry Harris, The Fragmented Forest, The University o f Chicago Press, Chicago, 1984.
8 6 Linda Gamlin, "The theory o f islands shows how to save forests", New Scientist, N o 1597,
January 28 ,1988, p. 44.
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uncut forest, allowing large animals such as bears the freedom to wander widely.
The islands should also be joined by corridors to the main 'reserve' area, high in
the mountain where forestry is uneconomic, thus guaranteeing long term, stable
environmental conditions. These corridors could be provided by leaving broad
bands of trees along streams, something that also helps to minimise soil erosion.
Using theories of island biogeography devised by several ecologists, Harris
worked out how large the islands and their buffer zones should be to preserve the
existing forest community. The problems of species loss that Harris has identified
are very similar to those identified by Swedish ecologists as their ancient forests
are felled and replaced by plantations. In principle, Harris's solution to the
problem is equally appropriate for other coniferous forests and mixed forests,
although the detailed calculations of island size and distribution would need to be
calculated specifically. Such a program of island preservation could work well if
put into practice thoroughly by building on remaining pockets of ancient forest
where they exist and allowing mature stands to develop to island status in other
areas. If there were political will to implement such a scheme it could reverse the
decline of mature forests and provide a model of conservation practice throughout
the whole world. This idea could be applied in Australia to preserve and extend
our remaining naturally forested areas while still allowing much of the
commercial forestry activity to continue. It is obvious that current yields cannot
be sustained indefinitely. We have treated forests as just another resource to be
exploited without much thought for the future.
The increasing demand for paper pulp in the first world is the greatest threat to
the Northern hemisphere's coniferous forest. The brightest hope for the future of
the coniferous forest is probably the recycling of waste paper. Using recycled
paper allows paper factories to maintain capacity yet reduce their intake of freshly
felled timber. A new generation of high quality recycled paper products is
emerging onto the marketplace. The secret to recycling paper is to mix it with
new pulp, as recycling shortens the fibres, making the paper shorter and more
easily torn. Mixing the new longer fibres with the old pulp overcomes these
problems. According to Gamlin, the leader in this new technology is Germany.
Recycling is now big business in West Germany and the Netherlands,
where most offices use computer stationery and copy paper with a
high recycled content. The Dutch even have a scheme for stabilising
the price of waste paper, which encourages manufacturers to use it by
making the supply more reliable and prices less erratic .87

87L . Gamlin, Sweden's Factory Forests New Scientist, No 1597, 28 January, 1988, p. 45.
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There is still no official governmental support for paper recycling in Australia.
The only 100% recycled paper produced without de-inking and bleaching
available in Australia is imported .88 There are however, plans for Australian
Newsprint Mills to build a newsprint de-inking and recycling plant at Albury in
New South Wales .89 When environmentally suitable recycled paper is introduced
here it will need to be supported to encourage its use, and reuse, and further reuse,
even if it is slightly more expensive at first.
There are dire implications for wood as a fuel with the shortage of forest, the
greenhouse effect, global warming, and the destruction of the ecosystem, and too
many people on a small fragile planet. One has to think very carefully before
lighting a fire. However, I think that there is still a place for wood as a fuel for the
artist potter. As there will always be timber used for some worthwhile and
ecologically sound purpose, so will there always be timber off-cuts for use for
other worthwhile secondary purposes, and I rate wood firing among these. From
this point of view I think that wood firing for the artist potter has an optimistic
future but it will need to be handled responsibly. Just as there will always be art
so will there always be ceramics as an artistic form, and the sooner we stop
wasting precious fossil fuels on processes that can be sustained by other means
the better.
Solar, wind, tidal and thermal-powered electricity generation are viable areas of
research. In this scenario nuclear power has little credence, although it has been
suggested that its extended use is an ideal way of slowing the greenhouse effect.
Professor David Suzuki's lecture on the Amazon rainforest given at the Australian
Museum in Sydney, introduced the concept of birth to death accounting .90 This
involves counting the total cost to the community of the whole of an activity. For
example, the construction and running cost of nuclear reactors also involves the
running down and decommissioning of the plant, which may take up to thirty
years, and be longer than its useful working life in some cases. The cost of
looking after the waste for two hundred thousand years is obviously not a viable
economic proposition. This is another example of short-term , self-centred
attitudes to energy usage and the environment. It is being left to all future
generations to clean up our excessive pollution.

^F riends o f the Earth News Letter, April, 1990.
^E n viron m en tally friendly, 100 per cent recycled paper can be obtained from Ecopaper
Collective, P.O. Box 451, Leichhardt, 2040.
9^Repeated on the Australian Broadcasting Corporation's Science Show, 1990.
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One option for responsible artist potters is to recycle creatively and
constructively, use mill off cuts and other 'waste' products such as saw dust and
scantlings to fuel our kilns, to reduce the waste of energy resources. There is a
general awareness of the environment amongst wood firers. Many of us are
already practicing recycling, but although our use of energy in kilns is minor,
even insignificant, compared with the use of energy of the greater whole of
society, there is no room for complacency. If we expect everyone, in all facets of
life and business, to cut their energy use by twenty per cent in the next decade,
which will not be enough, but probably more than we can expect to achieve, then
we must do the same. Even if we are recycling waste fuel we are still emitting
carbon dioxide from our chimneys.
The answer lies in shorter firings and better insulated kilns to cut fuel
consumption and carbon dioxide emissions to as low a level as possible .91 There
is no reason why this should limit our artistic expression in any way. It means we
will have to work harder to find the solutions. As many wood firers choose to live
in the countryside there is the possibility of collecting usable dead timber from
the sides of fire trails. In my case I feel that this is a suitable source of fuel,
because the local bush fire brigade bums the area every few years. This is called
hazard reduction. All this timber is wasted as fuel, but yields a lot of smoke,
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. It is ecologically
unsound to remove the tree tops and bark from the bush, as they contain about
90% of the total nutrient in the tree, and this should be left behind to fertilise the
next generation of growth.
The ecological implications of wood firing should not be viewed in isolation. It is
appropriate to confront the real problem, and that is to develop strategies for long
term solutions to our predicament so that we may live happy, fulfilled and healthy
lives regardless of whether we fire kilns with wood or not.
Over the past 20 years I have experimented with many ways of wood firing, and
each gives its own distinctive result. I have been looking for something that gives
a result that is interesting and repeatable, but something which is environmentally
passive, which makes the challenge more interesting. It is for each individual to
make changes in his/her own life. To try and conserve energy and resources
voluntarily, for example, significant changes can be effected by using less

9 1 The Queensland potter, Arthur Rosser, said to me in jest that the anagama potters are doing the
best job o f positively reducing carbon in the atmosphere because o f all the carbon inclusion they
get in their pots.
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electricity, installing solar hot water, driving a smaller four-cylinder, fuelefficient car, without air conditioning, walking, riding a bike or using public
transport. It is difficult to implement objective long term strategies with the
political system the way it is .92 If we do not make the changes voluntarily, then
they will be forced on us anyway. We might as well implement them on our own
terms. Ours is the generation which has squandered most of the world's resources.
We were quick to accept convenience, and treat it as essential. We must now
initiate the reconstruction of our society's values from the 'yuppie' motto of 'greed
is good' to 'just enough will do'. If all military spending were put to productive
use raising living standards in the Third World the effect would be significant
remedying many major problems with the one initiative because affluence is
widely recognised to be the best contraceptive in the world. The actual outcome
is of course likely to be otherwise—more of the same.
I must state that I am not a Luddite. This should not be seen as pessimism.
Technology can provide answers but it needs to be implemented equitably and on
a human scale. Lobbying politicians and big companies and refusing to buy what
is unacceptable is the way to influence the direction of marketing, and eventually
research. I recognise that this will have a greater effect globally than any change
to wood firing schedules.

92 Barry Jones, the Minister for Science, has said that he is considering a reissue o f "Sleepers,
Wake!" to be printed in braille - especially for politicians. Jones, Barry, Sleepers, Wake!
Technology and the Future o f Work., Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1982.
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Part 3 - TECHNOLOGY

Combustion
Wood was humankind's first fuel. It was used for all purposes, cooking, heating,
hunting and defence, so it is not surprising that it was the earliest fuel used to fire
ceramics. This was essentially because of its ready availability and ease of use.
Bourry states, "As in all other industries, the first fuel that was used in pottery
was wood ."93
For all its simplicity, the technique of burning wood involves quite a complex
series of physical phenomena. These are dealt with in detail in the following
pages. A sound understanding of these phenomena is essential in firing a kiln to
high temperatures using the combustion of wood fuel as the only means of energy
input. In general, most potters do not have a clear understanding of the basic
combustion principals, as historically these have not been understood nor written
about objectively. There are a few descriptions of wood fired combustion in the
craft literature. However, they are less than scholarly and are somewhat
misleading, being based on limited experience. Leach states:
The reluctance of many kilns to rise above 1200°C to 1300°C has
been to many another potter besides myself a cause for anxiety and
even desperation. The firing is the climax of the potter's labour, and
in a wood fired kiln of any size it is a long and exhausting process.
Weeks and months of work are at stake. Any one of a dozen things
may go wrong. Wood may be damp, flues may get choked, bungs of
saggars fall, shelves give way and alter draughts, packing may have
been too greedily close, or for sheer exhaustion one may have
snatched an hours sleep, handing over control to someone else and
things begin to move, to warp and to bend, the roar of combustion
takes on a deeper note—the heavy domes crack and tongues of white
flame dart out here and there, the four minute stokes fill the kiln shed
with bursts of dense black smoke and fire. Even in the east, where
hand work is usual and labour specialised, a big kiln firing has the
aspect of a battle field where men test themselves to the utmost
against the odds. This may sound like discouragement, but it is the
simple truth .94

93EmiIe Bourry, Treatise on Ceramic Industries, London, Scott Greenwood & Co, 1901, p. 324.
[This is the first edition in English translation, by Wilton P Rix.]
9 4 Leach, p. 196.
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This description was written in 1940 in A Potters Book, after Leach had been
potting and wood firing for twenty years95. However, what he does not point out
is that his opinion was greatly coloured by his very first experience of stoneware
wood firing which took place in Abiko in Japan in 1916. Thirty-eight years later,
in 1978 Leach wrote his memoirs in which he frankly discloses his first
experience, as follows:
The first firing of Kenzan's small cubic-square-yard kiln was
disastrous, for I refused his offer to come out and help. I was too
anxious to learn—even through my own mistakes. I had never fired a
kiln at high temperature and was inexperienced in the struggles and
skills required to raise the heat so much higher than the bright red
750°C. of raku ware. For all that blood, sweat and obstinacy, the
reward was half a dozen semi-glazed celadon pots .96
This experience was so traumatic for him that it coloured his thinking and
writings for years to come. Leach's first book was widely published and read
post-w ar, as it was virtually the only text for potters at that time, and
consequently influenced many potters' opinions. Although the experience was
real for Leach, it is not typical for all wood fired kilns. In this light it is
appropriate to discuss the combustion of wood in some detail.
The Heating Value of Wood
Wood is an excellent source of energy for heating. As a fuel the more substantial
Australian native trees, eucalypts and their relatives, acacias and casuarinas, are
found in practice to be excellent fuel. W. Crane of the C.S.I.R.O. in Canberra
states that wood is "nearly as good a fuel as brown coal. The wood is compact,
heavy, yields a high calorific heat and can usually be made to bum completely at
a slow steady rate to a fine ash without many resinous, corrosive or toxic
vapours ".97 This statement applies only to the combustion of dry wood under
ideal conditions .98 Perfect combustion only occurs in the laboratory at high
temperatures in the presence of plenty of oxygen. The quantity of energy which is
released during combustion to maintain the chain reaction effect of combustion is
known as the 'heat of combustion' or 'heat value' of the fuel. The 'heat value' of

9 5 Leach, p. 196.

^Bernard Leach, Beyond East and West - Memoirs, Portraits & Essays, Faber and Faber,
London, 1978, p. 115.
9 7 W J B Crane, The Biology o f Wood Formation, Firewood Forum, Institute o f Foresters o f
Australia Inc., C.S.I.R.O., Canberra, 1983, p. 3.
98in the typical back yard burning heap it's only the outside o f the heap that gets enough oxygen
to make carbon dioxide; the inside o f the bonfire makes carbon monoxide.
Dr K. Kruszelnicki, Latest Great Moments in Science, ABC Books, Sydney, 1993, p. 18.
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fuel is a quantity which can be ascertained for any fuel. Heat from combustion of
a fuel is passed in one of three ways to the surrounding fuel and raises it to a
temperature where it can react with the oxygen in the surrounding atmosphere. In
oxidising it gives off more energy to the surrounding fuel, raising it to its flash
point and thus establishing the chain reaction.
Heat Transfer in Fuel
Heat is transferred in three ways; conduction, convection and radiation.
Conduction is the means by which heat is passed through a medium such as
wood. Convection is the means by which heat is transferred by gases or liquids,
particularly between a gas and a solid, or a liquid and a solid. "It occurs at all
stages in a fire but is particularly important early on where thermal radiation
levels are low ."99 Radiation is the means by which heat is transferred through the
open setting space of a kiln and includes vacuums . 100 Drysdale states, "Unlike
conduction and convection, radiative heat transfer requires no intervening
medium between the heat source and the receiver. It is the transfer of energy by
electromagnetic waves which, like visible light, can be absorbed, transmitted or
reflected at a surface and will cast 'shadows' if partially blocked by an opaque
object".101 A particularly dense packing of pots will act as an opaque object in
this case.
In the transfer of heat between the hot and cold areas of a kiln, conduction,
convection and radiation are all affected by the relative temperature difference
between the areas. The temperature difference is the important factor. The actual
temperature affects the rate of heat transfer by all three means. For example, in
firing kilns to stoneware temperatures i.e. 1300°C, there will be a greater transfer
of radiated heat at 1300°C than at 100°C. The higher the temperature the more
important radiation becomes, and at low temperatures convection and conduction
are more important. Convection and conduction are similar in that they demand
contact or very close proximity between the hot and cold particles. Radiation, on
the other hand, does not make such a demand because it transmits heat in the
form of radiant energy. The hot particles emit electromagnetic radiation at a
wavelength of 7500 to 53000 Angstrom units, that is, they emit radiant energy .102

9 9 D . Drysdale,

Fire Dynamics, W iley and Son, New York, 1985, p. 34.

lO^Dental porcelain is fired in a vacuum.
1 0 1 Drysdale, p. 35.
102Radiation From Hot Gasses and Non-luminous Flames. "Only gasses whose molecules have a
dipole moment can interact with electromagnetic radiation in the thermal region o f the spectrum
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Cooler particles will be excited to a higher temperature by this energy. The
amount of energy accepted by those cool particles depends not only on how much
energy was emitted by the hot particles, but also on how much the cool particles
themselves can absorb.
How much a particle can absorb is equal to how much the same particle can
radiate and is known as its emissivity. Consequently a good absorber is also a
good radiator. For example, "the carbon particles in a flame have an emissivity of
0.97. It will radiate or absorb 0.97 of the maximum amount theoretically
possible ".103 The maximum possible value is 1.0. The Stefan-Boltzmann Law
states, "that the total radiant energy emitted by a hot body varies as the fourth
power of the absolute temperature of the body. Stefan found this experimentally
and Boltzmann developed the theoretical basis, the result being the Stefan
Boltzmann Law ".104
Conduction is of far greater importance in solids for transference of heat than it is
in either liquids or gases. In fact it is the only way heat can be transferred through
opaque solids such as wood. Brown and Davis illustrate this point:
Convection and radiation can transfer heat only to the surface of
unburned (or burning) fuel. Radiant heat may penetrate a few
thousandths of an inch into woody substances, and this penetration
may be of some significance in the burning of thin fuels such as
grasses and leaves. However, radiation, like convection, for the most
part transfers heat only to the surface of fuel material. Conduction
consequently may be considered the only means of heat transfer
inside individual pieces of fuel. For this reason conduction is one of
the main factors limiting the rate of burning in heavy fuels. ...
Materials that are poor conductors of heat, such as punky wood,
ignite more readily than do the better conductors, such as sound
wood, but they bum more slowly .105
Punky wood is a term used in the timber industry to indicate timber that has
become very fibrous and ’pithy' due to rot or decay. This explains why Australia's
heavy, dense hardwoods are slower to catch alight than softwoods, and why

[0.4-100um ]. Thus, homonuclear diatomic m olecules such as N 2 , 0 2 , H 2 , are completely
transparent in this range, while heteronuclear molecules such as HCL, CO, H 2 O and CO 2 absorb
[and emit] in certain discrete wavelengths. Such species do not exhibit the continuous absorption
which is characteristic o f black' or ’grey’ bodies and absorption [and emission] occur throughout
the volum e o f the gas and consequently the radiative properties depend on its depth or
’pathlength’." p. 71
103 D e Boos, Harrison, & Smith, p. 249.

Efficient Use o f Fuel, Her Majesty’s Stationary Office, London, 1958, pp. 172-3.
A Brown, & K P Davis, Forest Fire, Control and Use, McGraw-Hill, p. 167.

10477^

105 a
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finely split hardwood bums faster and more intensely than full logs because of the
increased surface area available to the effects of conduction and radiation.
Fuel Size
The finer the cross-section and the smaller the size of the fuel source, the greater
will be the speed and intensity of the combustion. For a given amount of fuel per
unit area the rate of burning increases with increasing surface area of the fuel,
provided there is an adequate oxygen supply. This is why a pile of finely split
kindling bums faster than does a pile of larger pieces of wood containing the
same volume of fuel. The effect of size and arrangement of fuel on combustion
can be illustrated by the following examples:
The mode of burning may depend more on the physical state and
distribution of the fuel, and its environment, than on its chemical
nature. The following example may be quoted: a log of wood is
difficult to ignite, but thin sticks can be ignited easily and will bum
fiercely if piled together.106
A further example may serve to illustrate the point. If we consider a pile of dry
logs of large dimensions they will be very difficult to ignite in their large
format.107 Once alight the logs will continue to bum in a very hot fire that will
continue for some time. In this situation all of the three heat transfer mechanisms
mentioned above are at work. Convection and radiation are at work heating the
surfaces of the logs. Only conduction transfers heat into and through the log.
"Since conduction is the slowest of the three heat transfer mechanisms, it limits
the rate of burning ."108
If the above logs are split into four quarters and the pieces are stacked up like the
first pile, creating ample ventilation through the pile, then the second log pile will
bum much faster than the first because the rate of combustion does not depend so
much on conduction. The surface area of the second log pile is greatly increased
by the splitting so that convection and radiation are correspondingly increased in
the preheating effects. The burning surface is also increased by the same amount.
Assuming that the splitting action is continued until the logs are reduced to an
extremely fine state and occupy a volume many times that of the original, then
convection and radiation heat transfer will be increased equally throughout the

106 Drysdale, p. 1 .
l^ 7After a bush fire raged through our property in 1975 all the firewood cut, split and stacked
near the kiln, burnt to a fine ash. A similar stack near by o f unsplit blocks only charred on the
surface, and went out.
i^ B r o w n & Davis, p. 168.
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whole volume of the pile, and the rate of burning will be increased to a point
where the wood can be combusted in only a few minutes instead of hours. Brown
illustrates:
The effect of fuel arrangement can be visualised if a volume of
excelsior-like fuel such as that just described, is compressed until it
occupies a volume only three or four times that of the original
volume of logs. The total surface and radiative conditions are the
same as before compression, but both convective heat exchange and
oxygen supply are greatly reduced. There will be a corresponding
reduction in the rate of combustion .109

h ^B row n & Davis, p. 169.
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Heat Energy
There is suprisingly little difference in calorific value between various timbers.
Brown states, "The heat energy released by burning forest fuels is high and does
not vary widely between different types of fuels ."110
The table below gives the heat values of some different types of fuels .111
Heat of combustion
Substance

for oven dry material, Btu/lb

Wood (oak)

8,316

Wood (beech)

8,591

Wood (pine) (type unspecified)

9,153

Wood (poplar)

7,834

Pine sawdust

9,347

Spruce sawdust

8,449

Wood shavings (type unspecified)

8,248

Pecan shells

8,893

Hemlock bark

8,753

*Pitch (source unspecified)

Average (*excluding pitch)

15,120

8,620

The content of the wood plays a part depending on the species. According to
Brown:

110Brown & Davis, p. 160.
H I E P Carmen, Kent's Mechanical Engineers' Handbook, John W iley & Sons, NY, 1950, pp.
39-41.
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The heat of combustion varies slightly for the wood of different
species. It is a little higher for a coniferous species such as pine than
for the hardwood species. This is a result of both the higher resinous
content and higher lignin content of the conifers .112
Oxidation and Combustion
Combustion is just one of a variety of differing types of oxidation, some of which
are chain reactions that take place at elevated temperatures. The higher the
temperature, the more violent and rapid the reaction that ensues. Other oxidation
processes, such as the hardening of a coat of linseed oil in a paint film, take place
very slowly at ambient temperatures. Over a period of time the oil film combines
with oxygen in the air and hardens as it oxidises. The rate of heat release is so
gradual that the temperature rise is negligible. Similarly it is not possible, for
instance, to sense the degree of heat that is given off by the oxidation of iron
(rusting). Brown points out, however, that there are certain conditions under
which a fundamentally slow oxidation may accelerate and end with a high
temperature combustion chain reaction.
For example, a loose pile of rags or cotton waste saturated with
linseed oil will undergo a temperature rise when the oil starts to
oxidise because the cotton waste is a good insulator and retains much
of the heat generated. The temperature rise increases the oxidation
rate and vice versa, until a point is reached when the pile of cotton
waste begins to smoke and ultimately bursts into . 113
The hardening of a film of linseed oil bears little resemblance to combustion at a
superficial glance and there are other reactions that resemble combustion which
are not oxidation reactions at all. An example is the thermal decomposition of
wood, an exothermic reaction which occurs when wood substance is heated. This
is usually referred to as the pyrolysis of wood. Pyrolysis always precedes
combustion. In this reaction, wood breaks down into secondary products and
releases heat. Stamm and Harris state:
As soon as pyrolysis becomes active, flammable gases are released
and ignition can take place from a pilot flame. Lacking such a source,
the wood must reach a much higher temperature before spontaneous
ignition can occur. If the wood specimen is well insulated, the
temperature rise from pyrolysis will, in turn, increase the reaction
rate and hence the rate of heat release. The accelerating rise of
tem perature continues until the volatile m aterial ignites
spontaneously or is distilled off and charcoal remains. It is difficult to

Î^ B ro w n & Davis, p. 160.
i^ B r o w n & Davis, p. 161.
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state at what temperature the exothermic reaction becomes self
sustaining and provides the threshold to ignition.114
The rate of heating and the method of measurement strongly influence the values
obtained. For rapid heating in an oven in which the temperature of the wood
samples lags considerably behind the oven temperature, Stamm and Harris give
the exothermic reaction temperature as 273°C .115 However, for heating in an
oven in which the temperature difference between the oven and the sample is kept
small by raising the temperature of the oven very slowly, the exothermic reaction
temperature may be much lower. Stamm and Harris quote temperatures as low as
149°C or even less. 116 Brown states,
Since the exothermic reaction itself is often initiated by bacterial action and
bacteria are killed off from 46°C to near the boiling point. This may well
be the minimum temperature range for initiating pyrolysis under favourable
natural conditions.117
The Three Phases of Combustion
The heat that is generated by the thermal decomposition of wood is the first stage
of combustion. In Ceramics this heat source is the beginning of the chain reaction
that predicates sound combustion in the kiln firebox. Once a strong fire is
established it is only a matter of appropriate stoking at suitable intervals to
elevate the kiln to its final temperature. When heat is applied to an individual
piece of fuel, three phases of combustion can be recognised in the moving flame
front. Luke and McArthur illustrate this point:
The first phase is one of drying and preheating accompanied by the
start of decomposition, but the reaction is not self-sustaining if the
source of heat is withdrawn. In the second phase, decomposition of
the fuel is completed and is accompanied by flaming in a self
sustained reaction. In the third and final phase, when the vapours
produced during the decomposition process have been consumed, the
residual charcoal bums away until only the mineral ash is left.118
In the fierce environment of a kiln's firebox combustion zone all three phases of
combustion are to be found concurrently. The second phase of the process can be

1 1 4 A J Stamm, & E E Harris, Chemical Processing of Wood, Chemical Publishing Co. Inc, NY,
1953.
H^Stamm & Harris
H^Stamm & Harris

Forest Fire, p. 165
1 18r H Luke, & A G McArthur, Bushfires in Australia, Department o f Primary Industry, Forestry
and Timber Bureau, and CSIRO, Division o f Forest Research, Australian Government Publishing
Service, 1978, p. 23.
1 1 7 A Brown,
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likened to the industrial petrochemical technique of destructive distillation. This
principal is used in wood distillation when products such as methyl alcohol and
tars are separated from a residue of charcoal and the chemical changes in the
heated wood release further heat, which assists in completing the process of
distillation. The process involved in the third phase of combustion, the
combustion of charcoal, was much used in Australia during the petrol rationing
period of the Second World War to fuel cars and trucks. It was known as
'producer gas', or 'water gas’, depending on the variation of the technique
involved. The burning of charcoal produces radiant heat rather than flames.
The Chemistry of Combustion
The chemistry of combustion, although complex, can be defined as the chemical
union of oxygen with combustible materials (in this case wood products, timber,
bark, branches, leaves) accompanied by the emission of light and the generation
of heat. If the combustion is to be a self-sustaining chain reaction, then there
must be provision in the design of the firebox to recharge the fuel source with
fresh combustible material, and provision made for adequate access of fresh
atmospheric air, and the controlled removal of the spent gases by means of a flue
system .119 Atmospheric air is, of course, not pure oxygen but contains
approximately 21% pure oxygen. The five principal constituents of air expressed
in percentage by volume are as follows:-

Gas

% by volume

Nitrogen

78.03

Oxygen

20.99

Argon

0.94

Carbon Dioxide

0.03

Hydrogen

0.01

Total

100.00

119This dissertation does not consider combustion by means o f artificially applied sources o f
oxygen such as bottles o f compressed oxygen.
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The ignition temperature of wood varies somewhat, depending on its form,
species, and moisture content, but is generally considered to be in the vicinity of
200°C to 500°C. Paper which is essentially produced from pine tree wood pulp
ignites at 235 °C.
Paper ignition temperature is, interestingly enough, the approximate temperature
of the cristobolite alpha/beta inversion in clay, and has been used by potters for
many years to test if a kiln is cool enough to unpack safely, without the risk of
dunting the fired ware. This test is performed by introducing crumpled up news
print into the kiln chamber through the spy hole, and if it spontaneously ignites or
singes and goes black (pyrolysis) the kiln is still too hot to unpack.
Under normal conditions the combustion of a cellulose compound,
such as paper which consists almost entirely of cellulose, follows a
more complex pathway. When paper is heated, chemical reactions
begin whether air is present or not. Above 100°C it starts to go
brown and water is evolved, not by drying but as a result of the
decomposition of cellulose. When heated somewhat further, acrid
flammable fumes are observed but heat is absorbed, not emitted. The
reaction is not self-sustaining and it ceases if the external heat source
is cut off. However, if heating is continued above 300°C a new set of
reactions takes over. Heat is no longer absorbed from an outside
source but is generated by the reaction. Gasses such as carbon
monoxide, hydrogen and methane, and various acrid vapours are
emitted. If air is present, these ignite at a temperature above 350°C.
This gives rise to hot gaseous combustion products which, together
with the radiation from the flames, serves to dry and heat adjoining
paper particles to produce the self sustaining reaction of fire .120
In the kiln the fuel is a natural and variable mix of forest products, which is far
more complex than the simple example quoted above.
Cellulose is the most important constituent of wood, but lignin is also of vital
importance as the glue that holds the cellulose fibres together. It has a more
complex structure than cellulose and requires more heat before it will decompose
to flammable vapours, tars and charcoal. There are also other products in the fuel,
depending on the source. These may include oil or water-based extractives, saps,
resins, kinos, oils and waxes. The presence of these can affect the flammability of
the wood depending on their proportions, temperature and physical state, and also
the availability of atmospheric oxygen to mix with them. Drysdale states:

120? .like, & McArthur, p. 24.
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While at first sight the composition of the volatiles might seem of
secondary importance to their ability simply to bum as a gaseous
mixture, such a view does not permit detailed understanding of fire
behaviour. The reactivity of the constituents will influence how
easily flame may be stabilised at the surface of a combustible solid,
while their nature will determine how much soot will be produced in
the flame. The latter controls the amount of heat radiated from the
flame to the surroundings and the burning surface, and also
influences the quantity of smoke that will be released from the
fire . 121
The more aromatic of the volatiles that are released during combustion often
produce reducing flames that are long and yellow, and give off soot from the tips
of their flames. Gaydon and Wolfhard explain as follows:
When a combustible mixture is heated, chemical reactions
commence, and since these are normally strongly exothermic the
mixture tends to heat up spontaneously, so further accelerating the
rate of the chemical reaction. When the rate of self heating exceeds
the heat loss to the vessel's walls the mixture will ignite...In practice
it is found that there is, for any particular fuel/air mixture, a fairlydefined temperature at which this spontaneous thermal ignition
occurs.122
It is not important to establish the exact temperature of ignition, as it is so
variable, and indeed even under laboratory conditions a range of temperatures is
often quoted for chemically pure substances, as in the table below.

121 Drysdale, p. 12.

1 2 2 A G Gaydon, & H G Wolfhard, Fiâmes—Their Structure, Radiation and Température,
Chapman and Hall, London, 1979, p. 23.
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The Ignition Temperatures of Combustible Substances at Atmospheric
Pressure123

Combustible Substance

In Air

In Oxygen

Hydrogen (H 2 )

580 - 590°C

580 - 590°C

Carbon monoxide (CO)

644 - 657°C

638 - 646°C

Methane (CH4 )

649 - 750°C

555 - 700°C

Ethane (C2 H 6 )

530 - 630°C

520 - 575°C

Ethylene (C2 H 4 )

543 - 5490 c

500 - 520°C

Acetylene (C2 H 2 )

405 - 440°C

416 - 440°C

Ignition temperatures are for dry air and dry oxygen.

^ H a s le m & Russell, Fuels and Their Combustion.
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Mullins supports this view, but quotes a slightly different set of temperatures.

Spontaneous Ignition Temperatures124

Combustible Substance

In Air

In Oxygen

Hydrogen

576°C

560°C

Carbon dioxide

609°C

588°C

Methane

632°C

556°C

Ethane

472°C

Propane

4930C

468°C

Ethylene

490°C

485°C

Acetylene

305OC

296°C

Benzine

690°C

662°C

Ethyl ether

3430c

178°C

°C (not given)

Although it is practically useful to know the temperatures at which the above
substances ignite, Cullis points out that these
ignition temperatures are useful, ...the subject is mainly within the
realm of chemical kinetics, as radical chain mechanisms are often
involved, and the balance between branching and terminating steps
depends in a complicated way on surface reaction and partial
pressures of the gases.125

124B P Mullins, Spontaneous Ignition, Butterworths, London, 1955.
1 2 5 c F Cullis, & A Fish, & J F Gibson, Petroleum Derived Carbons, American Chemical Society,
Symposium 21, p. 348.
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There is no set temperature that is widely agreed, even for chemically pure
substances, so it is fair to say that for a variable fuel source such as wood we
should consider a very wide range of temperatures depending on the qualifying
circumstances. Brown supports this view:
The ignition temperature of solid fuels is not a constant and is not a
specific point except for carefully defined sets of conditions. If
glowing and smoldering are the ignition criteria, then the ignition
temperatures may be somewhere in the temperature range from
204°C to 371°C. If the appearance of flame is taken as a criterion,
then the ignition temperature is higher. From measurements on the
internal temperatures of rapidly heated wooden cylinders, Fons
(1950) estimates their surface temperature to be about 343°C when
they ignite. He found that cylinders placed in a heated atmosphere
would glow but would not flame until the temperature of the
surrounding atmosphere was between 427°C and 482°C. This
temperature probably corresponds to the ignition temperature of the
gases distilled from the wood cylinders and is in good agreement
with the ignition temperatures of the liquid hydrocarbon fuels, most
of which range from 371°C to 593°C .126
Drysdale states figures for the ignition temperatures of the three principal
constituents of wood, hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin.
Thennogravimetric analysis of the degradation of wood, cellulose and
lignin, shows that the constituents decompose to release volatiles at
different temperatures, typically :127

Degradation Temperatures of Wood Products128
Hemicellulose

200°C - 260°C

Cellulose

240°C - 350°C

Lignin

280°C - 500°C

Theoretically combustion is a straightforward process that simply involves the
bringing together of the particles or molecules of fuel with the correct amount of

^ B r o w n , p. 182
^ D r y s d a le , p. 175.
^ D r y s d a le , p# 1 7 5 .
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air so that when they are heated to the ignition temperature of that mixture they
will bum (oxidise) fully. A simple example is quoted below:-

c +o2 = co2
Where:

C = Carbon (theoretically the main constituent of the fuel)
0 2 = Oxygen (at atmospheric temperature and pressure)
C 0 2 = Carbon Dioxide (completely oxidised carbon)

In practice there are complications and difficulties caused by the chemical and
physical nature of the fuel, together with the mechanical difficulties involved in
bringing them together intimately and efficiently. At the beginning of the firing
process, when the kiln is still not fully heated, only the firebox is hot enough to
sustain combustion. To get every atom of carbon to pair off chemically with
every molecule of oxygen by the principle of random collision is virtually
impossible in the short space of time that the gases are passing through the
combustion zone. This results in there being some free oxygen and some free
carbon remaining uncombined by the time the gases have left the combustion
zone and have cooled below their ignition temperature. This produces the
characteristic blue-haze smoke seen in the early stages of the firing.
In response to this factor in the studio potters' kiln firing schedule I have designed
two different small portable precombustors .129 The first device uses a small
heated metal chamber with pre heated primary air to achieve a better combustion
of the wood in the early stages of combustion, while the second utilises a small
portable 24 volt micro-processor controlled liquefied petroleum gas burner to
preheat the combustion chamber. Alternatively, a process afterburner can be
used .130

129D esigned for the N ew South Wales Technical And Further Education Commission while
working in the Ceramics Department o f The Sydney Institute o f Technology, East Sydney
Campus, 1992.
130 a process afterburner is discussed on p. 268.
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It is illustrative of this point to include a passage from an article by Harry
Davis .131
With coal firing, brown smoke is formed from the tarry distillation
products which manage to get away before being burned. The less the
volatile matter in the coal the less the amount of tar evolved, and
therefore the less the amount of smoke. The remedy for brown smoke
from coal firing is not really difficult to apply, since the tarry vapours
bum fairly easily, provided enough warm air is mixed with die smoke
early enough to permit combustion. In kiln firing practice, brown
smoke cannot be absolutely avoided, especially when fires are being
cleaned or new chambers are being taken on, though it can be
reduced very considerably. One of the most effective means of
reducing brown smoke from coal fired kilns is to install underfeed
stokers. It is the basic principal of the underfeed stoker that the new
coal is introduced into the fuel bed from below. It therefore follows
that the tarry products from the freshly fed coal pass up through the
fire and are burned with an appropriate air supply before they can get
away .132

1 3 ^ h e late Harry Davis was bom in 1910 in Wales. He trained as a potter, and eventually
managed the St. Ives pottery o f Bernard Leach. He and his w ife May travelled widely in Africa
and South America before establishing the Crowan Pottery in Wales in 1945. They subsequently
moved to N ew Zealand in the sixties and established Crewenna Pottery. In the 1970s the Davis’s
spent six years establishing their own pottery aid project in the Peruvian Andes, with the aim of
creating a self-sufficient workshop for the impoverished village Indians. Harry Davis lectured
widely in Europe, America and Australia, and contributed to many ceramic journals throughout
the world. He is the author of The Potters Alternative, published by Methuen Australia in 1987.
132Harry Davis, Successful Smoke Eimination, The British Clayworker, UK, 1957.
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Although the above passage refers to the combustion of coal, the basic principals
remain unchanged. The underfeed stoker mentioned in the text is essentially the
same in its operation as the top loading, downdraught wood firebox sometimes
called the Bourry Box. A more detailed description is given in Part Six of this
dissertation. The characteristic yellow/orange luminosity of reducing flames is
caused by small ultrafine carbon particles suspended in the flame. When heated to
high temperatures these particles glow red hot or hotter-orange/yellow, giving the
characteristic colour. Drysdale points out that:
With few exceptions liquids and solids bum with luminous diffusion
flames. The characteristic yellow luminosity is the net effect of
emission from minute carbonaceous particles of diameters of the
order of 10-100 nm which are formed within the flame, mainly on the
fuel side of the reaction zone. These may be consumed when they
pass into oxidative regions of the flames, but otherwise they will
react and interact futher to yield smoke. While within the flame, they
will attain high temperatures and each one will act as a black or 'grey'
body.133...Carbon monoxide is produced in all fires involving carbon
based fuels, and its yield is strongly dependent on the conditions of
burning and availability of air.134
The result of the gases passing from the combustion zone without fully mixing
and combusting is more likely to be the production of some carbon monoxide,
smoke or both. This is well-established within the technical literature, with some
specific research being done in the studio ceramics field .135
The following simple equation shows the formation of carbon monoxide due to
an oversupply of fuel, or undersupply of oxygen.
2C + 0 2 = 2CO

1 3 3 Drysdale, Fire Dynamics, p. 75.
^ D r y s d a le , Fire Dynamics , p. 13.
135G . Crispin, The Effect o f Firing Conditions Upon the Colour and Quality o f Celadon Glazes,
Pottery In Australia, Vol 17, No 2, Spring, 1978, pp. 20-28.
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Smoke
Smoke particles are produced by incomplete combustion. It is possible to get
smoke from any fire if it is poorly managed, or even intentionally if it is desired.
Both flaming combustion and smouldering pyrolysis give off smoke. In regard to
smoke from smouldering combustion, Drysdale states:
although the nature of the particles and the modes of formation are
very different smoke from smouldering is similar to that obtained
when any carbon based material is heated to temperatures at which
there is chemical degradation and evolution of volatiles.136
Work done by Bankston indicates that the high molecular weight fractions of
distillation condense as they mix with cool air to give a mist consisting of minute
droplets of tar and high boiling point liquids .137 These will tend to coalesce under
still air conditions to give a distribution of particle size with a mass median
diameter of the order of l(im and will deposit on surfaces to give an oily residue.
On the other hand smoke that is a product of combustion involving freely burning
flames, as opposed to smouldering combustion is essentially different and is
almost entirely made up of small carbon particles. Rashbash states that a small
proportion of the total carbon particles are, "produced by ablation (breaking up, to
pass directly from a solid to a gas) of a solid under conditions of high heat
flux ."138
Most of the particles are formed in the gaseous phase of the flame due to
incomplete combustion and high temperature reactions (pyrolysis) particularly
where there are low levels of oxygen within certain sectors of the flame itself.
Both of these types of smoke can be burnt further, if not fully, if suitable
conditions exist.

1^D rysdale. p ire Dynamics , p. 353.
1 3 7 c P Bankston, Review of smoke particulate properties data for burning natural and synthetic
materials, National Bureau o f Standards, G C R -78-147,1978
138 d j Rashbash, Fundamentals o f smoke production, Fire Safety Journal, Vol. 15, 1982 , pp. 77
86.
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Smoke Production
In the unlikely event that we create kiln conditions of perfect combustion, in
which all the products of combustion are converted into invisible high
temperature stable gases such as carbon dioxide, there will be no visible smoke
emission. However, this is not a realistic proposition due to the variable nature of
wood kiln firebox combustion, although it is potentially possible under conditions
of slight excess oxygen and suitable firebox design and management. This is
discussed in detail under Complete Combustion later in this paper. Drysdale
states:
In a typical fire, mixing involves buoyancy-induced turbulent flows
in winch substantial concentration gradients can exist. In regions of
low oxygen concentration a proportion of the volatiles may undergo a
series of pyrolysis reactions which lead to the formation of certain
molecular species, such as poly-cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and
poly-acetylenes ,139
Calcraft believes that these products are the precursors to soot formation within
the flame .140 It is the presence of soot within the flame that gives the diffusion
flam e 141 its yellow luminosity .142 These tiny particles of soot may combust
within the flame if there is sufficient oxygen and if the average temperature is
kept high enough for an adequate period of time . 143 Otherwise, Drysdale points
out, "they will tend to grow in size and agglomerate to give substantially larger
particles which will escape from the high temperature environment of the flame
as smoke ".144
It is well known to potters that wood as a fuel produces less smoke than rubber
tyres or plastics such as polystyrene foam ,145*given that they are both burnt under

1 3 9 Drysdale,

p. 354.

14° A M Calcraft, Burning Plastics:Smoke Formation. International Symposium on Fire Safety of
Combustible Materials, University o f Edinburgh, 1975, p.253-257.
1 4 1 A diffusion flame is defined as one in which the fuel source and the oxygen, usually
atmospheric air, combust as they mix. This is the case in most wood combustion. The other type
o f flame is a premixed flame where the two gasses are w ell mixed prior to combustion eg.
oxygen/acetylene.
142D J Rashbash, & D Drysdale, "Theory o f Fire and Fire Processes", Fire and Materials, 1983,
pp. 79-88.
143H Wagner, Soot Formation in Combustion, 17th International Symposium on Combustion,
'The Combustion Institute', Pittsburg, 1979, pp. 3-19.
1 4 4 Drysdale, p. 354
145 "The chemical nature o f the parent fuel is o f considerable importance. A small number of
pure fuels [namely carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, metaldehyde, formic acid and methyl
alcohol] bum with non-luminous flames and do not produce smoke. Other fuels, burning under
identical conditions, give substantial yields, depending on their chemical nature. ...Oxygenated
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the same conditions in the same firebox. In the Middle East, where potters have
been wood firing for centuries, they now find that wood is too scarce and
therefore expensive for use in kilns as a fuel. It is a common practice, therefore,
to fire the kilns on whatever fuel comes to hand eg. olive pits , 146 paper,
cardboard ,147 sand shoes ,148* rubber tyres, plastic bags .149 150It is common
practice to bum the fuels that produce the most smoke in the earlier part of the
firing and to save the clean burning fuels to the end to give a good clean
oxidation atmosphere to finish off. This produces the customary bright, clean,
oxidised orange/terracotta colour of the clay. However, it is best to avoid burning
synthetic rubbish. Some chemicals contain chlorine, such as polyvinyl chloride
(PVC). If burnt these give off corrosive gases such as hydrogen chloride. If burnt
at less than 1100°C, they give off dioxins. There are 75 other toxins that are so
far known to be produced from chlorine-based rubbish .151
Synthetic materials that contain nitrogen, when burnt at temperatures above
600°C, give off hydrogen cyanide. Below 600°C, they give off a thick yellow
smoke full of isocyanates. Chipboard gives off the cancer-causing formaldehyde.
Melamine, the plastic-coated wood found in kitchens, gives off formaldehyde if
there is a lot of oxygen, and hydrogen cyanide if there is not. Old wood from
demolished buildings is not safe, due to the use of pentachlorophenol as a
preservative. When burnt at low temperatures it gives off dioxins. Very old wood
is almost guaranteed to contain lead in the paint. So charcoal or clean dry wood
are probably the only safe materials.
Complete Combustion and Theoretical Combustion
Theoretically perfect combustion does not usually occur in practice. In situations
where it is desirable that there be no free carbon or carbon monoxide but where
free oxygen can be tolerated, eg. bisque firing or fusing commercial lustres, it is

fuels such as ethyl alcohol and acetone, give less smoke than the hydrocarbons from which they
are derived. These general observations are compatible with measurements o f the smoke
production potential o f combustiable solids. Thus, under free-burning conditions oxygenated fuels
such as wood give substantially less smoke than hydrocarbon polymers such as polystyrene.
Drysdale, Fire Dynamics, p. 355.
1 ^ P erson al correspondence with John Edye who studied traditional pottery making and firing
techniques in North Africa.
147»The Potters o f Hebron".
148Personal correspondence with Graham Oldroyd who studied traditional pottery making and
firing techniques in Egypt.
149"The Potters o f Hebron".
150jqew Scientist, N o 1637,5 november, 1988, pp. 48-51.
150K Kruszelnicki, p. 19.
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accepted practice that a percentage of extra oxygen be allowed into the
combustion zone to ensure that all the carbon is oxidised, and that no carbon
monoxide will be produced. The percentage of extra oxygen that is required is in
the vicinity of 20 %, and can be represented by the equation:
5C + 6 0 2 = 5C 0 2 + 0 2
Complete combustion is rarely attained in kilns unless an excess of air is used
greater than that theoretically required.
The necessity for extra air is due to the difficulty of obtaining
intimate contact between the air and the combustible gases or finely
divided particles, e.g. the fuel itself in the case of a gaseous fuel, or
the combustible gases, vapours and solids leaving the fuel bed when
burning solid fuel on a grate . 152
There is also a need to complete the combustion within the firebox as the
concentration of gases decreases rapidly towards the end of the combustion zone.
The speed of the chemical reaction is proportional to the concentration of the
combustible gases. It is therefore necessary to use an excess of oxygen to speed
up the reaction and complete it before the gases leave the firebox. To achieve the
maximum efficiency in combustion it is important to use the correct proportion of
air in excess of that theoretically necessary. Any attempt to restrict the excess air
to gain greater thermal efficiency may entail a risk of creating a reduction
atmosphere in the kiln chamber and thermal loss through small quantities of
unconsumed gases passing into the flue, carrying with it potential energy. In
general, it is better to use an excess of air than too little. However, too much air
may be wasteful.

l^ T h e Efficient Use o f Fuel, p. 118.
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Fuel will be wasted because the extra air will become heated;
additional heat will thus pass out of the system as sensible heat in the
chimney gases. If too little is used combustion will not be complete
and the chimney gases will carry away unused potential heat in the
form of unbum t combustible gases, such as carbon monoxide,
hydrogen and methane, which might have been usefully burnt in the
combustion chamber. The optimum percentage of excess air will
depend upon the type of fuel used, the construction of the plant and
operating conditions.153
In some studio practice it is common to 'reduce' the atmosphere in the firing. This
is achieved by deliberately constricting the air inlet or increasing the amount of
fuel to result in the production of a small amount of carbon monoxide in the
chamber and flue gases. Two per cent carbon monoxide in the flue gases is said
to be sufficient.154 However this figure varies with the amount of water in the fuel
and the degree of humidity in the air.
Exact figures are hard to obtain for the use of wood as fuel as it is no longer used
in industry. However the following figures may be used as a guide.
To attain perfect combustion, without the production of CO or
hydrogen, the amount of excess air essential when firing with coal is
generally not more than 50%; under specially favourable conditions
it may be as little as 30%. Powdered fuel can be burned with less
than 20% of excess air, oil fuel with less than 15% and gaseous fuels
with less than 10 % of excess air or, with careful regulation, almost
the theoretical quantity. These figures can, however, be achieved
only by very careful and expert operation .155
Clean dry wood can be considered to be somewhere between powdered fuel and
gaseous fuel, depending on the type of firebox. An added complication is the
degree of mixing of fuel and air in the firebox. It is almost impossible to get
perfect mixing of the air and fuel gases by intermittent hand stoking in a wood
kiln firebox. In this regard the downdraught firebox can be considered a gas
producer, and therefore would need less than 10 per cent of excess air, and an
anagama style firebox would need closer to 20 per cent of excess air.
Because wood and timber products when used as fuel are not composed of pure
carbon, but are complex arrangements of carbon and hydrogen, combustion is a
little more complicated when we consider the role of hydrogen. An example is
given below of hydrogen combusting with oxygen to give water vapour:-

1 5 3 7%e Efficient Use of Fuel, p. 118.
154Anecdotal evidence from conversations with Ivan McMeekin.
155The Efficient Use o f Fuel, p. 118.
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4H + 0 2 = 2H20
Where:

2H20 = Water vapour (x2)

Where carbon monoxide and water vapour combine, their combustion is called
the water gas reaction. An example is given below:CO + H 20 =
Where:

co2+ H 2

CO = Carbon monoxide
C 0 2 = Carbon dioxide

The exact combustion of wood depends on the moisture content of the batch of
fuel. If wood is wet (unseasoned) it combusts slightly differently than if it is dry
(seasoned). Unseasoned wood is still a viable fuel but it does not burn as
efficiently as dry wood. As it bums it does not release as much usable heat,
because it uses some of the energy released during combustion to evaporate its
excessive moisture content.
In Fuel and Refractory Materials A.H. Sexton states:
Wood always contains a considerable quantity of water. In the
growing condition the cells and vessels are filled with the sap fluids
on the circulation of which the growth of the plant depends. Freshly
felled wood contains 50% or more of water—the amount varying
with the kind of tree, the age, and the season of felling. The young
wood, branches, and leaves contain more than the stem and the older
the wood the less water it usually contains. The amount is greatest in
the Spring, when growth is active, and least in Winter. When a tree is
felled and exposed to the air it loses water, and as the bark hinders
drying it is usually removed, or 'barked'. After a few weeks exposure,
under cover, it loses as much water as it will do under the
circumstances, and in this condition it is said to be 'air-dried', but still
retains 15 to 25 per cent of moisture . 156
This fifteen to twenty per cent of moisture can be useful in combustion and in
effecting a reducing atmosphere depending on the circumstances. The following
may be taken as the average composition of air-dried wood:-

Sexton, Fuel and Refractory Materials, Blackie and Son, London, 1897, p. 54. As
this quote comes from an English author, it is within the bounds o f reason that timber appears to
be seasond after a few weeks exposure, under cover , due to the generally high levels o f humidity
often encountered in England.
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Average Composition of Air Dried W ood157
40.0

Carbon
Hydrogen

4.8

Oxygen

32.8

Nitrogen

0.8

Ash

1.6

Moisture

20.0

Total

100.0

Sexton's view that wood is seasoned after a few weeks exposure, under cover is
an oversimplification, not supported by other authors. I consider the question of
seasoning more fully later. In Wood Combustion, D. Tillman et al. give an
example :158
It is useful to observe that the total quantity of dry fuel is 120g, and
the total quantity of wet fuel is 200g. However, both fuels have the
same total heat content or the same dry wood content. Given that the
dry wood is burned with 25% of excess air, and the wet wood is
burned with 40% of excess air, the appropriate combustion equations
(assuming 100 % carbon conversion to CO 2) are as follows:
Dry wood combustion:
H 6 C 4.4 O 2.4 N 0.01

j + 4 .4 0 2 + 16.6N2

= 4.1H20 + 4.4C 0 2 + 0.9O 2 + 16.6N2
Wet wood combustion:
H 6 C 4.4 0 2 4 N 0 01 (H 20 )5 6 + 4 .9 0 2 + 18.4N2
= 8.6H20 + 4.4C 0 2 +1.402 + 18.4N2

157A H Sexton, p. 54.
158d Tillman, Wood Combustion, p. 106.
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The authors point out that the combustion efficiency of the dry fuel is -79% , and
that the efficiency of the wet fuel is - 68 %. They go on to explain that combustion
of 120g of dry fuel will produce 1.47MJ of useful heat energy, while the
combustion of 200g of wet fuel will release 1.35MJ of useful heat energy. From
these figures I conclude that firing with unseasoned timber will have only a 92%
efficiency compared with seasoned timber. The authors point out that these
figures are based on the assumption that dry wood contains 17% moisture
(humidity), and that wet wood contains 50% moisture (water, sap, kinos, resins).
Wood is a very chemically complex substance, with cellulose, hemicellulose and
lignin being its principal constituents. These are variable, and,
even the molecular weight of these basic substances is not known.
However, the proportion of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms in
wood can be expressed to a close approximation by the formula
H 9 O4 . This formula does not represent the wood molecule, but in
combustion calculations it can be treated as such . 159
Brown provides an approximate combustion formula for the wood molecule :160
C 6 H 9 0 4 + 6.25 0 2 = 4.5 H20 + 6 C 0 2
Where: C 6H 9O 4 = a theoretical approximation of the wood molecule
All wood contains moisture, the presence of which should be indicated in the
combustion equation even though the moisture is chemically inert. The same is
true of the nitrogen in the atmosphere. The equation for the complete combustion
of wood with a moisture content M % of its oven dry weight is ;161
4C 6 H 9 0 4 + 2 5 0 2 + 2 0 + (0.322MH2O + 94.0N2) =
18H20 + 24C 02 + (0.322MH2O + 94.0N2)
Moisture in the fuel and nitrogen in the air are shown as bracketed quantities
because they do not take part in the combustion reaction.
Wood, when it is burnt, involves the generation and combustion of hydrocarbons.
An example of the combustion of a simple hydrocarbon, Ethane (2C2
)
follows:-

^ A Brown, Forest Fire. p. 158.

160

W A Brown, Forest Fire, p. 158.

^ A Brown, Forest Fire. p. 159.
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2C2 H2 + 7 0 2 = 4C02 + 6H20
Here the carbon and hydrogen combine with oxygen to form carbon dioxide and
water vapour.
One of the principal constituents of cellulose is D-glucose sugar. The formula for
its complete combustion is illustrated below:C6 H 12 0 6 + 6 0 2 = 6C 02 + 6H20
Where C$ H i 2 06 = D-glucose sugar
Due to the wide ranging complexity of combustion of wood products, for
complete combustion to take place it is necessary to adapt the method of
combustion specifically to the available fuel source.162
Wood Substance
Wood characteristics can vary considerably but hardwood and softwood are
generally found to be true to their names. However, the name has nothing to do
with the hardness or otherwise of the timber. The name derives from the fact that
all trees are grouped into two families, the flowering trees, or angiosperms, which
are the hardwoods, and the cone bearing trees or gymnosperms, which are the
softwoods. The pines, firs and European cedars are all softwoods. The oaks, elms
and ashes are all found to be flowering plants and therefore hardwoods, along
with our own eucalypts.
The wood substance is what makes up the main body of the tree. The tree lives by
extracting soluble nutrients from the soil. These are moved upwards through the
tree to the leaves where they are involved in photosynthesis. The resultant
products are returned to the roots to nourish them where the process starts its
cycle over again. Crane describes the photosynthetic process:
The trunk and branches of trees hold up the leaves which capture the
energy of sunlight by photosynthesis. The ingredients are sunlight,
carbon dioxide, water and minor amounts of nutrients such as
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. The product is carbohydrate,

1 ^M arriott Industries in Sydney manufactures and imports a range o f woodchip, sawdust and
dust extraction machinery. One o f their products is a small woodchip or sawdust burner that may
be useful in utilising waste industrial timber by products such as sawdust, to fire pottery kilns. The
use o f such equipment is well-established in industry. There has been an ergonomic symbiosis
established between a saw mill and a brickworks on the north coast o f New South Wales where
the sawdust from the sawmill is used to fire the brickworks kilns.
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some of which is immediately used by the tree as energy to run or
power itself. But there is usually a surplus and this is transported
along and down the branches and trunk to be stored as w ood.163
After a tree composts or is burnt the mineral nutrients are returned to the soil to
fertilise the next generation.
Cellulose makes up the cells of the wood substance, and lignin is the 'glue' that
bonds them together. M
A11 the more advanced plants contain hollow, elongated,
spindle-shaped cells whose walls are made up largely of cellulose."164 Hence the
name 'cellulose', '-ose' being the chemical termination for sugars. Fructose is the
sugar found in fruit, and so on.
W ood cells are bonded together by various non-cellulosic constituents in a
reasonably effective way. The wood is chiefly made up of cellulose, and is
formed of long cells which grow out from the cambium layer just inside the bark.
According to Crane:
Cells multiply from a cone-shaped sheaf of cells (a meristematic
band of cells called the cambium) near the outside of the trunk. This
reproductive sheaf continuously expands as the trunk grows. Wood
(xylem) is formed on the inside of the cambium towards the inside of
the trunk, and bark (and phloem) is formed on the outside.165
If we observe a trunk of a tree that has been felled we see exposed the various
layers of bark, sapwood and heartwood. It is most usual for the sapwood to be
slightly lighter in colour, and the heartwood to be slightly darker. The timber is
marked by variations in colour that indicate the annual stages of growth. In
Spring there is a flush of growth in all plants, and trees are no exception. This
flush of rapid growth in the Spring is accompanied by an increase in the size of
the cell (larger cells containing more moisture). The timber laid down during this
period of the year is sometimes referred to as 'earlywood'. The timber that is
produced during the latter part of the Summer is characterised by a greatly
reduced cell size. These are much smaller and contain less moisture, they have
thicker walls and consequently they appear to be darker than the 'earlywood' and
are consequently known as 'latewood'.
The two types of cell that are produced at different times of the year produce
timber that varies considerably in density and hardness. The latewood being

l^ C ra n e, p. 254.
E Gordon, The New Science o f Strong Materials, Penguin, 1982, p. 130.
165Crane, p. 254.
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densest and therefore being hardest. During the winter time trees are either
dormant or considerably reduced in their growth. This obvious difference in both
colour, density and size between the earlywood and the latewood enables us to
establish a tree's age by counting the growth rings. The sapwood is the living
wood of the tree. It is the sapwood where the growth occurs and where nutrients
and water flow up and down the trunk. Crane provides more detail:
Sapwood is the outer youngest wood which is in fact the pipeline
which conducts water and nutrients (dissolved in the water) from the
roots to the leaves. Forces of 2000 kPa are required to lift water to
the top of a tall tree. These pressures are generated in the leaves by
large deficits of water, and the pressures are contained by and
transferred in the sapwood. This is why trees (young trees in
particular) can spring open when they are cut, thereby releasing some
of the growth stresses built up by trees under such tension (negative
pressures). And large trees can transport and pump 5000 litres of
water through the sap up through the leaves into the air per day. This
is the process of transpiration. As wood grows older in the tree, it
changes both physically and chemically. The cells which once
conducted water and nutrient become plugged in their cavities by
protrusions of cells (tyloses). There is an increase of tannins (bitter
substances), resins, gums and pigments. The cells in fact die and a
substance (lignin) is formed. Wood which was sapwood becomes
dead heartwood and this occurs when the wood is between 7 and 20
years of age.166
The cell wall of wood substance is principally composed of cellulose,
hemicellulose and lignin. This appears to be constant for all species of wood.
Wood is a complex natural material made up of many parts.
Drysdale gives approximate (~) percentages. 167
Unlike synthetic polymers, wood is an inhomogeneous material
which is also non-isotropic, i.e. many of its properties vary with the
direction in which the measurement is made. It is a complex mixture
of natural polymers of high molecular weight, the most important of
which are:-*16
Cellulose

(~ 50%)

Hemicellulose

(~ 25%)

Lignin

(~ 25%)
(from Madorsky 1964)

1 6 6 Crane, p. 2.
167Drysdale, p. 1 7 4 .
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However, these proportions vary from species to species. Moreover it normally
contains absorbed moisture, the amount of which will vary with the relative
humidity and the conditions of exposure. Cellulose, which is the principal
constituent of all higher plants, is a condensation polymer of the hexose sugar, Dglucose, and adopts a linear structure. This configuration allows the molecules to
align themselves into bundles called microfibrils which provide the structural
strength and rigidity of the cell wall. The microfibrils are bound together during
the process of lignification when the hemicellulose and lignin are laid down in the
growing plant at the cambium layer. According to Greenwood and Milne "The
structure of hemicellulose is similar to cellulose, based on pentose sugars, but that
of lignin is vastly more complex".168
Because of their differences in structure, cellulose and lignin bum differently, as
Tillman describes.
If lignin is heated to temperatures in excess of 400-450°C, only about
50% volatilizes, the balance remains as a charred residue. On the
other hand, pure 'a-cellulose' leaves only 5% char after prolonged
heating at 300°C. So on combustion, cellulose produces more
volatiles, and lignin more charcoal.169
Tillman, Rossi & Kitto give estimated average composition values for softwoods
and hardwoods.170

^ G r e e n w o o d and Milne, 1968.
1 6 9 Tillman, p. 78.

170TiHman, p. 78.
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Average Composition Values for Softwoods and Hardwoods171
Chemical composition (dry basis)

Wood type

(% weight)

Softwoods

Hardwoods

Cellulose

43

43

Hemicellulose

28

35

Lignin

29

22

6.1

6.2

Carbon

53.0

51.0

Oxygen

38.8

39.9

Nitrogen

0.1

0.2

Volatiles

40.6

52.4

Fixed carbon

12.4

12.9

1.0

2.7

46.0

32.0

Ultimate analysis (dry basis)
Hydrogen

Proximate analysis

Ash
Moisture

From the above table one might expect that softwood with its higher content of
lignin should produce more charcoal, but this has not been proven to be the case
in practice.17

171Prepared from papers by Shafizadeh and Lai [1975], Wenzl [1970], Arola [1976], and Junge
[1975].
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Personal communication with David Gardner, Reseach Officer with Wood
Technology & Forest Reseach Division of the Forestry Commission of New
South Wales, indicates that all timbers around the world have much the same
calorific values. To quote from the Fuelwood Project Report:
It is particularly interesting to note the mean calorific values for
mature wood published in the literature. The mean calorific values
reported are detailed hereunder, with the number of timber species
tested to obtain the mean value given in parenthesis:172
Published Mean Calorific Values for Mature Wood
Madgwick (1970)

mean

19.9 MJ/kg (3)

Hughes (1971)

mean

19.4 MJ/kg (2)

Howard (1973)

mean

20.0 MJ/kg (1)

Neenan & Steinbeck (1979)

mean

20.0 MJ/kg (9)

Musselman & Hocker (1981)

mean

20.4 MJ/kg (8)

Wang & Huffman (1982)

mean

18.8 MJ/kg (2)

Gower et al (1984)

mean

19.4 MJ/kg(12)

Anon (1985)

mean

19.6 MJ/kg (25)

This data supports the conclusion that there is little variation in calorific value
between species. The calorific value of a substance is the quantity of heat
liberated from the complete combustion of a unit weight of that substance.

The calorific value of various tree tissues has been determined for
many species. Madgwick (1970) Howard (1973) James & Smith
(1977) Neenan & Steinbeck (1979) Musselman & Hocker (1981)
Wang & Huffman (1982) Gower et al (1984)), have shown that the
calorific value of foliage is consistently greater than that of twig,
branch wood, stem wood, or bark from the same tree. The ranking of
the calorific values of the tissues, other than foliage, varies between
studies. This variation in the calorific value of the tissues indicates

172A . Krilov, W. D. Gardner, S. J. Meredith, Fuelwood Project Report, Forestry Commission of
N.S.W. 1986, p. 11.
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the need for tissue specification when trees are being sampled for
testing. The calorific value of tree tissues may also be subject to
seasonal variations, but this is mainly limited to foliage and twigs,
with the calorific value of mature wood generally not affected. It has
been demonstrated (Madgwick, 1970) that neither the age of the tree,
or its position within the stand, affected the calorific value of the
mature wood.173
Firing with bound faggots of twigs and prunings produces much the same amount
of heat, although it releases it much faster than in the case of unsplit heartwood
logs, weight for weight.
Humphreys and Ironside174 quote various figures for a range of fuels, which helps
to put the calorific value of wood into perspective with other fuels.
Fuel

Approximate Calorific Value Mj/kg

Wood (dry)

19

Coal

28-33

Coke

28-30

Charcoal

29-30

Fuel oil

42-44

Kerosene

46

On this basis wood does not compare favourably with the other fuels available to
industry, and it becomes quite obvious why its use fell out of favour as soon as
other fuels were either discovered or developed at the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution.175 It is now only used by artists for its aesthetic qualities or in the
Third World simply because it is the only fuel available in many cases.
One of the main factors that determines the calorific value of any timber is the
amount of volatile substances present. These are also called extractives because,

l^ M a rcia J Lambert, Inorganic Constituents in Wood and Bark of New South Wales Forest Tree
Species, Forestry Commission o f New South Wales, Research Note No 45, Sydney, 1981, p. 5.
174F R Humphreys, & Ironside, Charcoal FromN.S.W. Species Of Timber, Forestry Commission
o f N.S.W, Reseach Note No 44, p. 10.
175For firing industrial furnaces and kilns,

"natural oils have been employed in the United States and in the Caucasus; it is not likely that the
use of them will spread outside the countries where they are produced"! Bourry, Emile. "Treatise
on Ceramic Industries", Scott, Greenwood & Co., London, 1901.
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being volatile, they can be extracted by distillation of the timber. Again,
consultation with David Gardner leads me to believe that in the general case, oil
based extractives within the timber slightly increase the overall calorific value of
the timber, and water based extractives slightly decrease the overall calorific
value.
An example from the literature (Wang & Huffman, 1982) states:
The main factor affecting the calorific value of mature wood is the
presence of extractives, although this effect is determined by the
specific extractive. They demonstrated that the presence of highly
oxidised extractives, such as phenolic compounds is unlikely to affect
the calorific value of wood, whereas those extractives that are richer
in carbon and hydrogen, e.g. terpenoid hydrocarbons and lipids, are
likely to increase the calorific value of wood.
The variation in the influence of extractives on calorific value is
shown by the difference in the calorific value of sapwood and
heartwood. If extractives were to increase the calorific value of
tissues as a matter of course, the calorific value of heartwood would
be consistently greater than that of sapwood. This is not the case.
Studies by Krisna and Ramaswami (1932) show that heartwood had a
higher calorific value in only 60% of the species tested.
Cellulose, which as mentioned above, is one of the major constituents of wood,
has the theoretical formula:c

6 h 10 ° 5

This gives the theoretical analysis of
Carbon
Hydrogen
Oxygen

44.44%
6.17%
49.39%

The above composition of cellulose remains unchanged regardless of the plant
from which it comes. Wood is of course much more complex than pure cellulose,
but it has some remarkable similarities across species, as in the table below.176

176s exton, p 5 4
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Comparison o f Cellulose Composition for Oak, Birch and W illow
Average

Oak
(120 yrs

Carbon

Birch
(60 yrs)

W illow
(no age giver

50

50.97

50.59

51.75

6

6.02

6.21

6.19

41

41.96

42.16

41.06

Nitrogen

1

1.27

1.01

.98

Ash

2

1.93

2.10

3.67

Hydrogen
Oxygen

Combustion of Unseasoned Timber
"While species might not have a very big influence on energy content the
moisture content of the wood does".177 I have pointed out above that wood will
combust even though it may be unseasoned. It is obvious that extra weight of
wood will be needed to compensate for the weight of the water in the fuel. Of
course it will also be necessary to use dry wood to get the fire started, and
unseasoned wood can be used when the firebox is hot enough to sustain efficient
combustion. This will vary from one design of firebox to another, but I would
suggest that a temperature of 1000°C to 1100°C should be sufficient to sustain
combustion with unseasoned wood without an unreasonable dislocation of the
progress of the firing. The conversion could be made at lower temperatures in
some circumstances.
Fuel M oisture

177J Todd, Combustion of Wood and Stove Design, Centre for Environmental Studies, University
o f Tasmania, 1983, p. 1.
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An explanation of the effect of unseasoned timber on the combustion process is
offered by Brown & Davis:178
The effect of fuel moisture on the burning rate of wood fuel is so
pronounced and so obvious that no measurements are needed to
illustrate its overall effect. However, the mechanisms by which water
affects the burning rate are not so simple...The presence of a
relatively large amount of water in wood produces a relatively small
decrease in the heat yield for optimum or complete combustion
conditions.
The most important effect of fuel moisture in reducing the burning
rate may be described as a smothering process in which water vapour
coming out of the fuel dilutes the oxygen in the air surrounding the
fuel. For the higher moisture contents, the pressure of the heated
water vapour coming out of the fuel may nearly equal the
atmospheric pressure. The sum of the pressures of all the gases
(oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water vapour) surrounding the
fuel must equal the atmospheric pressure. Hence if the pressure of the
water vapour itself is nearly equal to the atmospheric pressure, then
most of the oxygen as well as other gases will be excluded from the
space immediately adjacent to the fuel. Combustion of flammable
gases cannot occur under this condition. Enough water has to boil out
of the fuel to permit enough build-up of oxygen to support
combustion. The smothering effect of water vapour or any other inert
gas is closely related to the phenomenon of flammability limits.

Flammability Limits
Although little research work has been done specifically on the flammability
limits of wood combustion the following quote from Brown and Kidd helps
illustrate the point:
The flammability limits for the gases distilled from wood substance
are not known but should approximate those for vapours of liquid
hydrocarbon fuels. This comes in the familiar area of the functioning
of a gasoline engine. The engine can only operate when its oxygengas m ixture ignites and burns. The upper flammability lim it
determines how ’rich' a gas-air mixture can be and still bum. The
corresponding lower limit determines how 'lean' the mixture can be
and still bum. These limits, as given by Newman,179 do not vary
greatly for the vapours of several liquid hydrocarbon fuels. Benzine
vapour, for which the upper and lower limits are, respectively, 6.75
and 1.35 percent by volume, is a representative example. This means
that if there is more than 6.75 percent or less than 1.35 percent of
benzine vapour by volume in an air-benzine-vapour mixture,
com bustion cannot take place. Newman also gives data for

178 a Brown, Forest Fire, p. 164.
179 l l Newman, Kent's Mechanical Engineers' Handbook,

John Wiley & Sons, 1950, pp. 6 6 -
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computing the flammability limits when the air contains an inert gas
such as water vapour.180 If the air is replaced by a mixture of air and
water vapour to form an air-water vapour-benzine vapour mixture,
the benzine vapour content (in percent of the total volume of the
m ixture) is decreased for the upper flam m ability lim it and
simultaneously raised for the lower limit. For example, if the airwater vapour component is by volume 22 percent water vapour and
78 percent air, the upper limits for benzine vapour by volume become
about 5 percent and 1.6 percent of the total volume of the air-water
vapour-benzine vapour mixture. As the water vapour component of
the mixture is still further increased, the two flammability limits
come closer together and meet at a critical value of about 2.4 percent
(that is, benzine vapour will be 2.4 percent of the total gaseous
mixture by volume). The air-water vapour component now contains
about 36 percent water vapour and 64 percent air by volume. If the
water-vapour content is higher than 36 percent, the benzine vapour
will not burn. The flammability limit values would probably be
somewhat different for the burning of gases distilled from wood, but
the basic principals would be the same."181
Gay don also quotes similar flammability limit effects.182 Moisture in the fuel
does have an effect. The above suggests that the moisture need not be in the
wood, in the sense that the wood may or may not be fully seasoned, but may be
physically wet from atmospheric moisture (rain, condensation, dew), or high
levels of humidity in the combustion air supply, and this will likewise equally
affect the combustion.
M oisture Adsorption
It must be understood, however, that once wood has seasoned properly it cannot
regain this moisture. It can only be moistened by the effects of rain, humidity or
dew. Moisture of this kind is quite different, and is gained and lost at a different
rate from that of sap. According to brown:
When wood substance is taking moisture from the air, the process is
called adsorption. When wood is giving up bound water, the process
is known as desorption. The amount of bound water in fuels is
determined to some extent by temperature, but relative humidity is
the main controlling factor.183

180w ater vapour should only be considered an inert gas at low temperatures. At the relatively
high temperatures found in kilns at the end of a firing, eg. 1000°C or greater, it is possible that the
water will break down to its components, hydrogen and oxygen, and take part in the combustion
process.
181Brown, Forest Fire, p. 165.
1 8 ^A q Gaydon, & H G Wolfhard, Flames-Their structure, radiation and temperature,
Chapman and Hall, London, 1979, p. 29.
1^3Brown, Forest Fire, p. 170.
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The main variables which affect the moisture content of wood once it
is cut are rainfall, relative humidity and temperature. Wind and
sunshine are also important factors in drying wood. However, their
effect is in modifying the temperature of the wood and the relative
humidity in the air directly surrounding the wood. In general, the
only way in which wood can gain a further increase in moisture
content above 30 % is by being left in the rain. However, "Fuels
exposed to the open sky on a clear, cloudless night gain considerable
moisture in lowland locations by collecting dew. The mechanism
involved is radiation cooling".184
This effect is also described by Byram and Jemison:185
Woody materials can literally take moisture out of the air, although
the presence of air as such has nothing to do with the hygroscopic
process. The water which wood takes from the air is called bound
water. Its properties are different from those of free or ordinary
water; the boiling point is higher, the freezing point is lower, its
density is greater, and its vapour pressure lower. 186
It takes considerable energy to separate the bound water from wood.

Once the

wood stock for a firing is seasoned it is best to keep it under cover directly prior
to the firing, ie. open cross-stacking under a roof with open walls is considered
most appropriate.
Seasoning of Wood
This raises the question of when wood can be said to be seasoned.

Convention

has it that wood requires one year per 2.5mm of thickness to become air dried,
and that sawn or split timber will dry faster than logs left in the round. There is
little work published in the literature on this topic of timber for use as fuel.
However, there is one report of green, or unseasoned stringybark being used to
fire the 'clamp' kilns at the Armidale brickworks.187 Apart from Sexton's
information on seasoning, which I find a little dubious, as it does not correlate
with my experience, there are few other references. Most of the references in the
literature denote timber in its sawn state for use in cabinet work and the furniture
industries.188 However, Gordon has this to say of seasoning:
A great deal of rubbish has been talked about the seasoning of timber
by craftsmen and by romantic but ignorant amateurs. Wood consists

184A. Brown, Forest Fire, p. 169.
185 q m . Byram, and G. M. Jemison, Solar Radiation and Forest Fuel Moisture, Journal of
Agricultural Resources, 1943, Vol. 67, p.149-176.
18f>A Brown, Forest Fire, p. 169.
187priyate communication from Charlie Makay, local Armidale potter.
l^ A ld re n , A Watson, Country Furniture, p. 53, [nd, np.].
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of closed tubes which, in the living tree are partly full of water, or
rather sap. In freshly felled wood the moisture content varies but may
be over 100% of the weight of the dry wood substance. About 25%
of this water is absorbed in the hydroxyls of the fibre wall. The
remainder is liquid water inside the cell. Seasoning consists in
removing most of the water in a controlled way: Essentially it is a
drying operation and nothing more. It is necessary to bring the wood
to a moisture content which is nearly at equilibrium with the
environment in which the timber is going to be used.189
It is a simple mater to determine the moisture content of a wood sample by
weighing before and after drying.
Unseasoned weight - dry weight = moisture content
or

Unseasoned weight - dry weight x 100 = % moisture content
dry weight
1

Almost all the water in wood is held in the hydroxyls in the cell walls, up to a
limit of about 25 per cent. Above that point however these hydroxyls become
saturated and the cell walls can no longer absorb any more water. This point is
known as the 'fibre saturation point'. According to Gordon, "Up to the fibre
saturation point the lumen or hollow part of the cell is empty of water. Above the
fibre saturation point virtually all of the additional water exists as loose liquid
water within the lumen".190
All of the changes that occur in wood due to the seasoning of the timber occur
below the critical limit of 25 per cent.. Any extra moisture above this critical limit
does not cause any dimensional changes but simply adds to the weight of the
wood, and of course it affects the rate and efficiency of combustion, as described
above.
I have had one period of successful firing with freshly felled timber. It has been
the practice of the State Rail Authority to clear all the trees from the sides of the
local train line and from the vicinity of the communication wires that run nearby.

1 ^G ordon, pp. 143-144.
l^ G o rd o n , p. 145.
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Such a vast supply of accessible fuel right on site is of course irresistable, as the
train line passes right in front of my workshop. This is especially so when kiln
packing is in progress and fuel is needed for the firing. Enough trees were cut to
fire the kiln, the kiln was preheated that night, and the firing completed the next
day. The firing was normal, with no detectable difference in the fired results, and
it consumed approximately the usual quantity of wood. The rest of the felled trees
along the line were collected and burnt over the period of the next year or so.
Firing the same work, in the same kiln, with the same wood, there was no
noticeable variation in the amount of wood used in any of the firings as the timber
seasoned.
This leads me to conclude that wood firing, in the manner that artist potters
practice it, has an inefficiency greater than the percentage of the weight of water
in the fuel, and so the variation is not immediately detectable, i.e. there is a
natural variation in the way that we pack and fire kilns which exceeds 25%.
Rotring and Decayed Wood
Rot in wood is an example of fungal attack. The fungi live a parasitic existence
on the cellulose of the plant cells, as fungi do not have the capacity to produce
chlorophyll and hence cannot manufacture sugars for themselves. There are
always spores of fungi present everywhere, in all timber, just as pollen is found
everywhere. They cannot become activated unless the conditions are favourable.
This means that the humidity must be high, 18 per cent or higher, since fungi
cannot live in conditions of lesser moisture content. Ventilation is the key factor
since, even if the moisture content of timber rises above the 18 per cent threshold,
fungal growth and rot do not necessarily commence as a matter of course.
Of course rot and fungal growth are in the natural order of things but it is best if
the timber intended for building purposes and wood kiln fuel is kept as dry and,
in particular, as well-ventilated as possible. This can be achieved by thoughtful
stacking of the fuel in the first instance. The rotten core in the central bole of
eucalypt trees is dead wood that has served its useful purpose and reached the end
of its life span. Being dead it is no longer protected by the kinos and resins that
protect the living timber. It is quite common to find this part of the tree attacked
by termites in a symbiotic relationship with the tree. The termites eat the dead
wood and in the process convert it to fertiliser for the tree to use. They may,
however, also spread a disease of the heartwood, producing rot of the butt and
stem. This is more pronounced in monoculture plantations of eucalypts, although
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it is still found, but to a lesser extent, in the natural and varied eucalypt forest, as
noted by Hills and Brown:
In the natural ecosystem these rots are regarded as diseases of mature
and over-mature trees. In the young trees of those species having
naturally durable heartwood, decay is confined to a small core of
juvenile wood. In plantations, however, the situation is likely to be
very different. There are numerous reports both from Australia and
overseas of extensive heart defects associated with both fungal and
termite damage in young plantations of species which, in natural
ecosystems, have a reputation for some degree of natural durability.
This contrast largely results from differences of the rate of growth of
young trees in the natural and artificial ecosystems. In the latter, the
rapid growth in the juvenile stage produces, in relatively short
periods, boles of large dimensions consisting essentially of juvenile
wood. The inherent durability of such wood is low, even in species
that normally show appreciable natural durability at the heartwoodsapwood boundary. This possibly results from the small quantities of
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phenolic extractives, toxic to fungi and termites, deposited in such
wood. 191
Rotten bole wood of this nature is not good fuel as it has given up most of its
energy to the termites. It also consists largely of an altered clay type substance
used by the termites in the construction of their tunnels, causing a condition
called 'mudgut'. This type of wood can be obtained freely from country sawmills
as it has to be 'boxed out' from the log during milling. The use of a little of this
type of wood in the course of a firing cycle does not lead to any noticeable
variation in most kiln firings. It is not recommended for use in Bizen-style firings
involving raking of the embers, although it is within the bounds of speculation
that there could be some unique quality to be derived from the use of such an
indigenous fuel as Eucalypt mudguts. However, detailed research into this aspect
of wood firing is outside the scope of this dissertation.
One variation that I have detected when firing with very old wood seasoned for
over five years in the open and affected by lictus beetle and termites was that
when this batch of fuel was burnt the kiln consumed significantly more wood
than was normally used. I conclude that the actions of rot, termites and lictus
beetle had consumed some of the energy of the timber, requiring more wood in
total to produce the same net energy level. This would probably not have been
noticed had this fuel been mixed with other batches of wood. However, if one is
to understand the true nature of any particular batch of fuel then that wood must
be burnt in complete isolation to ascertain a complete understanding of its
character.

1 9 1 w E Hills, & A G Brown, Eucalypts for Wood Production, CSIRO, Canberra,

1978, p. 147.

Part 4 - MATERIALS

Clays Suitable for Wood Firing
There are many different clays, and many different types of clay bodies to be
developed from them. Equally, there are innumerable different personal attitudes
to clay. Each potter brings a new and individual approach to the treatment of clay,
selecting one for preference over another. Any clay that can be fired to create
ceramics can be wood fired. However, not all clays are ideally suited to wood
firing. Some clays benefit immensely, showing exceptional response to the fire
and ash. Others remain unchanged, showing no discernible effect, and some
others are worse off for the exposure to the fire.
Characteristics such as clay colour, texture and porosity affect the finished wood
fired surface, ranging from dark to light, and porous to vitreous. In Imbe (Japan)
fine textured 'tight' clays that are high in iron are used, as well as others that are
of medium iron content, heavily grogged with quartz fragments and small
pebbles. Another Japanese example is the Shigaraki clay which, at its best, is very
white and heavily grogged with coarse quartz and felspar fragments, or 'nodules'.
The clay used in central France in such places as La Borne, and Les Potteries,
varies from a pale colour with a red flash to a dark clay body with a high iron
content. Both bodies are fairly vitreous. It is important to note in this context, that
all these clays are used more or less as dug from the ground. The only processing
that they receive, if any, is a rudimentary slicing with a cutting wire to remove
any vegetable matter or pebbles considered to be too large. This choice would
vary from potter to potter, depending on the intended purpose of that batch of
clay. It has taken centuries for these old pottery centres to develop suitable
techniques to utilise the available materials to their best advantage. Until suitable
clays are found for use straight from the ground in each district, blending clays
and other raw materials is the best option. This blending of materials does not
always produce the best result, as science sometimes dominates aesthetics.
Another possibility is to make different work that is determined to a large extent
by the limitations of the material. The rewards from this type of endeavour are
potentially very great, although the process can be slow and painful. The result
can be a unique combination of the relationship of the person and the material.
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Blending clays involves choices regarding colour, texture and vitrification of the
finished clay body, as summarised in the following table.
Clay Body Content and Derived Characteristics
Body content

Derived Characteristics

Iron content

Affects fired colour and vitrification

Silica content

Controls texture and glaze fit

Flux content

Determines vitrification, toughness and fired shrinkage

Plasticity

Dictates forming method and drying shrinkage

Texture

Regulates raw and fired 'feel', character and texture

Many of the above qualities are interdependent. For example, texture affects
plasticity and dry and fired shrinkage, and iron content affects fired colour and
vitrification. Altering one ingredient slightly may change the body dramatically.
It depends on which material is altered, and by how much. Each of these
characteristics is examined below.
Iron Content
The iron content of a clay body determines its colour, but its effect on
vitrification is less predictable, especially when it is present in larger quantities.
This is particularly true at the higher temperatures, and especially so under
reduction. Under reduction iron oxide becomes a very powerful flux, as it
changes from the amphoteric Fe 2C>3 (red) oxidised form, which is more or less
refractory at the lower temperatures, to the FeO (black) reduced form. Iron oxide
has an automatic tendency to migrate to the black reduced form at elevated
temperatures, even in oxidised atmospheres. If the clay is high in iron, it will fire
to a dark brown colour, and if fired under reduction it can turn quite black. This
explains the phenomenon of terra cotta clays losing their attractive orange colour
above 1000°C. They start to turn brown, even in a clean, oxidised atmosphere.
Clays fired in a wood fired kiln usually turn out to be one or two shades darker
than if fired to the same temperature in a non-wood kiln. This is due to the
fluxing power of the fine deposit of ash, and to slight variations in atmosphere
during the rhythm of stoking.
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Silica Content
The silica content of the clay influences its glaze fit characteristics and,
particularly in the case of wood firing, it determines its gloss development due to
the deposit of ash on the clay surface during firing. If the work being wood fired
is conventionally glazed, or if it is fired long enough to build up an appreciable
amount of naturally deposited ash glaze, then the amount and size of the silica in
the body is significant.
Silica particles in the clay, finer than 150 microns (100#), will begin to convert to
cristobalite when fired for an appreciable length of time at temperatures
exceeding 1100°C. In short firings, ie. twelve hours, very little of this size quartz
will convert. It takes quite a long time for such large particles to convert as the
conversion process is a slow one. However, this is a very useful phenomenon, as
the presence of cristobalite in small amounts causes the clay/glaze interface to go
into a state of compression, thus reducing crazing. If perfect glaze fit is achieved
this increases the strength of the pot as the compressed glaze layer acts as a kind
of armour plating. This is due to cristobalite's sudden 3% contraction during
cooling at the relatively low temperature of 230°C. Too much cristobalite
development on the other hand is dangerous, as it can cause shelling, spiral
cracking or even exploding pots in extreme cases.
The development of the gloss surface due to ash deposit is due to the amount and
size of available silica on the surface of the pot. The quality and quantity of the
ash is of equal importance. Given that there is sufficient ash of suitable fluxing
power, then the quality of the ash surface is due in the main part to the body
composition, and in particular the silica content of the body. If there is a large
amount of very fine silica on the surface of the body then the resultant surface of
the 'flash' will be quite shiny. Conversely, if the body is quite low in silica then a
dry, chalky, matt, flashed surface will be the result.
Addition of 75 micron or 200# silica to the clay body is found to be fine enough
to convert to cristobolite at a faster rate than 300 micron quartz, giving good
glaze fit. However, this is still quite coarse compared to the size of the silica
available for this type of reaction in the smectitic clays, a widely occurring family
of clays very high in silica. The smectite group of clay minerals are characterised
by very fine grained, sticky, plastic, siliceous clays high in extraneous trace
elements. Consequently these high silica clay bodies produce a very high gloss
surface quite easily, when in reaction with fluxes such as ash, and will more often
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than not cause the glaze to shell off. The intimate mixing of this silica with the
other clay matter, mostly alumina, and the fluxes, combined with its extremely
small size, makes it highly reactive, and a very suitable glaze material.
Kandites form a group of clays that are the opposite of the smectites, being high
in alumina, and low in silica. Additions of so-called fine milled quartz to a
kandite clay often yields quite disappointing results. The milled silica is not as
fine as the naturally occurring silica in the clay body, and it is not accompanied
by the full compliment of trace elements, particularly the fluxes.
Flux Content
The flux content of the body determines its vitrification, and therefore toughness
and fired shrinkage. It has an influence on glaze fit and it determines its ability to
produce a 'flashed' surface. The alkali fluxes, sodium, lithium and potassium, in
that order, seem to give the best flashing response, whereas the alkali earths,
calcium and magnesium seem to inhibit the flashing effect when exerting their
influence from within the body. A most peculiar thing, however, is that barium,
an alkali earth, can cause spectacular surface flashing when placed in close
proximity to a suitable flashing body. Ian Currie, in his book Stoneware Glazes,
observed that..."considerable vaporisation of the BaO is evident as an apricot
blush on the porcelain clay around the edges of the glaze."192 This is especially
pronounced where the surface is high in fluxes.
Another example of surface flashing results from the use of sea shells to support
pots in the kiln, particularly where a small amount of salt is present. Halos of
colour fire-flash onto the surface of the pot. A possible explanation is that an
excess of fluxes at high temperatures cause the eutectic ratio to become
overloaded with fluxes and some are lost by volatilisation. However, if the
calcium is included in the body recipe then the well known bleaching effect that
calcium exerts results, and the colour is lost. So the most obvious source is from a
small amount of salt absorbed from the sea water.
The greatest toughness is developed in clay bodies from the use of potassium as a
flux. The best source of potassium fluxing in clay bodies seems to be when it is
intimately mixed with the other ingredients, such as alumina silicates. This occurs
in potash felspar, mica, or a clay high in illitic clay mineral.

192Ian Currie, 'Stoneware Glazes—A Systematic Approach', p. 77, note N o 6 .
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Plasticity
The plastic clay content of the body determines which forming process may be
used. This clay, or blend of clays, which makes up the plastic content of the body
also determines the drying shrinkage. The drying shrinkage is also influenced by
the percentage of non-plastics in the body. The plasticity of the body is
influenced less by the percentage of grit than by its size or grading. Comparing a
sandy oven-proof stoneware and a porcelain body, both bodies contain
approximately a 50/50 mixture of clay and non-plastics. The wet porcelain body
is very floppy and sluggish, whereas the ovenproof body is found to stand up well
on the potter's wheel. This is because the coarse particles of sand or grog in the
ovenproof body act as a kind of structural system which inhibits the pot from
slumping.
Clay Texture
The texture of the body is determined by the milled or sieved size of its
ingredients, depending on which method, or combination of methods, is used in
its production. The texture of the body determines its overall 'feel' and character.
If the body is produced by the slip method there is the opportunity to sieve the
slip through the desired mesh size. If, on the other hand, the body is produced by
the dry mix method then the ingredients must be pre-milled to the desired mesh
size before entering the mixing process. Either way, conscious decisions are made
about the mesh size and quantities of the body ingredients, so that the clay, and
ultimately the pots, will have the desired texture, characterising the finished
work.
Aesthetically, fine textured clays, like porcelain and fine white stoneware,
communicate a sense of fineness and refinement. They have a tendency to vitrify
more readily as the ingredients are more intimately mixed, and if they are not too
glassy they can produce bodies of extreme toughness. On the other hand, rough
textured bodies communicate a feeling of strength and vigour, although they can
tend to be a little fragile or brittle if not vitrified. They usually have very good
thermal shock resistance, depending on their porosity and cristobalite content.
Body Flashing
This is an important area of my research, and the following is an explanation
based on my experiments and experience. The amount of flashing depends on the
actual technique of firing, the starting point and intensity of reduction, the
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predominant fluxes and other trace elements in the body and the tone and hue of
the desired colour. This is an interesting phenomenon that is dependent on factors
such as reduction during firing, reoxidation on cooling, low iron content, alkalis
as the predominant flux, and the calcium and magnesium content of the body.
The individual effects are expanded below.
Reduction
Reduction is a very important factor in the development of fired colour,
particularly flashing. For a clay body to develop a flashed surface there must be
some small quantity of iron oxide present. To get the best colour reduction must
commence before any of the body ingredients start to vitrify, before the body gets
covered in molten ash, or before any glaze present begins to melt. These three
processes protect the body from penetration of the reduction atmosphere.193 The
reduction should be strong enough to turn an iron oxide coated clay test ring from
red to black, and persistent enough to maintain its black colour until the body has
vitrified. (The best results are obtained from this technique if the test rings and
the pots are made of the same clay body.)
Potters I spoke to in Japan maintained that raw pots fired directly to stoneware
gave the best results. In my studio practice I have regularly fired raw and bisqued
pots side by side in ordinary (non-wood fuelled) firings, and I have not been able
to discern any tangible difference after firing. I can only say that this result is
inconclusive. So much depends on the interaction of all the variables. However,
where wood firing is involved there does seem to be an observable effect, as the
Japanese technique of hitasuki works best with raw pots. Although there is some
reaction on the surface of a pre-fired pot, it is only faint and is not comparable
with that which appears on a raw pot. This technique applies to any pot on which
flashing is desired.

193This point can best be illustrated by the following example: A clay body prepared from a
weathered deposit o f micro syenite rock that had almost kaolinised was found to be particularly
difficult to throw on the wheel, and was a very pale creamy yellowish colour. I thought that it
might be a candidate for the development o f a porcelain body. It was raw glazed on the inside and
halfway down the outside with a limestone glaze. After firing to 1300°C in a reducing atmosphere
the clay was a bright shiny orange/brown and the glazed area a pale grey blue colour. The clay
would have been dismissed, except that on holding it to the light to check for any possible
translucence, an unlikely event given the dark body colour, it was found that it was quite
translucent where the glaze covered both inside and outside o f the pot. This clay obviously
contained a significant percentage o f iron oxide, hence the orange/brown colour. Therefore a
reasonable amount o f iron oxide does not interfere with translucency, and flashing is only a very
shallow surface effect. The clay beneath the glazed area was quite reduced, hence its grey blue
colour, but due to the glaze covering, it remained in the reduced state and could not reoxidise to
the orange colour. The orange flashed surface made that part of the body opaque.
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The vital factor is that the surface of the pot is not vitrified and although the
technique of hitasuki is usually thought of as an oxidised technique the best
qualities will be obtained with a slight intermittent reduction in the latter stages of
the firing, which makes the atmosphere more or less neutral overall. The
reduction has the effect of drawing the iron out on the surface in the reduced form
in which it is m ost active as a flux. The red colour is essentially an
iron/alkali/alumina/silica reaction. The slight reduction late in the firing has the
effect of making the colour of the flash stronger, without significantly changing
the fired colour of the clay body from its essentially oxidised colour.
Iron Content
A very low iron content is required to get the brightest colours. This is best
illustrated by the Shigaraki style of pottery which uses clay with a very low iron
content. The very best ultra-white grade of Shigaraki clay is now extremely
scarce and alm ost im possible to obtain, w ithout the 'right' political
connections.194 Lower grades of this clay are still available. I do not have the
analysis of the clay, however, it would appear from an examination of the fired
results to be very low in iron, titanium, and alkali earths, and high in alumina and
silica, with some alkalis, sodium and potassium being predominant. This
composition provides perfect conditions for the production of a bright red flash
on a white body, given the right firing conditions. These conditions are intense
reduction, beginning before any vitrification has taken place, and continuing until
after vitrification is complete. The position of the pot in the kiln is of critical
importance in achieving these conditions. The best results are obtained from the
lower front parts of the setting, in front of the stoke hole ash pit area.195 This is an
area of intense heat and reduction from the combustion of the side stoking wood,
and results in the deposition of a quite beautiful translucent pale green ash glaze.

194Personal communication with Japanese potter Chihiro Ishida.
1 9 5 I. Currie,

Stoneware Glazes, p. 195.
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Reoxidation on Cooling
This is a very important aspect of colour development. Unless there is sufficient
reoxidisation there will not be enough of the iron present on the surface of the pot
converted back to the oxidised form, the red form, which is Fe2C>3, and therefore
in the red spectrum so giving the red flashed colour. Variations of this colour
range that occur are orange and pink. If there is not sufficient reoxidisation
vitrified bodies will remain grey. However, if the body has a high iron content it
will be black.
Other Points of Importance
The clay body must be developed on a sympathetic base clay. A sympathetic base
clay material would be one that has all of the above attributes, as well as
sufficient plasticity for the chosen production method, as well as being free of
faults such as cracking, warping, slumping during the making and firing process.
Clay bodies with a range of perfect attributes are difficult to find in the natural
state. However, this can be overcome by using a blend of clays and non-plastics
may produce such a desirable body. Alternatively a slip may be applied to the
surface of the form to give the desired fired finish to an otherwise unsuitable clay
body.19619

19^See d ay body recipes.
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Clay Body Recipes.
The following recipes are some of the clay bodies that I have developed over the
past few years. The raw materials are all from commercial suppliers in Australia.
They illustrate a range of clay body styles that are in common use in
contemporary practice in Australia.
1/ Fine porcellaneous - pale pink flash
Clay Ceram

60%

Potash felspar

20%

Silica WQ 200#

20%

2/ Grey stoneware - brown flash
Ball clay FX

60%

Soda felspar

10%

Silica G 100#

10%

Silica G 60#

5%

Terracotta clay

15%
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3/ Fine grey stoneware - red flash
Clay Ceram

50%

Puggoon 187

5%

Soda felspar

20%

Silica G 100#

25%

4/ Medium coarse grey stoneware - red flash
Clay Ceram

40%

Clay MM

10%

Terracotta clay

5%

Soda felspar

20%

Silica G 100#

10%

Silica G 60#

10%

Sand AB 40#

5%

5/ Medium grey stoneware - claret flash
Clay Ceram
Terracotta clay

50%
5%

Nepheline syenite

20%

Silica G 100#

25%

6/ Shigaraki type - white with red flash
Clay Ceram

40%

'Star' H.A. fireclay

50%

Nepheline syenite

8%

Bentonite

2%

Small particles of crushed felspar can be added to this mixture if desired.

7/ W hite slab body - crimson/orange flash
Puggoon 164

40%

Clay CW

38%

Flint clay (fine)

20%

Vol Clay Bentonite

2%

8/ Porcellaneous - pink flash
Clay Ceram

48%

Potash felspar

30%

Silica #200 WQ

20%

Vol Clay Bentonite

2%
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Clay bodies 1 to 6 are suitable for throwing. Number 7 is not plastic enough for
throwing, except for the most elementary forms.
All the above recipes are suitable for use as slips, over appropriate base clay
bodies.
Ash Analysis
The analysis of the ash of plants gives some indication of what might be
happening on the surface of pots, with regard to surface decoration. The mineral
content of ash varies from species to species, and from plant to plant, and even
from two of the same plants grown in different locations. It is, however, useful as
long as the results are taken as approximations. Much work has been done in this
regard by soil scientists, forestry workers and agricultural researchers. This
research is useful, by way of chemical analysis, to make some sense of firing
results obtained with different timbers.
It should be noted that different parts of a tree contain differing levels of
minerals, so that if only the trunks of trees are burnt, then quite a different result
will be obtained than if the whole tree is burnt, or only leaves and twigs. In
general the mineral content of the various parts of trees could be scaled in the
following manner:

leaves

highest mineral content

twigs
branches
trunk-sapwood
trunk-heartwood

lowest mineral content

*bark

*(bark holds a variable position depending on type)
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This is because all plants need the greatest level of nutrients at the site where
tissue is being generated. Leaves, which are produced every year, are high in
nutrients and hence in minerals. On the other hand, the old heartwood in the
centre of the bole of a tree, which is virtually dead, contains the least. This
explains why bark holds a variable position. In trees that hold on to their bark for
example Stringybark, the level of minerals in the bark is low, and in trees that
shed their bark each year, for example Sydney Blue Gum, the level of minerals is
high. This is due to the bark falling off each year (decorticating), and the
necessity of having to replace it, so the nutrient levels in the bark are high and
hence the mineral levels are also high. It is the presence of these minerals that
produces the high levels of ash when burnt.
Marcia J. Lambert of the Forestry Commission of New South Wales states:
At the technological level, wood ash has been used as a glaze
material in pottery since antiquity and can lend a quality to glazes
that is difficult to obtain with other materials. Some of the major
constituents of wood ash, such as the oxides of aluminium, silicon,
potassium, and calcium are particularly useful in this respect, with
potash having the added virtue of being a useful flux. It has been
recognised for a long time that ash from different species varies
widely in composition and potters have relied upon experimentation
with different ashes to obtain different effects. In the Australian
context the complexity of the ecosystem results in a very great
number of tree species which grow in a wide range of locations. A
knowledge of relative differences in the inorganic constituents of
' various tree species provides a basis for more reliable results.197
In her general survey Lambert points out that in almost every analysis where
bark, sapwood and heartwood from the same tree were examined comparatively it
was bark that had the higher ash content and that this in turn was higher than
sapwood which was greater than that of the heartwood.
As could be expected, trees with decorticating barks had a very much higher ash
level than the fibrous stringybarks. Lambert gives an example:
The ranges of bark ash levels for Eucalyptus Saligna were 6.66—
10.47%, while those for Eucalyptus M uellerana were 0.78—
1.18%...Most Heartwood ash levels were very low, generally being
less than 0.1%...All species had lower phosphorous levels in the
heartwood than the sapwood, often (as with the ash) being an order
of magnitude lower. However bark and sapwood phosphorus levels
were generally similar. For calcium, bark was in every case much
higher than sapwood or heartwood, with sapwood being generally
higher than heartwood. The bark potassium was usually higher than

19 7 M. Lambert, Inorganic Constituents, p. 5.
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sapwood but both were markedly higher than the heartwood in which
potassium was extremely low...The concentration of aluminium in all
species examined was insignificant despite the fact that almost all
were growing in acid soils.198

Tree Age
The age of the tree determines the relative quantities of heartwood and sapwood.
The sapwood contains more ash than heartwood, and as younger trees have not
had the time to develop much heartwood they have a higher ratio of sapwood to
heartwood, and therefore a relatively greater ash content, volume for volume.
Research carried out by Lambert indicates that there are six important factors
distinguishing the ash volume and quality between sapwood and heartwood. The
factors, total ash, phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, potassium and sodium are
summarised below.
Total Ash
A higher ash content was found in the sapwood than in the heartwood samples.
However, whereas in the young trees the difference was not large, the ash content
of the sapwood was nine times higher than that in the older trees. This illustrates
how minerals and nutrients are removed from the heartwood once it has stopped
growing.
Phosphorus
The samples of sapwood for each group had phosphorus concentrations which
were greater than those in the heartwood. The sapwood samples were similar for
the two groups. The heartwood samples were significantly different, the younger
m aterial being greater than the older. Both, however, contained very low
phosphorus levels.
Calcium
For the young trees and for the mature trees the sapwood samples were similar,
but in the case of the heartwood, the young material was about twice that of the
mature. The sapwood samples were higher than the heartwood in the mature trees
but not in the younger.

^Lam bert, pp. 7.9.
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M agnesium
The sapwood samples were very much greater than the heartwood samples. The
sapwoods were similar for both groups but the younger heartwood was higher
than the mature.
Potassium
In the sapwood the potassium was very much higher than the heartwood. The
younger sapwood was significantly lower than the mature, while in the heartwood
the younger material was much higher than the mature material in which the
potassium was a trace element only.
Sodium
The levels of sodium were similar to those found for potassium except for the
mature heartwood in which the sodium levels were much higher.
The sapwoods of both young and mature trees were similar but the heartwoods
were different, the younger material having higher concentrations than the older.
Of other elements, Lambert summarised:
the aluminium, iron, manganese, and zinc levels were very low in all
samples. An investigation of the occurrence of thirteen trace elements
in the wood of thirty-four hardwood and softwood species showed
that the distributions over height and cross section of the stem were
similar. (Wazny and Wazny, 1964) However, the wood of younger
trees up to ten years contained more substantial quantities of the trace
elements.199
Although much of Lambert's paper does not concern the potter, the above quote
supports my assertions about the nature of wood ash as it is produced from
eucalypts during firing in the potter's kiln. It is pertinent to quote some of
Lambert's conclusions here.
The variability between different species is very high overall. The
highest variability was obtained between the barks of all species with
the lowest variability being obtained for the heartwood. The
variability within a tree for a particular component is very low. None
of the constituents measured would present a toxic environmental
hazard if emitted from stacks or if returned to the soil.200
Lambert also concludes:

l°°Lam bert, p. 11.
^^Lambert, p. 1 2 .
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Lower nutrient concentrations were obtained in the heartwood than
the sapwood of almost all species for all elements. This differential
appears to represent a method whereby the tree redistributes nutrients
and can be compared with nutrients being removed from foliage prior
to litterfall.201
This agreed with my findings, and is supported by Beadle and W hite,202 A
Newscientist article203 and by Attiwill204 It is also consistent with experimental
results obtained from the use of mixed eucalypt sapwood off-cuts used for side
stoking. These off-cuts were obtained from the production of tomato stakes, from
my local country sawmill. The use of these off-cuts produces a very dark
metallic looking ash glaze, probably produced from a confluence of extreme
levels of iron, manganese, and magnesium oxides.
The ash of trees of the same species is varied from one place to another, as we
have seen above, depending on the climate and location. Tichane,205 in his book
Ash Glazes, quotes work done by Emil W olff in Germany in 1880 in a book
called Aschen Analysen. Tichane quotes an interesting example of Beech tree ash
collected from two sites, the first from a farming district in Germany called
Altenburg, and the second from Berchtesgaden, a village in the Bavarian Alps.
The two analyses differ greatly, due presumably to the differing levels of nutrient
and the climate.

^ L a m b e r t, p. 1 2 .
202 n Beadle, & G White, The Mineral Content o f the Trunks o f Some Australian Woody Plants,
Proc. Ecol. Soc. Aust. No. 3,1968, pp. 55-60.
203 Newscientist, vol. No. 5/11/1988.
20 4 p Attiwill, On The Cycling o f Elements in Native Eucalyptus Obliqua forest, In {Ed R.
Boardman} Aust. Tree Nutr. Conf. 1971, 39-46, Commonwealth Forrestry and Timber Bureau,
Canberra, pp. 329.
205 r Tichane, Ash Glazes, New York State Institute for Glaze Research, 1987.
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Analyses of Beech Tree Ash Collected from Two Sites

Berchtesgaden
Potash

Altenburg

12.5

18.3

Soda

0.6

0.8

Lime

64.0

40.7

Magnesia

14.1

4.8

Iron

0.9

2.3

Manganese

0.2

13.0

Phosphate

2.8

10.4

Sulphate

1.8

1.8

Silica

2.2

5.2

Chloride

0.1

0.1

Alumina

0.8

1.1

Titania

0.2

0.1

Tichane states that, "These numbers show large swings in composition due to a
cause that we might have expected to yield minor changes".206
This is consistent with Lambert's results, and so may show consistency of
response to variation in climate and nutrient levels across continents and species.
Tichane goes on to quote another set of results from Wolff, this time for winter
wheat straw ash, which shows the variation from one sample to another. The
analysis is of eighteen samples of the same plant and shows the variation present.

^O^Tichane, p. 26.
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Analysis of Eighteen Samples of Winter Wheat Straw Ash207

Potash

Average

Range

13.7

9.5 - 27.4

Soda

1.4

0.0 -

7.3

Lime

5.8

2.7 -

8.9

Magnesia

2.5

1.3 -

5.2

Iron Oxide

0.6

0.1 -

1.2

Phosphate

4.8

2.2 -

8.9

Sulphate

2.5

49.6 - 72.5

67.5

49.6 - 72.5

Silica
Chloride

1.7

0.0 -

7.4

As the above example shows, analyses can wary widely and any analysis is to be
taken as a guide only and not as a definitive statement in itself. Empirical results
are far more meaningful to the potter than statistical analyses.
The following table shows the analyses of ashes of varoius timbers.208

2^7Tichane, p. 27.
208from David Gardener, Research Officer with the Forestry Commison o f New South Wales.
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Part 5 - TECHNIQUES

Burning Wood
Some of the earliest problems encountered by the pioneering figures, described
earlier were due to the lack of understanding of the technology of the wood firing
process, and an inability to analyse the situations and take remedial action based
on an understanding of that technology. McMeekin was the first potter in
Australia to develop an understanding of high temperature wood burning
combustion. This was distilled from works such as The Efficient Use o f Fuel,209
and Ceramic Industries 210 He also had the advantage of working with Cardew at
Wenford Bridge in England, and gaining first hand experience with the Bourry
style downdraught firebox at that time. Over the past three decades an
understanding of the wood burning process has grown within the wood firing
community, mostly from experience and experimentation but occasionally from
theoretical research. This information has been passed on principally by word of
mouth and personal contact. Ideas However, are also communicated through the
potters' journals, but more usually through specialist conference proceedings. A
discussion of the practical aspects of combustion follows.
When wood burns several processes occur simultaneously. The wood is being
dried, volatile gases are being produced and driven off from the wood and
ignited, and charcoal is being created and burnt. Approximately 70% of the
energy that is released from the combustion of the average piece of wood is
attributable to the creation, release and combustion of volatile gases. The
remaining energy is gained from the combustion of the charcoal, so formed by
the creation of the volatiles. The natural complexity and variety of wood makes it
difficult, if not impossible, to fully explain its combustion by mathematical
statements or chemical equations, and is beyond the scope of this paper. I propose
that the clearest understanding of combustion within the scope of this work can
be made by description and comparison.
Wood varies in regard to its combustion depending on which part of the grain is
exposed to the fire, and, according to Drysdale, "thermal conductivity parallel to

2^ T h e Efficient Use o f Fuel.
^^Bourry, Treatise on Ceramic Industries o f France, Scott Greenwood and Son, London, 1926.
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the grain is about twice that perpendicular to the grain, and there is an even
greater difference in gas permeability".211 A common sight is the sudden
appearance of a plume of flame emanating from a fissure in the end grain of the
burning log. If the flame is propagated from the side of the log, it usually
corresponds to a knot hole. This is caused by a build-up of pressure below the
surface due to volatile gases being created and breaking through the weakest spot
in the surface. Drysdale notes that, "Volatiles generated just below the surface of
the wood can escape more easily along the grain than at right angles towards the
surface".212 Each timber has its own signature in the way that it combusts. The
skill in woodfiring is to understand the nature of the particular batch of fuel and
modify the stoking schedule and air supply accordingly. Softwoods and
hardwoods are both used by Australian potters in their work. They each have
particular qualities that characterise their combustion.
Softwoods
Softwoods are mostly represented by plantation-grown radiata pine in Australia.
There are two sources of radiata pine for potters. Firstly, if there is a plantation of
radiata pine in the vicinity, permission can be obtained to collect thinnings from
around the fire trails.213 The second source is from building off-cuts. These have
been collected at the primary source such as a mill.214 Softwoods have a high
percentage of volatile resins and bum freely as a consequence. Pine produces a lot
of charcoal during combustion, although the charcoal bums readily, thus not
causing any significant clogging problem as long as a suitable grate is provided
and sufficient air is available. By contrast, western red cedar bums very fiercely,
producing intense heat from its high oil content, burning almost completely and
producing very little charcoal. A variable but consistent supply of kiln fuel is
from ornamental garden conifers which have outgrown their space, or blown over
in storms. These have been widely used by potters and are the primary source of
softwood kiln fuel for Peter Rushforth. Their combustion characteristics are
closer to cedar than pine, being generally higher in oils, depending on the species.
The softwoods bum quite differently from the hardwoods.

^l^Drysdale, p. 179.
^^D rysdale, p. 179.
21^Woodflre'89, Proceedings, Morning View, Gulgong, 2852,1989, p. 0117/2.
214 Pottery In Australia, Vol 33, N o l, Autumn, 1993, p. 28.
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Hardwoods
The hardwoods are largely represented by the eucalypts and acacias in Australia.
They form quite extensive families and are found to be very variable. Typically
they contain more water based extractives such as gums and so do not bum as
fiercely as the resin bearing conifers. The eucalypts are known to be much denser
in comparison to the softwoods and have a tendency to produce more charcoal,
which persists for longer periods of time. Certain varieties of hardwood have a
reputation for producing large banks of glowing embers, amongst them Mallee
roots, Ironbark, and some She-oaks. Hardwood mill edgings and off-cuts are
widely available directly from the saw mill in country districts. In urban areas a
prime source of hardwood is recycled fence palings. These are well-seasoned and
available in large quantities at low cost, if not free, which makes them the fuel of
choice for many urban potters. Because hardwoods are prone to develop large
beds of ember during firing, methods have to be implemented to overcome this
problem. This usually involves the provision of a little tertiary air hole(s) in the
firebox design. This strategy usually works very well except where salt glazing
vapours are involved, when extra tertiary air must be utilised.
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The Effects of Salt Vapour
Salt vapour and slag have been observed to delay the combustion of hardwood
charcoal in the ash pit of a downdraught firebox on a salt glazing kiln, even at
elevated temperatures.215 The effects of salt vapour on the burning of wood fuel,
and its effect on the charcoal so formed can be illustrated by this account from
Drysdale:
If lignin is heated to temperatures in excess of 400-450°C, only about
50% volatilises, the balance of the mass remaining as char residue.
On the other hand, pure 'a-cellulose', the material extracted from
cotton, and washed thoroughly to leach out any soluble inorganic
impurities, leaves only 5% char after prolonged heating at 300°C.
However, if inorganic impurities eg. sodium salts are present, much
higher yields are to be found.216
Brendon, showed that sodium borate treatment on wood increased production of
charcoal, as tabled below:217

Sodium Borate Treated Wood and Percentage Tar Production

Solution % Treatment %
Untreated wood

-

Wood treated with

5%

Tar %

-

19.8%

4.28%

48.4%

Na2 B4 O7

215Sandy Lockwood, salt glaze potter, Balmoral Pottery, Southern Highlands, NSW.
21^D Drysdale, p. 176.
217j j Brendon, Effects o f Fire Retardants on Pyrolysis Products ofPonderosa Pine, U.S. Forest
Research Paper, FPL80. U.S. Dept o f Agriculture, 1967.
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Timber treated with inorganic salts of sodium produced two and a half times
more charcoal than the untreated specimen.218 This is consistent with my
experience with wood fired salt glazing kilns, particularly where the dense first
grade hardwood fuels are used. The solution to this problem is twofold. Initially it
is best not to salt directly onto the main pile of embers. If this is not possible an
increased supply of extra tertiary air has to be admitted through a range of sources
at or preferably below the ember level. I have found this to be most effective and
is usually found to be standard practice, however, it is particularly important that
the 'glaze' film does not form around the embers preventing the air from reacting
with the charcoal resulting in combustion. It is therefore crucial that the tertiary
air be admitted into the ember pile in conjunction with repeated physical stirring
of the embers.
Draught Speed.
The speed of the draught is an important factor. When I first started using a
Bourry box I became used to using a rather fast draught, with minimal problems.
In fact, a fast draught ensured oxidation in the early stages of the firing and was a
hedge against such problems as bloating. I did not realise initially that a fast
draught ensured a good distribution of fine ash throughout the kiln chamber and
was most applicable to a firebox attached to a rectangular chamber where the
access to the chamber is through a throat arch. Having to pass through a slight
constriction causes the draught speed to increase. The increased speed of the
draught holds the ash particles longer and lifts them higher so that they travel
further into the kiln setting.
In the anagama style of kiln the draught is traditionally quite fast. However, if it
is too fast it blows the newly deposited ash off the pots before it has had time to
melt. Alternatively, in the traditional Bizen style of work, the kiln is fired with
surprisingly little draught, with what I would describe as a neutral or even
reduced atmosphere in the early stages of firing with smoke and flame emanating
from the cracks around the fire mouth.

21^Brendon, The sodium borate was applied to ponderosa pine as a fire retardant.
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Ash Types
As stated earlier, ash compositions differ, depending on their source materials and
locations. It is useful at this point to differentiate between hardwood and
softwood ash.
Hardwood Ash
Hardwood ash is not as light and flaky as softwood ash, and does not float
through the kiln for a great distance. It seems to behave as though it were more
granular. In fact it appears that the denser the wood, the less fly ash that seems to
be liberated. The best hardwoods I have fired with, in terms of the amount of fly
ash, were some mixed hardwood saplings, mostly Ironbark, Stringybark, and
Grey Gum.219 The ash from this batch of fuel spread all through the kiln. As the
name implies, saplings have a large quantity of sapwood and not much
heartwood.
I have had considerable experience with native hardwood timbers, as there is not
a great deal of pine growing in my immediate locality and I am not interested in
bringing in 'exotic' timber. These timbers have reliably produced a heavy ash that
does not float through the kiln unless there is a very strong draught, the result is
also a 'hard ash'. By this I mean the ash has tended to melt late in the firing
yielding a matt surface. Consequently any length of firing time spent at low
temperatures, although good for raw pots, and good for the amount of ash being
deposited overall, does not build up really heavy deposits on the vertical surfaces
of the pots, as the ash does not tend to stick to the vertical surface as well as it
does to the horizontal surfaces.
Softwood Ash
My principal experience with pine is with the Caribbean pines that flank the
village in which I live, and with Radiata pine off-cuts from the local mill. The
nature of softwood ash, from my experience, is that it is very light and flaky and
quite 'sticky', even at low temperatures. I have seen low-fired pots which were
like bisque ware and had come from a ten day firing with pine fuel. They had a

^l^These saplings had been stacked for approximately three years. This is not a recommended
time for seasoning kiln fuel, but I had prepared this wood for the previous pottery, which burnt
down, and by the time I rebuilt and got around to wood firing again, it was three years old, and
riddled with Lictus beetle (powder post borer). This wood was very light almost like papier
mâché, and full o f powder.
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very tough coating of dry pine ash on them, even on their vertical surfaces, which
was not easily brushed off even after firing at such low temperatures. Pine ash
seems to be liberated to the draught more readily than hardwood ash, and also
floats further through the setting. Most pine species produce a softer ash which
melts at lower temperatures and tends to streaming and running at elevated
temperatures.
Timber Structure
The nature of the wood used is intricately linked to the distribution of ash in the
kiln. Hardwood, for instance, has very small, thick-walled cells, and softwood
has large, thin-walled cells. I propose that this is the single most important factor
affecting the nature of the ash that is formed. Both types of timber contain
appreciable amounts of volatiles, resin in the case of pine, and oil in the case of
eucalypts. They both cause considerable amounts of smoke to form when burnt in
a crossdraught firebox, and both respond well to the Bourry box, causing little or
no smoke during reduction, if handled correctly. This is due to the precombustion
of the volatiles from the logs whilst working their way down to the hobs.220
Ember Manipulation
Stirring up the embers releases a lot of ash which settles on the pots in the setting.
How much stays there depends on the factors outlined above. One thing that the
Bourry box does at regular intervals is to dump burnt-out logs onto the ember
pile in the ash p it This causes quite a flurry of ash and ember to be thrown up
into the draught. Although this happens quite naturally in the Bourry box it can be
augmented by extra stirring with a poker at regular intervals or as is felt necessary
and can give excellent results. Some potters in Japan have made quite an art form
of this technique. I refer to the Bizen potters in particular. They go to
considerable lengths to get the embers generated in the firebox onto the pots. This
is usually done by picking them up on a specially built stainless steel ember
shovel and tipping them out onto the appropriate pots. These are usually placed in
a ring around the edge of the firebox, in such a way as to be accessed by the
ember shovel. This technique has the potential to produce pots of great beauty,
but also many seconds, pots that are technically inferior although still of great
beauty, and quite a few 'thirds', pots that are simply broken. Sometimes the

2 2 0 j King, and S Harrison. "Layed Back Wood Firing", privately published, Liverpool,
Australia. 1978. This book gives a full description o f how to understand and control a
downdraught firebox.
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embers are flicked repeatedly with a suitably bent poker. This can produce a very
dramatic surface on the pots in close proximity if done correctly.221 In the case
of the updraught firebox, every time a log is thrown into the firebox, which is
frequently, the embers are stirred up, releasing a lot of ash to the draught. There is
little need in this case to stir up the embers artificially, however, stirring up the
ember pile with an iron bar is still practisedby some potters in addition to the
natural agitation that is an integral part of the stoking process.
Clay Type
One of the most important factors is the clay. A clay with a certain amount of free
silica in a finely divided form seems to respond well to wood firing, because the
presence of the free silica allows the deposited fly ash to form a glaze more
readily. The clays of places mentioned earlier, such as La Borne and Bizen seem
to be of this type. High alumina clays, such as our own Puggoon kaolins, and
other similar clays from the Gulgong district of New South Wales, do not have as
much free silica as the smectites and consequently do not form as much glaze
with fly ash, especially hardwood fly ash. The ash deposit from high alumina
clays is rather dry looking, whereas local siliceous clays yield quite glossy
surfaces under similar kiln conditions.
The use of straw or dried grass to produce flashing and areas of more glossy ash
glaze is widely practiced, especially in Japan. The ash from the red pine, which is
the timber used almost exclusively to fire kilns there, forms a matt yellow glaze
on the local clay. Where the straw is wrapped around the pot and exposed to the
ash, the ash glaze produced by the combination of the straw and ash is much
more fluid and glossy, so much so that it can run. This is because straw ash is
almost entirely composed of silica, which in combination with the pine ash forms
a eutectic, which is far more glossy than the ash alone.

Kiln Packing
The location of the pot in the kiln controls the quality of the ash that is deposited
on it. There is considerably more ash at the front of the kiln than at the back, but

2 2 1 1 have practiced this technique during a number o f firings over the past ten years, with varying
results.
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each part of the kiln has its own quality, mostly related to its distance from the
main firebox. The difference is, however, not just related to the volume of the
ash, but also to its particle size, texture and the speed at which it is laid down, and
whether it is travelling across the pot or down the sides of the pots in the setting.
There are particular positions in the kiln, such as in the flues, the throat arch, on
the bag wall, or in the firebox, which yield their own particular surface qualities,
from bleached out glossy 'slag' to a dry crusty black quality, best described as
burnt toast, with many other beautiful qualities in between.
Firing Cycle
The natural ash deposit will vary in direct proportion to the length of the firing,
regardless of the firing technique, and the amount of ash produced. Given that all
other factors are kept constant, if the firing time is doubled, the ash deposit will
be doubled. As mentioned earlier, with hardwoods it may be beneficial to spend a
longer period of time at top temperature to get a better ash deposit. My own
experimental firings have not exceeded three and a half days, unlike in the East
where a firing cycle of ten to fifteen days is common. I assume that if hardwood
were used for a ten to fifteen day firing, then there would be a significant
development of ash glaze, depending on the specific varieties of wood burnt.
When Australian native hardwoods such as Stringybark, Bloodwood, Snappy
Jack, Ironbark and Grey Gum are used, both the updraught and downdraught
fireboxes are equally suitable. I have adapted variations of each of these generic
designs to optimise their use with both hardwood and softwood.
The Australian artist Col Levy has been producing consistently excellent results
with his local clay, Black Wattle fuel and Australian rice straw.222 He has chosen
to use an innovative kiln based largely on a Japanese design with the addition of
two downdraught fireboxes, one on either side of the main stoke hole. This gives
some continuity to the fire which is not obtained by the traditional method, and
allows for one-person firing, although with some considerable difficulty.
Multiple Chamber Firing Cycle

222jt js important for me that Australians use Australian clays, preferably bodies that they develop
themselves. It seems ridiculous to use imported clays from Britain or New Zealand, when we have
such rich and vital geological possibilities here in Australia. It is only by using our own resources
that they will be developed and the quality refined, and our ability to use them so developed that
we will eventually match anything from overseas in terms o f our depth o f expression.
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The firing schedule of any one pot in a kiln varies with its position in the kiln. For
example, in a small single chamber kiln nearly all the pots heat up and cool down
at much the same rate. Under these conditions nearly all the pots come out
looking the same, except the pots stacked against the bag wall which of course
get more ash and are fired to a higher temperature. It is, for instance, possible to
get all the pots throughout the kiln to come out with red flashings.
In the case of a three chamber climbing kiln, when the first chamber reaches red
heat, at 600°C, the second chamber is only approximately 200°C, and the third
chamber is just above ambient temperature. When the first chamber reaches
1000°C, the second is somewhere between 400°C and 600°C, and the third
between 100°C and 200°C. When the first chamber is finished at 1300°C, the
second chamber is between 800°C and 1200°C, the third chamber may be at red
heat accordingly. The relative temperatures depend on how the first chamber was
fired, what each chamber is made of, and also the relative sizes of each chamber.
Side stoking is usually a much faster method of firing, so if a little air is let into
the first chamber, and preheated there, it enters the second chamber superheated.
This provides excellent conditions for combustion, so firing by side stoking can
be very fast. By the time that the second chamber is finished, the third chamber is
hotter, between 1000°C and 1200°C, but it is usually faster to fire than the
previous two, especially if a little air is allowed into the second chamber to aid
the combustion. As stated earlier, fast firing does not promote a large ash deposit
as there is not enough time and not sufficient wood burnt to facilitate this.
However, in Japan I witnessed potters fire for fifteen days and then still blow
extra ash into the kiln with a makeshift ash-blowing arrangement. In this
situation the first chamber has taken a long time to fire, and consequently has the
most ash on the work and can also have a rapid cooling. The second chamber has
a rapid heating and cooling and not as much ash deposit. Even though the first
chamber has been fired for any number of days beforehand, most of the ash is
knocked out of the draught as it passes through the flues. The third chamber has a
rapid heating but a slow cooling, and the least amount of ash. It is also reasonable
to expect that the first chamber will be reduced, although this is not essential. The
second chamber will not be as strongly reduced, and the third chamber can be
lightly reduced, neutral, or even oxidised if desired. It is quite possible to fire the
second and third chambers in oxidation if this is desirable.
Tunnel Kiln (Anagama) Firing Cycle
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In a tunnel kiln all the work is undergoing a perpetual variation of temperature
and atmosphere from firebox to flue. In this type of kiln the ash from the fire
mouth has the chance to drop out of the draught anywhere throughout the entire
kiln. The tunnel kiln genre is currently undergoing a revival world wide and has
excellent scope for future development in Australia. It has a tendency to oxidise
the first metre of the setting closest to the firebox, even when it appears to be
reducing. After that the results are not unlike those obtained from a conventional
single chamber kiln. This may be caused by a combination of radiated heat from
the embers in the open style crossdraught firebox, which heats the work
prematurely to vitrification point before reduction begins, or because the flame
does not properly develop before this point. The flame is still in the process of
combustion and is made up of a combination of unbumt gases and free air which
takes a couple of metres to fully interact because it is a diffusion flame.223 In a
downdraught firebox, or Bourry box kiln this all takes place in the firebox, throat
arch and throat, before reaching the ware. With traditional tunnel kiln or anagama
firings, the draught is much stronger than in the multiple chamber noborigama
kiln. In Japan there is quite a bit of straw used in the packing of the pots, and they
are packed in such a way that there is some part of the pot exposed to the natural
deposit of fly ash, and some part of it protected by another pot, setters or
wadding. By the use of these packing techniques the pots in the kiln are
decorated, or at least put in such a position that the firing would do the
decorating. Each pot comes from the kiln with its share of natural ash deposit,
flame flashed body colour, protected body colour and red straw markings. I was
interested to see that of the nine or so days spent in firing some Japanese anagama
kilns, about eight and a half of them were spent firing the front fire mouth, with a
fast firing up the side stoking holes to finish off the firing. The stoking of the first
stoke hole took approximately two hours, and the stoking of the last stoke hole
took just twenty minutes. The length of time taken in firing above 1000°C is not
as important when burning pine as it is with hardwood. Australian eucalypts seem
to require a longer time at high temperature, or a degree of heat work equal to or
in excess of Orton cone 10, to mature the ash properly.
Fundamental Techniques
There are several fundamental techniques which are absolutely basic to wood
firing. They can be likened to a tradesperson's tools. An understanding of these,
and competence in their execution, allows the potter to concentrate more on the

^ S e e 'diffusion flames', p. 79, note, 134.
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aesthetics rather than the technique of wood firing. In my capacity as a consultant
in this field I am often called in to assess various disasters, diagnose the cause
and suggest solutions. The causes are invariably poor preparation and a lack of
understanding of the nature of the technology involved.
Side Stoking
Side stoking involves the use of well-seasoned wood for the best results, but this
is not essential. I split the wood to a small cross-section, of 20mm to 40mm,
although the specification of an exact size is not essential. I have taken part in
firings with excellent results where the wood was split thickly and was quite wet
due to rain. Firing like this is not an easy task, however, it can be accomplished,
although it is not recommended. I have found it best to utilise the following
procedures with side stoking:
- use seasoned wood
- cut twice the required amount
- have the wood split in advance
- split it as fine as the grain will allow
- keep it stacked in a dry place
- use only one technique at a time, trying variations only after the first technique
is controllable
Methods
There are various methods of side stoking listed below, and these are mainly
governed by the design of the kiln.
1. Stoking the wood directly into the kiln chamber, where it is burnt by air that is
preheated by being drawn through specially designed preheating ducts in the floor
of the kiln chamber, or through from a previous chamber.
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2. Stoking the wood directly into the kiln chamber, where it is burnt by air that is
preheated by being drawn through the firebox, and then through the chamber and
ware itself, thus causing crash cooling of that chamber and ware.224
3. Placing the wood into the side stoking hole, not pushing it through into the kiln
chamber, but allowing the relatively cold room temperature air to be drawn into
the kiln chamber through the wood itself causing combustion.
4. Any combination of the above three techniques.
Method 1 is excellent for the production of reduction atmospheres, and can give
very fast temperature rise if that is what is wanted. It is best if the kiln is specially
built with this technique in mind, as the kiln should have the required number and
size of air ducts to facilitate the transfer/passage of sufficient air to enable the
desired rate and degree of combustion. Method 2 is much the same as the
previous method, with the exception that the kiln does not have to be built or
adapted specially for its use. However, it does cause very rapid cooling of the
earlier chamber(s), through which the cool air is being pulled. Method 3 does not
produce temperature rise that is as rapid as that which can be achieved by the use
of methods 1 or 2. However, it is ideal for use where one wishes to raise the
temperature in the back half of a chamber without losing temperature in the first
half, so that the whole chamber can be brought up to temperature simultaneously.
If a faster temperature rise and/or a richer atmosphere is desired, then method 4 is
more appropriate. Method 4 is used as described above, and can produce the full
range of atmospheres and firing speeds. If it is important that the kiln does not
crash cool, then methods 1 and 3 should be combined.

Staggered Stoking
The technique of staggered stoking applies where a kiln has more than one
firebox, especially if it is of the Dutch oven type. This type of firebox has the

224This ’crash' cooling can be very rapid indeed. In 1 9 7 1 1 took part in the firing of the Sturt three
chamber climbing kiln. The first chamber o f this kiln was fired with oil, originally by natural
draught drip feed plates, but later by forced draught vapour jets, and only side stoked in the second
and third chambers. Method [ii] side stoking was used and the first chamber crash cooled from
1 300°C to black heat in six hours. This kiln chamber was 110 cu.ft. o f dense brick, and had
enourmous thermal mass. This store o f thermal energy was very efficiently transferred to the air
entering the next chamber to increase the efficiency o f the combustion there.
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capacity to produce quite a lot of smoke and pollution, and therefore is not fuel
efficient. Smoke is usually an indication of reduction.225 To cut the quantity of
smoke, clear the atmosphere and make more efficient use of the fuel. It may be
desirable to offset the timing of the stoking of each firebox. One firebox is
stoked, and the time that is allowed before stoking the next firebox is dependent
on the atmosphere that is desired. Then the other or next firebox is stoked. This
tends to even out the bursts of smoke, and give a more even atmosphere of
whatever type is desired, reduced or oxidised. This technique applies equally to
side stoking, particularly if more than one hole is being worked at any one time.
Watching the Smoke
A great deal can be learned form watching the smoke. This is particularly true of
the updraught firebox, which produces so much of it. It also applies to the
downdraught firebox, however to a lesser extent.

This is a very important

technique, especially with side stoking. The time to restoke is judged almost
entirely by the smoke at the chimney, or lack of it, and the condition of the wood
in the hole, whichever is most applicable, as each one reflects the other. When
wood is first introduced into the side stoke hole, or chamber, or both (whichever
technique is used), thick black smoke comes from the chimney and any other
holes. This dies down to grey smoke and then clears and disappears. If more
wood is introduced immediately there will be a reducing atmosphere. If, on the
other hand, an equal time is left before restoking there will be a neutral
atmosphere, and if the time that the chimney is left clear is in excess of the period
of smoke then there will be oxidation. At night, towards the end of a firing,
smoke may not be visible, but instead a cone of red flame is the equivalent
indicator.
Watching the Flames
This is a technique of fundamental importance, for without a basic understanding
of what the flame is doing the results will be unpredictable. The flame in a wood
firing changes with several factors, some of which are wood type, kiln type,
temperature, atmosphere, the position in the kiln from which it is observed and
the time of day or night at which the firing is taking place. There is always flame
in the firebox, but not always in the chamber or chimney as observed through the
crack around the damper tile. This depends on the atmosphere. In oxidation there

2 2 5 see p4 o f Ivan McMeekin's paper "The Bouiry Box" Proceedings "Woodfire 89", 27th to 30th
April 1989, Morning View, Gulgong, 2852, NSW. Australia, [np].
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should be little flame in the chamber, and none in the chimney. In reduction, the
flame will fill the chamber and easily reach the chimney near the damper. It will
not appear at the top of the chimney, however, until late in the firing and may not
be visible, except at night.
Draw Trials or Test Rings
The use of draw trials is a fundamental technique which tells many things, such
as firing temperature, atmosphere, body vitrification, and the degree of natural
ash deposit. The use of conventional test rings dates back to the earliest times,
and many potters are familiar with the technique. Draw trials, on the other hand,
are anything that can be removed from the kiln during firing, to check the
conditions of the ware in the chamber.226 If the test rings are to be of any use,
they must be made of the same clay as the rest of the work in the kiln. If the test
rings are to be used to check atmosphere, it is most important that the spy hole be
kept closed, and the bung well clammed with a very sandy clay.227 Any of the
above techniques may be used in conjunction with the others in any combination,
depending on the method of working, design of kiln and desired result.

Kiln Technique as Decoration
Wad Marks
In its strictest sense wadding is a refractory clay substance that is used to separate
any two surfaces so that they will not stick together during the firing even though
they are touching, for example, between kiln shelves and props.228 However,
wadding is also a most interesting decorating device and creates a wide range of
surface effects, depending on how it is used. Its use can turn an otherwise fairly
plain surface into something quite interesting. The wadding causes a shadow
mark on the pot, as it protects the surface of the pot from the direct fire, flames
and ash. It also protects the surface from contact with any localised reducing
agents such as charcoal. When the wadding is knocked off the pot after firing it
quite often reveals a patch of clay body that is in stark contrast to the rest of the

22^Kerry Selwood, a woodfiring saltglaze potter from Lismore is recorded as having removed
whole coffee mugs from his kiln on the end o f an iron bar (using the handle as a test ring), through
his generous spy hole, to check the build up o f salt glaze.
227Bush loam or fat sand are suitable materials for this purpose.
228De Boos, Harrison & Smith, p. 205.
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pot, although this does not happen every time. It varies depending on the exact
conditions during the firing. Wadding can also be used very effectively to hold
grass, straw, and leaves against the pot (see "straw marks" below). Wadding is
best made from a very crumbly mixture of sand and clay, so that it can be
removed easily after the firing. A useful recipe is 80% sand and 20% china clay. I
have found fat sand very useful, as it contains some clay. This is sold variously as
bush sand, bush loam, brickies sand, or fat sand. It is often an ochre or yellow
colour and if mixed with one of the iron stained Puggoon kaolins produces an
appropriate wadding mixture that is quite plastic and does not leave an
incongruous stark white mark that is often associated with the use of china clay
and alumina mixtures so often used by other potters.
Packing on Kiln Shelves
Packing a wood fired kiln may or may not be vastly different from packing any
other kiln. So much depends on the desired effects. A personal style of kiln
packing develops with experience, and is very much a part of the artist's
expression, just as an artist's choice of brushes influences the final work. When
packing a wood fired kiln with pots on kiln shelves the shelves soon become
covered with ash, and, if not in the first firing then shortly after, pots will start to
stick to the shelves. There are many solutions to this problem. The following are
the most practical. Each solution will influence the way that the kiln is packed,
and therefore may have an influence on the finished quality of the work.
Paint the kiln shelves with a refractory kiln wash.229 Kiln wash is appropriate
under circumstances where there is little ash, such as at the back of the kiln, in a
second chamber where there is not as much ash, or in positions where the
temperature does not get high enough to melt the ash. Under conditions of heavy
ash deposit, such as the front stack of shelves, the wash will need to be replaced
or recoated every firing. However it soon becomes caked on, and needs to be
ground off with an angle grinder and a ceramic cutting disc, then another coat
applied. A severe disadvantage of shelf wash is that if the kiln shelves are a little
light, and have a tendency to bend slightly in firing, they need to be inverted each
firing so they will remain flat. It is a good policy to look at each shelf as it is
picked up to be placed in the kiln, it should be packed with the 'bow' upwards.
This then involves having the kiln wash on both sides. However, kiln wash may

2 2 9 Suitable recipes for this and other consumables, and their various uses, can be found in
DeBoos, p. 205, p. 104.
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flake off the under sides of shelves, thus landing on pots on the shelf underneath.
There is little creative use made of this phenomenon that I am aware of.230 In this
situation the best remedy could well be to avoid shelf wash altogether, and use
powdered alumina, or coarse silica sand. This is sprinkled onto the kiln shelf to
just cover the surface and the pots placed directly onto this.231 Great care is
needed when spreading the sand near to the edges of the shelf to avoid spilling
sand onto the pots below. One possibility is to pack all the shelves in one row of
the kiln, sprinkle them all with sand, and pack them with pots last, starting with
the top shelf first, and then working down from this point. If any granules of sand
are dislodged, they will only land on empty shelves.
A third option is packing with small wads. This involves placing each pot on
small wads of fireclay and sand mixture. A large number of these are rolled out
before kiln packing starts, and placed in a container to prevent them from drying
out. When packing begins, as each pot is ready to be placed on the shelf, several
little balls of wadding are stuck to the bottom of the pot. This can be done by
wetting them. Ten years ago it was the done thing to use odd numbers rather than
evens in this regard. For appearance I prefer to use three or five rather than four.
However, the difference between eight and nine is not usually obvious. The wads
should be placed on the bottom of the pot, in from the edge, so that if any ash
glaze runs down the side of the pot, it is less likely to stick the wad to the pot.232
A variation of this technique is to use a small pancake of clay called a setter. This
is made from the same wadding mixture, beaten out to about 5mm thick, and
then dusted with either fire clay or setting sand, to dry the surface. This makes a
sacrificial barrier between the shelf and the pot. This interface may be used
creatively to develop interest on the surface of the pot.
Packing Pots in the Firebox
Pots can be packed in the firebox of the kiln. This can produce some remarkable
results, but the success rate is variable. The design of the firebox is usually the
major factor in determining the results that will be obtained. The methods of
packing and firing are also important factors. It is advisable to pack the pots in

230i have used kiln wash as a decorative slip on pots that are to be fired immediately at the front
o f the setting, closest to the fire. This was done after observing that some o f the best pots coming
from the front o f the kiln are the props, with their red orange flash markings. (See the section on
body flashing.)
231McMeekin mentions the use o f setting sand by the Sung Chinese potters. McMeekin, p. 238.
232"The bottom o f the pot" is a very subjective description, as the face presented to the kiln shelf
may not always be the face presented to the gallery shelf!
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the firebox on some kind of wadding. This can be the usual mixture as described
above. If this proves to be not refractory enough then a mixture of hydrated
alumina and white flour can be used. The white flour is mixed with the alumina
in the proportion of 10% flour : 90% alumina as powders, then mixed with water,
to make a sticky sem i-plastic mass. Although it is a little difficult to use it
remains friable and refractory even under very severe conditions as the flour
bums out to make a wad of pure alumina. On darker or open textured bodies it
can leave an unpleasant white stain. It is better used with paler bodies. A more
natural mark is left by naturally refractory materials such as fire clay and coarse
sand. There is always the risk with pots fired in the firebox that they will get so
much ash on them that they will stick to the floor no matter what sort of wadding
is used. The further away from the firebox entrance and closer to the chamber the
pots are placed the greater is the likelihood of this occurring. Alternatively, if the
pots are packed too close to the firebox entrance, they will become covered with
charcoal before they reach a sufficient temperature, and so be underfired. There is
also a strong possibility of their being broken by the wood itself. There is only a
small zone for any given design of firebox where the work will survive as well as
give the desired results. The only thing that can be guaranteed is the creation of
some spectacular 'seconds'.
Packing Under the Stoke Holes
If the kiln has a second chamber that requires side stoking, or even a side stoke
hole in the first chamber, this provides an ideal spot for some dramatic ash and
charcoal effects. The basic technique is simple provided there is a gap in the
setting on the floor where the pots can be packed. A hole in the wall of the kiln is
also needed more or less directly above the pots, where the wood can be
introduced, as the side stoking wood is small in cross section. Method 3 side
stoking is recommended (refer above). It is important that the pots packed there
are reasonably robust in form, with no fragile appendages. The results are
somewhat similar to those obtained from packing pots in the firebox, as a side
stoke hole is in fact a m ini-firebox in itself. This technique is gaining in
popularity in Australia, as it is suited to use from small backyard woodfired kilns,
to larger tunnel kilns, each practitioner gaining differing results depending on the
exact parameters.
Packing in Flues
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If the flues of the kiln are large enough to adequately cope with the necessary
draught at top temperature then it may be possible to pack pots in there. Flue
sizes vary greatly from kiln to kiln. For the first firing of a new kiln it is wise to
leave the flues fairly empty to ensure that the kiln works correctly. Once this is
established the density of the pack in the flues can be increased a little each firing.
This is continued until there is a noticeable change in the firing schedule, at
which point it is perhaps wise to revert to packing the flues just a little lighter.
There is, of course, the possibility that if the flues are packed too tightly the firing
will be long and arduous. However, provided the kiln reaches a sufficient
temperature, a long firing will quite often give the most superb ash effects. The
additional wood consumed gives a greater ash deposit, usually under reducing
conditions due to the blocked flues, and the longer period at elevated
temperatures gives excellent colour. The term 'secret chamber' refers to very large
flue holes, which may serve as an additional small chamber area.
Gwyn Pigott's paper from the First National Potters Conference,233 included a
description of her kiln at that time, which she described as having an "himitsu
chamber" which was a small chamber acting as a large inlet flue system. This kiln
was similar in concept to the Japanese noborigama but with the proportions
completely re-arranged and fired by means of a dutch oven firebox utilising
castable firebars. Pigott was apparently influenced in her design decision by John
Chappel's dual kiln, which he built at the small village of Do Mura in Japan in the
sixties and used with great success. The design for this kiln is published in The
Kiln Book by Fred Olsen.234 The Chappel himitsu chamber was a very small
chamber, or a very large flue, and was packed from the side through its own
setting door. It produced pots with some very beautiful qualities. Pots fired in this
way are not protected by any bag wall, and are exposed to the full brunt of the
flame from the first instance. Dunting is likely unless the stoker takes particular
care to keep the temperature rise steady. The dunted pots at the front are also
likely to be stuck together with natural ash glaze.
Packing Pots in the Throat Arch
The packing of pots in the throat arch involves similar concepts to those
described above. Apart from the temperature being hotter and the draught
stronger, the problems are similar. A suitable clay body may field some

233Sydney University, Seymour Centre, May 1979.
23^Fred Olsen. The Kiln Book, Keramos Books, California, 1973, p. 61.
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interesting effects. Pale clays have a tendency to be bleached out completely.
They usually turn out to be bright shiny white, with a touch of green from the ash.
Slightly darker bodies may produce better results in this spot so that they retain a
little colour. However, flashing is less likely to occur as the surface ends up
mostly covered with ash glaze. Good results can be obtained from the more
refractory bodies as they do not produce such a shiny surface.
Both the Bourry box and the Dutch oven style of fireboxes are suitable for the
packing of pots directly into the ash pit or ember zone respectively, where the
work plays some of the role of 'firebars'. Both are equally difficult to pack unless
the bagwall is removed or access is gained through the front of the firebox. As
neither firebox was designed to be packed with pots it is not surprising that
packing pots into them is somewhat difficult. However, over the past twenty
years I have designed and built several variations on the theme that allows top
loading of the throat arch area. These have been developed to allow greater
flexibility in packing work into this under utilised area of the kiln.
Because of its design, the downdraught firebox generates a greater temperature in
the throat arch and subjects the pots to extreme conditions. Care should be taken
during packing to avoid the likely possibility of the pots sticking to the floor with
ash glaze. This is perhaps best avoided by packing the pot on wads, and ensuring
that they are placed well in under the pot so that they are less likely to be caught
by runs of ash glaze.235 I have stated my own preference and proposed my own
techniques and recipes under the heading of 'Wadding'. Care should also be taken
while stoking not to dislodge any pots in the firebox. If there are pots stacked in
there. Pots can be easily dislodged from their wadding, and once done there is no
remedy. The wad mark on the pot will also be spoilt, and if the ash glaze runs it
may stick everything together.
Packing in Saggars
Historically saggars have been used to protect ware from ash deposits. Traditional
round saggars were a complete protection for the work within, which would
usually be glazed. Many glazes benefit from a long wood firing, completely
enclosed in a saggar. The current view of the saggar is no longer restricted to that

235Ceramic fibre has been used in this respect by Bill Samuels in Sydney and Isazaki Mitsura in
Japan. It has the distinct advantage o f being easier to grind off. However, I consider its use in this
role, where it needs to be ground off, as a possible health hazard. Suitable precautions may be
taken to control the fibrous dust. See appendix 2 "Respiratory Hazard From Removal of Ceramic
Fibre Insulation From High Temperature Industrial Furnaces."
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of a fully walled enclosure, but rather a kiln shelf and four movable comer props,
as used by the late Harry Davis. A description of how they may be made and used
is in the Handbook fo r Australian Potters236 and also in Harry Davis's own book,
The Potter's Alternative231. These adjustable saggars can be used by placing the
pots in the comer of the saggar where it will be afforded the best protection.
On the other hand, work to be exposed to the flames can be placed in the gaps
between the props or the adjustable saggar sides. There is usually a little throughdraught with these saggars, which is found to be an advantage. If, however, it is
decided that through-draught is not desirable, then wider saggar sides can be used
to fully enclose the work. This type of flexible saggar is unsuitable when a closed
atmosphere is required, such as saggar firing with reduced cooling. In the case of
the conventional saggar, if a crossdraught is required, then each stack or bung of
saggars has to be separated by an appropriate amount, to allow some draught to
pass between them. The rule of thumb used by the old potters was literally a
thumb space. This would of course vary with the size of the kiln and the degree of
the crossdraught required.
Straw Marks
Some of the best straw markings that I have seen have come from the older style,
closed saggar. This type of decoration is capable of producing pots of exceptional
beauty, using extremely simple techniques. As with any artform there is always
someone with depth of vision who develops an idea to exceptional levels of
quality. This is such a technique. I do not know of its origins as it is an old
traditional technique. However, it has been developed to a high level of practice
and popularity in Japan. I have seen quite a range of qualities produced by this
technique, from mundane to exceptional. This technique is best understood in
Japan, where it is known as hitasuki.
Hitasuki is a technique used in the wood fired kiln in positions that do not get
very much ash. The raw pots are wrapped in rice straw before being packed in the
kiln, usually in well-protected places, sometimes inside other pots, and often in
saggars. The result, at its best, is a bright red or crimson flash left by the straw on
the pale body. The actual colour that results is determined by the variation of the
technique that is performed during the firing, and the type of clay. Where pots
that have been intended to receive straw markings are underfired the white

Boos, Harrison & Smith, p. 206
237Harry Davis, The Potter's Alternative, Methuen, Australia, 1987, p. 200.
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powdery straw ash can be blown off leaving no marking at all on the surface.
Once cleaned, nothing can be detected with the naked eye that might indicate that
the pots have been fired while wrapped in straw. Such pots can be subsequently
re-fired, just as they are, without any straw, and the original placement of the
straw will appear clearly. The fine silica from the straw ash causes the flashing,
interacting with the raw clay at the time that it bums out, or very soon after. The
result does not show up until the body vitrifies, when there is a reaction between
the fine silica and the alkali fluxes and alumina and silica in the body. I have
found the following variations of technique to greatly influence the quality of the
surfaces produced:
— The straw must be tightly wrapped around the pot. If it is not actually touching
the surface of the pot it will not make a mark.
— Straw, or any plant matter may be suitable. I have found that the reeds that
grow outside the back door of my studio/workshop are equally as good as straw.
— Some potters state that the straw should be soaked in salt water before use. I
have not experimented with this myself, as I have seen it cause blistering and
bubbling of the clay surface at stoneware temperatures if applied in excess. If it is
used the amount of salt should be kept to a minimum.
— The best chance of achieving a good, shiny, red colour will be on a vitreous
body rather than a porous one. However, good reds can be achieved on suitable
porous bodies, for example, refractory, low-iron fireclay.
— The body should have a low iron content, about one % or lower, and an
equally low calcium and magnesium content.
— The best marks occur on raw pots rather than bisque. However, pots can be
bisqued with straw, and then refired to a higher temperature.
— Atmosphere is probably the single, most important factor.
If the atmosphere is reduced it is very likely that the straw markings will not
appear at all. If the atmosphere is neutral, the markings will be dark brown, and if
it is oxidised, they will be orange. The best firing cycle, however, seems to be to
oxidise for most of the firing, and then give a little intermittent reduction towards
the end of the cycle. In Japan electric kilns fitted with gas burners or a small
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wood firebox are used for this purpose. Much of the supposedly wood fired bizen
ware was fired in this way.238
Charcoal Manipulation
This technique applies only to kilns which have a firebox design that allows
access for a shovel, rake or poker into the firebox, although most designs can be
modified easily to accommodate this. First of all the firebox must have pots
packed in it and they must be securely placed on some kind of wadding. The
areas of the firebox that give the best results will become obvious after the first
few firings. In the earlier stages of the firing it is best to keep the embers from
rolling forward onto the pots, and it is imperative at all times to avoid throwing
wood directly onto the pots. After a temperature of about 1100°C to 1200°C has
been reached, depending on the particular body being used, it is then a suitable
time to allow the ember pile to engulf the pots on the firebox floor. At this stage
in the firing there is usually so much ember in the firebox that this is a natural
event. The larger pile of embers that have built up towards the mouth of the
firebox can now be flicked, raked or shovelled onto the pots further forward. If
this is done systematically throughout the firing after every few stokes, when a
new pile of ember has accumulated, it can then be shovelled forward also. This
produces pots that are reduced on top and oxidised underneath which can be quite
dramatic. If the ember pile tends to build up too much over the pots and threatens
to block the draught, then it is wise to have a mousehole system or grate under the
pots which can be accurately controlled. If the ember is allowed to bum down
repeatedly during the firing cycle, exposing the pots and their ash covering to the
full heat of the firebox, then the ember turns to an ash glaze sludge on top, and a
very fluid ash glaze underneath. The sludge on top is not very attractive as
compared with the crisp sharp black clinker that can be obtained if the pots are
kept well covered. It is when the ash turns fluid underneath that pots stick to the
floor. This is probably where the pots are most vulnerable when attempting to
produce this style of work.
Applied Charcoal

238Keven Grealy told the Gippsland Woodfiring Conference about a potter on a guided tour of
Japan who was separated from the tour party in Imbe whilst being shown the wonders o f Bizen
woodfired pottery. In an effort to catch up with the group he barged in through a door that he
thought the tour party had taken. This turned out to be the wrong door, as he surprised a room full
o f Japanese women sieving ash onto Bizen pots. This was so obviously the wrong room that he
apologised profusely and quickly made his exit. Taking the next door, he found them loading
those pots into an oil kiln!
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This technique is effective only in a kiln built or modified specially for the
purpose. The main requirement is a series of holes built into the wall of the kiln,
like very large spy holes. These must line up with the setting and be of various
suitable heights, so that when opened charcoal can be shovelled or poured onto
the pots, and so cause a localised reduction. The best time to do this is at the end
of the firing, but only experimentation with technique, timing and particular
materials will yield the best results. This is a particularly Japanese technique,
invented by the late Kaneshige, during the time that he was trying to resurrect the
Bizen tradition from the obscurity into which it had disappeared. Many of the
techniques that had been developed over the centuries had been lost when the
Bizen technique had passed out of favour. This rather crude, unglazed style had
slowly faded as the new glazed white ware was introduced. The Bizen potters
tried their hand at this style, even the great Kaneshige. They even painted the
white fired figurines with colourful oil paints in an attempt to imitate the other
more popular wares, as the art of making glaze was not highly developed in this
area. By early this century the majority of the potteries in the Imbe area were
producing bricks, tiles and vitreous earthenware pipes. Many of the 'seconds' of
these pipes can be seen around the village used to construct false slopes on which
are constructed the new generation of post Kaneshige climbing kilns. Kaneshige
earned the respect of his peers for his tireless research into the old techniques and
by the time he had finished it was a new 'Bizen' style, closely based on the old,
but more colourful and varied. The jewels from the Bizen potter's kiln could now
be produced with more regularity and certainty. Nearly every 'Bizen' style potter
now uses this applied charcoal technique. In Australia this is a common
technique, however, it is more likely practisedusing a saggar in a gas or electric
kiln. This technique has found much popularity in current practice and is w ellestablished.
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Plate 17 (overleaf)
Applying Charcoal During Firing
I took this sequence of three photographs in Japan. They show the potter
(Kawabata San of Imbe) in the process of applying charcoal to his pots in the kiln
during firing.
1/ Scooping up charcoal out of a metal tray.
2/ Approaching the kiln with the stainless steel shovel loaded with charcoal. The
various charcoal holes in the side of the kiln can be clearly seen.
3/ Sliding the shovel into the kiln, great care needs to be taken to avoid damaging
pots during this process. Even greater care needs to be taken when packing the
kiln to line up the setting with the charcoal holes in the sides of the kiln. In
particular, enough space has to be left above the pots and below the next shelf to
allow the free movement of the charcoal shovel.
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Packing With Charcoal
The kiln can be packed using charcoal in amongst the pots, so that when the kiln
is fired the charcoal will oxidise and decompose to ash and fuse with the surface
to form a decorative marking. The resultant marking that forms is distinctly
different from that achieved by the application of pure ash directly to the surface
of the pot. If the amount of air available to the charcoal is restricted reduction
effects will result. There is a low temperature variation of this technique, called
'saggar firing' which is very popular at the current time. This in itself is an in-kiln
version of pit firing, as it involves the addition of colouring oxides and vegetative
matter such as seaweed.
Reduced Cooling;
This is not so much a technique as a fact of life for wood firers. The degree of
reduced cooling that occurs is dependent on the design of the kiln and firebox,
and how this combination is handled. There are some wonderful and subtle
surface qualities that can be achieved by this technique if it is handled with
understanding and restraint. Though the most usual manifestation of this
technique is of an overall 'dull' surface colour this is quite often the result of
having left too many unbumt embers in the firebox at the end of the firing. If the
resultant pots have a surface with a high iron content, be it glaze or clay, they will
look as if they have an oil slick on them, a kind of metallic, shivering surface.
This is due to the iron oxide on the surface being partially reduced back to the
metal. This 'fault' can be minimised by ensuring that there are no, or at least not
many, embers left in the firebox of the kiln at the time it is clammed up at the end
of the firing. This phenomenon can be used aesthetically, but care must be taken
to research and record accurately the results of trials with different slips, glazes
and bodies, under different firing and cooling cycles, so that the results of
successful firings can be repeated. This technique is perhaps most successful
when used in conjunction with some of the other techniques mentioned above
such as wad marks, straw marks and natural ash deposit.
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Part 6 - DESIGNS

Wood Fired Kiln Design
Firebox Design
The design of the firebox determines how the ash generated by the combustion is
delivered into the kiln atmosphere. With softwood this does not seem to be as
important a consideration, because the particles of ash are in a very finely divided
form and are therefore very light. This gives them a capacity to float through the
kiln with the draught for considerable distances. On the other hand, with
Australia's hardwoods it makes quite a difference. For instance, hardwood burnt
in a downdraught (Bourry) firebox seems to liberate and then deliver the most ash
into the kiln atmosphere, whereas the Bizen style firebox does not seem to deliver
very much hardwood ash into the draught at all. The reason for this might lie in
the fact that the downdraught firebox bums the wood while suspended in mid-air.
Which releases the ash particles directly into the kiln draught with the aid of
gravity. The hardwood ash particles are rather dense, and not light and flaky like
those of softwood which carry for quite a distance, and so having the ash
delivered into the flame in m id-air carries it further. There could be some
significance in the flame having to pass through the throat arch, which is a slight
constriction and accordingly the draught speeds up to pass through it. This might
be responsible for distributing the ash further into the kiln. In the case of the
crossdraught, or Bizen style firebox, the draught has to pick up the ash particles
against gravity and lift them up into the kiln setting. The speed of the draught in
this case is not increasing, but rather decreasing as it moves into the wider body
of the kiln chamber. My experience with these two types of firings has shown this
to be the case. Another possibility is that the temperature of combustion may
affect the size of the particulate matter. I can find nothing in the literature on this
subject. A possible solution could be found by placing thermocouples in the
combustion zone of each type of firebox. The accuracy of this measurement
would be improved if two identical kilns were built, and fired concurrently with
the same batch of fuel, and packed with the same work in an identical setting.
This is a possibility for further study. There is no question of one style of firing
being better than another, but rather is the potter achieving a desirable result.
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Specific Examples of Kiln Types
Updraught Firebox
The updraught firebox has its origins in the earliest kilns. The most primitive
kilns are variations of the bonfire. Bonfiring is still practisedin some remote areas
of the Third World. However, it is in serious decline due to the encroachment of
the first world. Experience gained in New Guinea in 1978, where I visited
traditional potters working in their villages, convinced me of the early origins of
pottery firing techniques. This opinion is shared by other authors such as Leach,
who states, "The earliest method of baking unglazed earthenware was in an open
fire, and is still practisedin some parts of the world."239 It is not known when or
where the first pottery was fired, but Raymond estimates, "somewhere around the
beginning of the sixth millennium BC, the pottery kiln came into existence."240
The first variation to be practisedwas probably the building of an earth ring to
enclose the fire.241 This was then extended to include an opening(s) at ground
level (equally spaced around the circumference) to act as supplementary
firebox(es).
The emergence of the kiln proper came when the circular wall was increased in
height, and covered in shards each firing, and later came to include a permanent
masonry dome covering with a door in the side.242 At this stage the side openings
were developed from supplementary stoke holes into full fireboxes. All variations
of this development are still to be seen in use, or have been excavated on every
continent, with the exception of Australia. The first designs were little more than
half cylindrical tunnels into which the wood was stoked. This type is well suited
to the use of small brushwood, which does not generate such large quantities of
ember. Bourry states:

239Leach, p. 179.
240Robert Raymond, Out of the Fiery Furnace, Macmillan, Sydney, 1984, p. 13.
241 D aniel Rhodes, Kilns-Design, Construction, and Operation, Chilton Book Company,
Philadelphia, 1968, pp. 9-10. plates 8,9,10.
242Harry Fraser, Kilns and Firing for the Craft Potter, Pitman Publishing, London, 1969, pp. 4 
13.
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...it is advisable to lengthen outwardly the openings for charging in
the shape of tunnels, closed by a sheet iron plate suspended at the
upper part, and in these is burning a certain quantity of wood which
warms the amount of air drawn in by the draught while the charging
is taking place. This arrangement, which is used especially for faggot
fuel...243
With time, however, this tunnel came to include a grate, so that split logs could
be used. This had the advantage of being able to generate more heat, so that the
kiln could achieve higher temperatures, without clogging up with embers. Bourry
wrote, "Blocks of wood can just as well be burnt in the fireplaces with gratings;
the latter may be of metal, but it is preferable, on account of the heat to which
they are exposed, to make them of fireclay materials".244

Plate 18 (overleaf)
"Heating by Wood" from Bourry

Plate 19 (overleaf)
"Heating by Wood" from Bourry

243Bourry, fig. 140, p. 330.
^^Bourry, fig. 141, p. 331.
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Brogniart shows a kiln design similar to that used in central France by the
traditional potters of the Haut-Berry region.245 In his illustration, the kiln has no
fire bars in the firebox, although some of these kilns from this area did utilise a
grate. The illustration shows the kiln with faggots in its firebox, which indicates
the type of fuel most commonly used in this kiln. A large upper primary stoke
hole and a smaller lower ash pit entrance are both shown. This kiln could best be
described as a tunnel kiln, however, one should not imagine an oriental style
design as this kiln is not side stoked and all the firing is done from the front fire
mouth. The kiln shape opens outward and upward, gradually increasing in area
away from the firebox, then closing slightly to the stacking door/flue at the rear.
An interesting feature of this innovative kiln design is that it does not have a
chimney. The opening at the rear of the kiln is the packing door, and is partially
bricked up during the firing to become the flue. There is sufficient slope on the
kiln site to encourage draught.

Plate 20 (overleaf)
Kiln used by the traditional potters of the Haut-Berry region in central
France.

245 Alexandre Brogniart, Traité des Arts Céramiques ou Des Potteries, P. Asselin, Libraire D e La
Faculté D e Médecine, Paris, 1877, Tome III, plate, XXXVIII. Figs 3 a, b, c.
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Gwyn Hanssen described the traditional firing processes used in France, at
Acheres in the Haut-Berry region, near La Borne:
The kilns were single-chambered and large; and they fired very
unevenly. The potters glazed their wares according to their
placement in the kiln...You could control the temperature to some
degree by using faggots of brushwood at the end of the firing; or
five-foot lengths of very finely split beech or oak to lengthen the
flame.246

Plate 21 (overleaf)
Potter Stoking His Kiln with Faggots
Traditional Method Used in the Haut-Berry Region of Central France.247

246Gwyn Hanssen, "The Potters of Haut-Berry", Pottery In Australia, Vol. 8. No 2. Spring, The
Potters Society O f Australia, Sydney, 1969, p. 11.
247Hanssen, p. 9.
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S t o k i n g i o u a i \ K the end o f the tir ili!

li,

one blind 1^' pei minute.

An excellent description of the firing of one of these grand old kilns is to be
found in a 1981 issue of Ceramics Monthly magazine.248 The article describes
the activities of three potters in the Haut-Berry region of central France working
in the small village of La Borne, their packing and firing of one of the old
traditional kilns. To the best of my knowledge no one has tried to reproduce this
kind of kiln or firing in Australia.

Plate 22 (overleaf)
Traditional Firing Using Faggots246

Plate 23 (overleaf)
Traditional Kiln Design and Firing Methods — La Borne246

2 4 8 "Traditional Wood Firing in France The Massive Kilns o f La Borne", Ceramics Monthly,
March, 1981, pp. 55-67.
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The Development of the Downdraught Firebox
In Tome III of his book Brogniart gives an illustration, of a two
chambered, double domed, vertical updraught, bottle kiln,
designed in 1832 and used during his directorship of Sèvres
(1800-1847).249 Its principal feature, he explains, is to increase
fuel efficiency.250

Plate 24 (overleaf)
Advanced Updraught Design Firebox

This illustration shows the wood firebox to be an advanced updraught design. The
wood is stoked into the firebox from the top. The primary, secondary, and tertiary
air holes are positioned in what we have come to consider as conventional
placement. However, there are no hobs to suspend the fuel.

in,

249Brogniart, Tome
Plate XLI.
250Brogniart, Tome III, Plate XLI, A two chambered, double domed, vertical updraught botde
kiln.
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On the left hand side of Plate LVIII Brogniart shows the design of a doublechambered, vertical updraught bottle kiln built at Limoges, and fired by four very
interesting half downdraught and half crossdraught fireboxes. This appears to be
the missing link in the development of the downdraught firebox.

Plate 25 (overleaf)
The Missing Link
The wood in this design is held up on hobs, in what we have come to regard as
the conventional manner. However, the throat arch is halfway up the wood pile
above the hobs, such that half of the flame travels down, and half of the flame
will travel across. This firebox is so shallow in the area above the hobs that I
assume it was designed for an oxidising atmosphere. It is also extremely deep in
the ash pit relative to the depth of the hobs. According to Brogniart this kiln was
in use in 1832. From this point it is easy to see the logical progression of how the
design could develop into what we know today as the downdraught firebox.251

2 5 1Brogniart, Tome

in, Plate LVIII

F¡g. i C.

The illustration on the following page, of uncertain date, although definitely
French, is reputed to be from the Sèvres archive.252 It shows a small kiln
designed for very high temperatures, utilising a fairly rudimentary version of the
downdraught firebox, somewhere between the designs given by Brogniart
(above) and that of Bourry (below). Here the throat arch only just rises above the
hobs. It appears to be designed for oxidising atmospheres, as the area above the
hobs allows very little room for more than two layers of wood, and thus it would
be somewhat difficult to obtain a consistent reducing atmosphere. This is
consistent with the work produced at that time.

Plate 26 (overleaf)
Four A Bois

252xhis drawing has been in my possesion for many years. It was given to me by Gwyn Hanssen.
I believe that she in turn was given the drawing by Michael O'Brian, who replaced Cardew as the
Pottery Training Officer at Abuja.
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Emile Bourry, circa. 1880, under the title of Treatise on Ceramic Industries p.
332. illustrates a design for a wood burning firebox, which he states, "Gives good
results, provided logs of the same length are used...This type of fireplace...gives
very long flames and is suitable for all kinds of work".253

Plate 27 (overleaf)
Wood Fireplace

In this illustration it is clear that the throat arch is below the level of the hobs and
the firebox can be said to be truly downdraught.

^ ^ B ouiry, Fig. 1 4 2 .
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This type of firebox was used to fire porcelain up to very high temperatures.
Cardew wrote, "Until well into the present century it was widely used in Europe
for firing hard paste porcelain up to and above 1400°C. Its great merit is that it
produces long flames".254 However this is more a function of the wood fuel rather
than the design of the firebox. The true merit of the downdraught firebox is its
semi-automatic operation which can give a much more consistent atmosphere
and therefore greater fuel economy with the minimum of pollution. All these
factors combined serve to make it easier to attain very high temperatures.
Burton255 suggests that the original firing temperature of the Sèvres hard paste
porcelain must have been in the order of 1500°C or higher. "If we consider the
porcelain produced at Sèvres under the direction of Brogniart and his
successors...A body mixture of this kind would need to be heated to 1550°C to
convert it into porcelain".256
According to Brogniart 257 the aim was to make a paste of the following
composition:-

Sévres Porcelain Body Paste Mixture

Body Ingredient

% Recipe

Silica

58.0%

Alumina

34.5%

Lime

4.5%

Potash

3.0%

254M Cardew, Pioneer Pottery, p. 176.
255w illiam Burton, Porcelain, It's Nature Art And Manufacture, B.T. Batsford Ltd, London, p.
15.
256w . Burton, Porcelain . p. 13 .
257Brogniart, Tome II, p. 265. et seq.
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This composition was arrived at in many different ways, according to the varying
composition of the different supplies of material, but as the simplest mixture, we
may select that used in 1839, vis.

Kaolin

73 parts

(containing perhaps 10% of felspathic dust)
Felspathic Material

24 parts

(containing some quartz)
Lime

3 parts

(introduced as chalk)
Total

100 parts

The Sèvres factory held a prominent position at that time in the production of
hard paste porcelain,258 as it was placed on a firm scientific footing at the
beginning of the nineteenth century by its director Alexandre Brogniart.259
As hard paste had first been developed at Sèvres260 in 1770, then it is obvious
that the capacity to fire to those elevated temperatures by means of wood, the
natural fuel of the time must also have been developed. So it is also reasonable to
assume that the downdraught firebox, or an early version of it, must also have
been developed at that time to achieve those higher temperatures. However, I

2 5 8 "in France the Royal Factory at Sèvres, which was already making soft paste porcelains,
succeeded in making true porcelain in 1770. The productions at Sèvres, as a result o f exceptional
technical control and refinement, became the standard o f excellence everywhere." Rhodes, D.
Stoneware and Porcelain”, Pittman Publishing London, 1959. p. 32.
259"Alexandre Brogniart, [1770 to 1847]. Director o f the Sèvres porcelain factory from 1800 to
1847. He was an eminent geologist and mineralogist who turned potter and thereby brought to
pottery the scientific reasoning which was developing at the close o f the 18th century. He
complemented the work o f English potters such as Whieldon and Wedgwood who moved toward
the scientific approach in pottery making from the simpler rule-of-thumb approach. Brogniart is
known as the father o f ceramic chemistry and is best known for the Brogniart formula for
converting slop measure to dry weight." Hamer, F. The Potters Dictionary of Materials and
Techniques, Pittman Publishing, London. 1975. p. 39.
260 "Sèvres..directed by Alexandre Brogniart, a man whose great natural parts were polished by
his scientific studies. The Sèvres o f 1800 to 1850 was, at once, a school of scientific research and
a centre o f practical accomplishment, the influence o f which was felt in every pottery works in
Europe." Burton, Porcelain .
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cannot verify that it was Brogniart who developed or sponsored its development.
Certainly it was Brogniart who pioneered the use of coal at Sèvres. The first
experimental use of coal had been in 1784, which was before Brogniart's
directorship commenced.261 This experiment was unsuccessful, and only lasted
fifteen months. Brogniart introduced its use again in 1845, this time successfully,
and by 1846 it was possible to replace wood, which he states had become far too
expensive.262
It is possible to achieve 1400°C by the use of an updraught firebox, although it
would take extreme skill and perseverance to achieve such temperatures while
maintaining a constant atmosphere, due to the natural characteristics of that type
of firebox. This must be viewed in terms of the level of scientific understanding
of the times.
Western porcelain was originally made in imitation of the Chinese pots that were
traded overland to Europe on the Silk Road. The development of Western
porcelain:
can be traced to the great impact that Chinese porcelain made on the
aesthetic sensibilities of the late Middle Ages, and to Western efforts
at producing materials with similar properties. The first pieces of
Chinese porcelain to reach Europe (where their hardness, whiteness,
and translucency aroused so much admiration) were brought in by
Arab merchants during the 12th Century. It was not until more than a
century later that Marco Polo was able to reveal where they were
made, and not until the beginning of the 18th Century that a German
alchemist named John Friedrich Bôttger (1682-1719) first succeeded
in making anything similar in the Western World.263
All of this was happening at a time when Priestley had not as yet managed to
isolate the gas that Lavoisier later named Oxygen.264 So it would have been
impossible to formally describe the kiln atmosphere. However, its importance
would have been fully understood by the highly skilled artisans responsible for
the firing of the kilns. The introduction of the downdraught firebox would have
made the firing process much easier to control, not just in temperature, but
atmosphere, as the downdraught firebox does not fluctuate in its atmosphere as
widely as does the updraught firebox.

261 Brogniart, Tome I, p. 712.
2^*2Brogniart, Tome I, p. 712.
263 m . Chandler, Ce ramies in the Modem World, Aldus Books, London, 1967 p. 48.
2 6 4 "Priestley who isolated it in 1774, holding it to be common air deprived of PHLOGISTON
called it dephlogisticated air." Shorter Oxford English Dictionary Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1933,
p. 1489.
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This design is redrawn by Bernard Leach. Unfortunately Leach does not offer any
information about it at all, possibly because he did not have any experience with
it. 265

Plate 28 (overleaf)
Semi-automatic Wood Grate

^ L e a c h , p. 190.
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This version of the firebox, presumably one of the earliest versions, is fairly crude
by today's standards and would have required a reasonable amount of skilful
management to control it, especially when one considers the temperature that was
being achieved. Michael Cardew was the first artist potter that I am aware of to
utilise the downdraught firebox as described by Bourry in his treatise. Cardew's
kiln, and his variation on the design of the firebox is described by him in his book
Pioneer Pottery,266 and also in the biographical film Mud and Water Man by
Alistair Hallam.267 An illustration from Cardew's book is reproduced on the
following page.

Plate 29 (overleaf)
Downdraught Firebox
This drawing from Pioneer Pottery shows Cardew's preferred variation of the
downdraught firebox design in 1969 towards the end of his career. There is very
little difference in the two designs, both feature side loading of hob wood, very
deep ash pits, and a very low admission point for the secondary air where it
travels up, across and over the embers. In this way it acts somewhere between
secondary and tertiary air.

Plate 30 (overleaf)
Reproduction of Original Drawing of the Downdraught Firebox
by Cardew from his Lagos Period — circa 1951
This drawing acompanied the kiln plan in Plate 7 and shows the details of the
downdraught firebox as preferred by Cardew in 1951. This drawing was given to
me by Gwyn Pigott in the early eighties.

^^Cardew , p. 176.
267Available in Australia from The British Council, or The National Library.
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Figure 10.4 Downdraught firebox: (o) Side section: P. Primary air; F. Zone of primary combustion;
S. Secondary air; A. Ash-pit; T. Throat arch; M. Mousehole; X — see page 190.

(b) Front section: I, 2, 3, 4, Cover tiles; F. Zone of primary combustion; T. Throat arch;
A. Ash-pit; M. Mousehole.
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Plate 31 (overleaf)
Cardew Building His Kiln at Wenford Bridge in February 1949

This photograph shows Cardew and an unidentified person laying bricks on the
base of his circular kiln at Wenford Bridge in 1949, four of the throat arches and
outer stoke holes are clearly visible as the kiln begins to take shape. 268

Plate 32 (overleaf)
Cardew Building His Kiln at Wenford Bridge in February 1949

This was Cardew's first attempt at stoneware in England, he had tried
unsuccessfully to establish a pottery business based on stoneware production at
Vume in Africa during the three preceeding years but was plagued by technical
problems and bad health. This photograph shows Cardew laying bricks on the
base of his circular kiln at Wenford Bridge in 1949, two of the throat arches are
clearly visible. This photograph was given to me by Gwyn Pigott in the late
seventies.

268 Garth Clark. Michael Cardew - a portrait,

Kodansha International, Tokyo, 1976, p. 36.
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Plate 33 (overleaf)
Cardew Building His Kiln at Wenford Bridge, early 1949
This photograph was given to me by Gwyn Pigott in the late seventies.

Plate 34 (overleaf)
Cardew’s Kiln at Wenford Bridge mid 1949
Cardew (inside kiln) being assisted by Ivan McMeekin during the final stages of
kiln construction. This photograph was given to me by Gwyn Pigott in the late
seventies.
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It was during this period of 1949 that McMeekin arrived at Cardew's pottery in
Wenford Bridge, his first job was to help with this new kiln.269 This was a case of
building a new round downdraught stoneware kiln next to the existing traditional
earthenware updraught bottle kiln and linking the two together via an
underground flue. McMeekin's version of the downdraught firebox, as illustrated
on the following page, draws heavily on Cardew's as can be expected. This design
first appeared in Pottery in Australia, and was later reprinted as a small booklet,
published by the Potters Society.270

Plate 35 (overleaf)
McMeekin's Interpretation of the Downdraught Firebox
This downdraught firebox is typical of the style of McMeekin's interpretation of
the firebox.268 It is very high off the ground and linked to a very small chamber
having a packing space of approximately 10 cubic feet. In particular the firebox is
quite high and is stoked from the side with a moderately deep ashpit and very
narrow throat arch. McMeekin introduces the secondary air hole higher up than
Cardew. Cardew was prohibited from using the space directly above the lower
stoke hole, because of his use of 230mm end arch wedges to form the stoke hole.
See plate 3 land 32

Plate 36 (overleaf)
McMeekin's Kiln at Woronora
Photographed during a visit to his home and studio in 1978.

269 "Cardew had to wait until 1949 until he again had access to the pottery at Wenford Bridge.
Mariel had rented it in his absence to an Irish family o f potters. When they left, Cardew was
joined by the Australian Potter Ivan McMeekin, and a downdraught first kiln chamber was built."
270Ivan. McMeekin, A High Temperature Wood Burning Kiln, Pottery In Australia, Vol. 9, No
1, Autumn, The Potters Society O f Australia, Sydney, 1970, pp. 32-37.
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SECTION THROUGH FIREBOX

The concept of the 'upside down' fireplace is an interesting and unusual one and
bears some explanation. It is convenient to divide the use of this firebox into two
parts, just as the firebox itself is constructed of two parts (i) the lower firebox, sometimes called the floor, or ashpit,
(ii) the upper firebox, or the area above the hobs.
The correct use of this type of firebox is not immediately obvious to the
uninitiated. Its management is a subject that requires some explanation, and is
best taught by demonstration. Good control of the air supply to the fuel through
the primary, secondary and tertiary air is critical to the successful and easy
operation of the downdraught firebox. I have developed my own version of the
downdraught firebox to suit my own particular circumstances. In my version I
include five sources of tertiary air, one dedicated to use during the firing in the
centre of the floor, and four others located around the edges of the ash pit
specifically designed to be used during the final stages of the firing, reoxidation
and burning down. I wrote a detailed explanation of how to understand the
functioning of this type of firebox in the booklet Layed Back Wood Firing.
I have designed the firebox to be as compact as possible while still maintaining
the critical dimensions necessary for the best performance. I chose to build the
firebox low for convenience during firing, after having had first hand experience
with McMeekin's kilns at the University of New South Wales and at Sturt
Workshops I decided that there ought to be a better, or at least a more convenient
way. With a very low firebox the potter can look down into the firebox during
firing and see exactly where and how the wood is placed on the hobs and it has
the added advantage of being able to adjust the position of the wood using a steel
poker without opening the firebox by using the primary air holes in the lid. I have
chosen to use a very lightweight sheet metal lid lined with ceramic fibre, this is
easy to lift with one hand and allows the wood to be dropped vertically directly
onto the hobs in the exact place where it is needed. In the side loading version the
first few stokes are critical as there is the possibility that if the wood is not thrown
hard enough it will miss the hobs and plunge down into the ash pit with one end
left sticking up between the hobs which prevents the remaining wood from being
placed in the firebox evenly. Conversely, if the wood is thrown in too hard it will
knock the bricks loose on the other side of the firebox. McMeekin's kiln at the
university of New South Wales had extra steel bracing and a piece of thick steel
plate welded to the opposite side of the fire box to prevent these bricks from
186

being knocked out. I have also made my throat arches as wide as the entire
firebox to give maximum volume to the ash pit area as this allows the maximum
volume of ember to build up without blocking the throat. I also moved the throat
arch and the hobs down by two courses so that the wood on the hobs lies just
above the top of the throat arch and the secondary air inlet, this gives a direct line
of sight through the firebox to the pots or bag wall so that the potter can see
exactly how the ember is building up, how dense the flame is in the throat and
how the wood is lying on the hobs or if there are any gaps that need filling in the
deck of wood.
In the forties and fifties when Cardew was developing his ideas on the
downdraught firebox he had a horse driven pug mill and travelled by steam train.
He came to the best conclusion for his circumstances and times, likewise with
McMeekin. However, I am of a different generation, I designed my variation of
the downdraught firebox while men walked on the moon. I had no commitment to
solidarity with Cardew/McMeekin, I came at the problem with fresh eyes and had
no hesitation with using a light weight ceramic fibre lid. The incorporation of five
tertiary air holes allowed the precise control of the ember level and this with the
widening of the throat arch to the full width of the firebox in turn allowed the
lowering of the hobs, compacting the design to make it more user-friendly. I have
also incorporated the maximum amount of light weight refractory insulation brick
in the construction of the firebox, which I was warned would not work, would not
be strong enough, will not stand the heat etc. It has worked very well, increased
fuel efficiency and improved operator comfort, in England there might have been
a good reason for keeping extra warm but Australia's climate is quite different, I
prefer to work with an insulated firebox. In developing this variation of the
design I believe that I have made a significant contribution in my field.

Plate 37 (overleaf)
My Interpretation of the Downdraught Firebox

This particular variation of my design is from the series of kilns I built using a
long throat chamber, see plates 58 to 64.
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This drawing shows the firebox as it would be if it were built directly on the ground.
If it were to be built on a cement slab it would need to be insulated by one layer of
RI23 and one layer of dense refractory bricks.This would add 150 mm to the height.

Steve Harrison — firebox diagramatic. 1996

-o

Kiln Shape,
The shape of the chamber and the way that the flames pass through it seem to be
quite significant. As m entioned earlier, the shape of the 'Bizen' style
firebox/chamber does not appear to encourage hardwood ash to move freely from
the combustion zone into and through the setting, as the chamber opens out in
width, (or at least stays the same width). The draught does not seem to be
moving fast enough to be able to move the ash any great distance. In fact if the
chamber opens out in cross section, then the draught slows considerably. On the
other hand, in the downdraught firebox, which has in the past been annexed to a
conventional rectangular kiln chamber, the draught has had to increase speed so
as to pass through constrictions such as throat arches, throats and bag wall spaces,
the amount of ash that is actually delivered to the pots seems to be slightly more
than in the open crossdraught firebox/chamber. However, each particular set of
circumstances will be different, to obtain the best results the potter must
experiment with a range of timbers available to find the best one in that situation
considering a range of variables including chamber shape, firebox design, type of
work and the finish desired.
Average Proportions for Wood Fired Kilns
Kiln proportions may be calculated using a kiln design formula shown below.
This formula was first published by McMeekin in Pottery in Australia.211 I first
published my version of this formula in 1976 for the National Ceramics
Conference in Sydney, revised it in 1978, and updated it again in 1986 for the
Gippsland Woodfire Conference. The formula has always been useful, but this
revised version has minor improvements that make it a better tool. It specifies
kilns that are more powerful, and hence easier to fire.

271 Pottery In Australia , pp. 32-37.

Average Proportions for Wood Fired Kilns
expressed in comparative areas)

Dense
Brick

R. I.
Brick

Ceramic
Fibre

100%

100%

100%

Firebox

40%

30%

25%

Flue

12%

10%

8%

Chimney

10%

8%

6%

Throat arch

25%

25%

25%

Throat (flame inlet space)

17%

17%

17%

Flame exit space

11%

10%

9%

Second chamber throat
(side stoking firebox area)

20%

17%

Floor area
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Proportions by Volume

Chamber
Firebox (above hobs)
Ember pit (below hobs)

100%
13%
9%

Chimney

40%

Dense brick kilns

n

30%

RI

25%

Fibre

it

"

"
"

The 100% floor area represents the internal measurements of the chamber,
including the throat and bag wall, as the bag wall needs to be heated up as well
as the pots in the setting.
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The Crossdraught Firebox
The crossdraught firebox is used extensively in the Imbe region of Japan. In 1986
I travelled to Japan to study wood firing. I chose to spend a major part of my time
in the Imbe region. It was during this time that I gained invaluable experience
with the crossdraught firebox, and especially with the use of softwoods. Imbe is
the little village in Okayama prefecture, central to the historical development of
the Bizen style. It is a village typical of many in rural Japan. There are over three
hundred potters working in the village and its environs, and due to the pollution
problem the local council is not allowing any new kilns to be built in the village
In this region of Japan the crossdraught firebox is fired in the following manner.
To begin the firing a small firebox is built outside the kiln and is made from two
parallel rows of bricks approximately three hundred millimetres apart and two
hundred and thirty millimetres high which is covered over with a kiln shelf to
make a small tunnel shaped firebox. The length of this firebox is variable
depending on the situation, for the first firing of a 'raw' kiln this firebox would be
up to a metre long to start with. This is to keep the flame well out of the kiln
chamber until every thing is steamed off and quite dry, in these circumstances
this preliminary firebox may be used for several days. In the case of kilns that
have had many firings they still build this firebox but it is only used to pre-heat
the ware and remove humidity as the kiln is already dry. It is not uncommon to
find this initial temporary firebox only five hundred millimetres long and used for
only a couple of days depending on the condition and type of ware being fired.
Wood of the size and cross-section normally used for side stoking is fed into this
firebox one piece at a time to maintain a small fire waiting until the fire has died
to embers before introducing the next piece. The fire is maintained in this way
slowly introducing the wood more often until the firebox is full of burning wood.
The wood is supported on a single steel cross-bar fifty millimetres high to allow
air into the embers. As the firing proceeds the firebox is progressively dismantled
forcing the wood and embers into the kiln proper.
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Plate 38 (overleaf)
Small Preheating Firebox Used on Large Japanese Wood Fired Kiln
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This photograph shows the small temporary firebox built out in front of the kiln
used for pre-heating. The main fire mouth is sealed up with clay.272

Plate 39 (overleaf)
Small Preheating Firebox Used on Large Japanese Wood Fired Kiln

This photograph shows the pre-heating firebox dismantled to one third of its
initial size. The blackened kiln shelves previously used as the lid are seen on the
right side of the kiln.

Plate 40 (overleaf)
Small Preheating Firebox Used on Large Japanese Wood Fired Kiln

This photograph shows wood being stoked into the main fire mouth over the
embers of the pre-heating fire. This is the transition period. The pre-heating
firebox is not fully dismantled.

272j t00k this series o f photographs over a period o f several days in the workshop o f Jun Isazaki
in Imbe in Japan in 1986. Plates 36 to 39.
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Plate 41 (overleaf)
Small Preheating Firebox Used on Large Japanese Wood Fired Kiln

The preliminary firebox used for preheating is totally dismantled and only a small
hole is left for primary air inlet. This hole is still stoked with small pieces of
wood periodically to maintain the ember pile in the firebox. In this picture the
potter is seen stirring the embers with a steel rod.

As the temperature rises and the firebox is dismantled the wood is introduced
directly into the main fire mouth, initially only one piece every so often and
progressively more often to build up the heat, eventually the small firebox is
dismantled entirely and all the fuel is introduced through the main fire mouth, a
greater number of pieces of wood in each stoke at shorter intervals until top
temperature is reached.
This type of firing has been developed over many centuries. According to history,
the first potters migrated from Korea twelve hundred years ago. The very earliest
kiln sites are to be found high up in the hills. These early potters simply dug their
tunnel kilns into the hillsides. The sticky, gravelly, clay that was dug out to form
a trench in the slope was then used to form the tunnel arch, by pounding it onto a
bamboo lath formwork. It was pounded repeatedly until almost dry, so as to stop
it cracking due to shrinkage. The first firing completed the process. This
technique is still very popular today for building tunnel kilns. In fact there is a
renewed interest in the early Korean immigrant potters' style, known as 'Sue'
ware.
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Plate 42 (overleaf)
Ancient Tunnel Kiln Site

I took this photograph of an ancient tunnel kiln site high up in the hills above
Imbe. The trench has not eroded over the past four to five hundred years as it is
composed of completely glazed earth. The heat had fired the earth to a depth of
approximately fifty millimetres

Plate 43 (overleaf)
Modern Tunnel Kiln Site

Plate 41 shows my photograph of a modem tunnel kiln during constmction. The
earth has been excavated and a brick floor laid ready for constmction of the kiln.
Although this kiln is to be built using historical principals, there is the concession
to technology of using a flat, level, stepped brick floor and all the walls below
ground level will also be of firebrick.
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While studying in Japan, I visited a few potters who were working in the early
Bizen style. These potters all fired tunnel kilns, usually in neutral to oxidised
atmospheres. This tends to give paler, brighter colours than are obtained from the
more heavily reduced noborigama kilns. Many potters have one of each type of
kiln, but there are by far many more chamber kilns than tunnel kilns. There is a
renewed interest in the anagama kiln style in Japan, as there is here. There are
several potters currently working in this style, and notable among them is Mori
Togaku.
I knew of Mori before going to Japan. He achieved fame some years ago, when
he built a 'village' sized tunnel kiln. When Mori decided to build a village kiln, he
did so almost single-handedly. It took almost ten years to build the kiln and make
the pots. The firing of the kiln took the best part of two months and some very
interesting pots resulted. Mori now lives about fifteen minutes from Imbe, at
Samekazi craft village, where he has built his new studio and workshop. Mori has
now built three kilns, the largest of which is fifty three metres long. The enormity
of this is hard to comprehend, until you stand on the lower hillside and look up at
the Mori complex.
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I was able to attend a preview of the pots from his first firing while I was in
Japan. It was quite an experience to view these enormous pots at close quarters.
Mori's specialty is the recreation of the large traditional storage jars that were
formerly fired in the old village kilns. These large old jars, which vary in size
from two hundred to five hundred litres, are to be found throughout the Bizen
area, in backyards and on small farms in the surrounding villages. A particularly
interesting collection is to be found in a small private museum on the hill
overlooking the village. Some of these old jars stand two metres high. Standing
next to a wood fired kiln as large as this gives one the feeling of insignificance.
There is only one door to the kiln, which is through the fire mouth. It is hard to
imagine the vast quantities of wood that are required to fire such a kiln. The
following four photographs show the method used to build Mori Togaku's first
kilns. 273 This kiln was not built in the fully traditional manner, as it was
constructed with bricks up to ground level.

Plate 46
Building Mori Togaku’s Large kiln

This photograph shows the kiln trench bricked up to ground level.

Plate 47
Building Mori Togaku's Large kiln
This photograph shows the bamboo formwork taking shape.

273Reproduced from Mori Togaku's exhibition catalogue.
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Plate 48
Building Mori Togaku's Large kiln
This photograph shows the bamboo formwork complete.

Plate 49
Building Mori Togaku's Large kiln
This photograph shows the completed bamboo formwork with rice straw matts
over it prior to being covered with the soft damp clay which will be pounded onto
it to form the the finished arch. The clay arch is hammered continuously for up to
two weeks until it is dry to prevent cracks from forming while it shrinks.

Plate 50
Building Mori Togaku's Large kiln
This photograph shows the completed kiln with stacks of side stoking wood up
along the slope next to the kiln.
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Another potter called Umeno Toko is working with a tunnel kiln, in the early
Korean-influenced style. Umeno works high on a hill overlooking a small village
called Sue Mura, so named because of its early historical connection with the Sue
culture. His working conditions are very spartan, simulating the early Sue potter's
world. He uses no electric power and no pug mill all his clay is mixed and
wedged by hand. Umeno works on a Kyushu style wooden kick wheel set into the
earth floor of the studio, sitting on a rock while he works. He 'throws' largely
without water by the coiling, and hammer and anvil technique. He creates the
feeling of the early pots by working in the same manner as the 'Sue' potters.
Umeno has spent many years researching the early Sue wares, clay bodies, forms,
and old kiln sites. I was particularly impressed by his ability to produce a glaze
surface that was very like celadon glaze, except that it was created by natural ash
deposit over a few days of firing in his tunnel kiln. This he apparently achieved
by cutting all his own timber for his firing, not just pine, like every other potter in
Imbe, but a range of timbers that included Bamboo, Cryptomeria, Camellia and
Maple. He works on the premise that the early potters would have burned
whatever was on the hillside. Umeno uses a blend of the local vegetation, and
stokes the kiln in such a way that the ashes that land naturally on the pots form a
proto-celadon type glaze. Umeno uses two tunnel kilns, one small and one large.
They were built in the fully traditional manner, by digging a trench and then
pounding the raw mountain clay onto a bamboo formwork, to form the tunnel
arch, no bricks were used in the construction. When not in use for firing the two
empty kilns were used as damp 'cupboards' for slow drying of the pots.

Plate 51 (overleaf)
Umeno Toko’s Anagama Kiln
I photographed. Umeno Toko's Anagama Kiln at Saidaiji-Kita prior to packing
and firing. There is an assortment of different timbers cut ready for the firing.
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Another potter working in a similar fashion, is Shimamura Hikaru. Before I went
to Japan, I was fortunate enough to be introduced to Shimamura, at one of Peter
Rushforth's long wood firings. He was in Australia to build a Bizen kiln for Heija
Chong in Victoria. Shimamura was bom and raised in a small village just outside
Imbe, where he still works today. His workshop is pure ’M ingei’. An old
converted farm building in the village, it shows signs of being altered a few times
in its history, and its adzed and twisted roof timbers are blackened with the soot
from the stove, which smoulders away in the comer through the frosty winters.
Shimamura’s work is largely press-moulded, and much of it is of animals. He
specialises in making the animal of the current Chinese new year, and for this he
has an ingenious gift of being able to capture the lifelike image of the animal in
clay. The kiln is fired about twice a year. It is quite a large tunnel kiln built by the
same method described above. It is a beautiful kiln and is perched high on the hill
overlooking the village, which means that all seven hundred bundles of wood and
the pots have to be carried up from the village. The quality that Shimamura is
getting from his kiln is exceptional. The clay that he uses is very fine and smooth,
with the odd piece of coarse quartz showing through. In the front of the kiln it
responds to the wood firing, with a bright flash and a soft deposit of yellow ash
glaze on the shoulders, and produces excellent ’hidasuki' (straw markings) fired in
saggars further back in the kiln. The kiln seems to be fired in a more or less
neutral atmosphere.
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Plate 52 (overleaf)
Shimamura Hikaru's Anagama Kiln
This photograph by Doug Hawkins shows the kiln during construction. The kiln
is half dug into the hill side and half above ground. The arch formwork of
bamboo lath and wooden strips is in place, prior to covering with tatami rice
straw mats, the raw clay is then placed onto the matting covered formwork and
hammered into place to pack it down tight. The first firing has to be slow to fire
the raw kiln.

Plate 53 (overleaf)
Shimamura Hikaru's Anagama Kiln
My photograph shows the kiln after firing. A few cracks have developed where
the clay has shrunk a litde during the first firing.

Plate 54 (overleaf)
Shimamura Hikaru's Anagama Kiln
This photograph of mine shows the inside of the kiln. The texture of the rice
straw mats can be clearly seen impressed into the clay arch.___________________
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Not far from Shimamura's village, at a place called Osofune, I met a potter called
Nagasue R/hei. Like most of the younger generation potters I met, he lived out of
the way, up on a hillside, in one of Imbe's outlying villages. He also fires in a
tunnel kiln. Nagasue’s firing was ostensibly in oxidation, and I rarely ever saw
any smoke. I am sure there were parts of the kiln that were slightly reduced,
because there were pots that came from the firing that had quite a grey body, but
generally the firing was oxidised. Most of the pots were made of a slightly
textured clay. These fired to a brick red/pink/orange range of colours, depending
on their position in the kiln. The kiln was completely woodfired, and the firing
took nine days. It was the only one, of the many firings that I attended, that did
not utilise a gas burner for preheating the kiln, a sight that is very common these
days in Japan. Some suprisingly large logs were used in the early stages of the
firing, with smaller pieces of wood being placed around it to keep it burning. It
was noticeable that the draught was much stronger than in the noborigama
firings. There was quite a bit of straw used in the packing of the pots, and they
were packed in such a way that there was some part of the pot exposed to the
natural deposit of fly ash, and some part of it protected by another pot, a setter or
wadding. By this manner of packing the kiln, the pots were decorated, or at least
put in such a position that the firing would do the decorating. Each pot came from
the kiln with its share of natural ash deposit, flame flashed body colour, protected
body colour, and red straw markings. It was interesting that of the nine days
firing, about eight and a half of them were spent firing the front firemouth, until
top temperature was reached, then a fast traverse up the side stoking holes
covered nine holes in nine hours to finish the firing. The first hole took
approximately two hours, and the last just twenty minutes. Two holes were
stoked on each side of the kiln at any one time, and as the lower one was brought
up to temperature and finished, another one was opened further up the kiln.
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Plate 55 (overleaf)
Nagasue R/hei's Anagama Kiln
Nagasue R/hei's kiln during firing mid-way up the tunnel. I took this picture half
way through the side stoking. Two stoke holes on each side are fired
concurrently.
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The method of side stoking that is employed in these kilns to achieve an oxidised
atmosphere is to put very little wood in the hole at any one time, say four pieces
of the usual finely split wood, and to cross them over like a jumble of fiddlesticks
in the hole, thus allowing plenty of air into the kiln. This proves quite effective at
raising the temperature rapidly. The kiln firings that I witnessed in Japan were
well—organised, well—prepared, and carried on in a rather relaxed manner.
Everyone knew their job and when to carry it out. The jobs seem to get done
without anyone doing any obvious work. All these potters are working in the
same area, and in the same general technique using oxidised tunnel kiln firings,
yet their work is varied, interesting and individual. The Bizen tradition loosely
binds them, but also allows them some scope to specialise in one particular
aspect.
Kiln Plans
The following kiln plans represent a sample of the over one hundred kilns that I
have designed over the past decade. They have each been designed for a specific
purpose, client or fuel. Although they are only a sample, they represent a
significant part of my life's work. Although none of the designs is entirely
original, they each represent in some way a particular concept or combination of
features which to the best of my knowledge had not existed previously in
Australia. All the kiln plans in this section were drawn by me. In some cases thay
are the original drawings, in others the originals are lost and have had to be
redrawn.
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1 Downdraught Firebox, Downdraught Chamber, Brick Construction Kiln
I designed this kiln for East Sydney Technical College and it was built by me
with the assistance of Gillian Grigg and the students. Peter Rushforth, who was
the head teacher of ceramics, was reluctant to approve the building of a wood
fired kiln at East Sydney Technical College at that time due to his past difficult
experiences of wood firing in both the Dandenongs in Victoria and Beecroft in
Sydney. However, after a visit to view the firing of the three chambered climbing
kiln I built with Janine King at Dural on the outskirts of Sydney, (ironically not
far from the site of his first kiln in Sydney) he saw that wood firing could be fast,
clean and efficient.
After this visit, permission was granted and the kiln was completed and fired in
1975. This kiln was very popular with the students as it proved to be easy to fire
and acceptable to the administration as it was clean burning. It was the first of
sixteen wood fired stoneware kilns that I have built there to date. The only other
stoneware wood fired kiln in Sydney at that time was at the University of New
South Wales Industrial Arts Department. This kiln was much larger and with the
chamber constructed entirely of light weight bricks, Newbold RI23 seconds
(Dandenong) on the hot face and Newbold Diatoms as backup insulation. The
success of this kiln was important to me as it gave me the confidence to go on and
design more ambitious and interesting kilns, not to mention almost fifty other
similar kilns in all the eastern states of Australia.

Plate 56 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Single chamber kiln at East Sydney Technical
College.
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Plate 57 (overleaf)
Single chamber kiln at East Sydney Technical College.
This photograph shows the small single chamber downdraught kiln built at East
Sydney Technical College in 1975
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2 Three Chambered Climbing Kiln at Dural.
The three chambered climbing kiln which I designed and built at Dural with the
assistance of Janine King in 1974, was the first three chambered climbing kiln
built in Australia designed to use wood fuel entirely. It has two downdraught
fireboxes on the front chamber for primary heating.

Plate 58 (overleaf)
Three Chambered Climbing Kiln at Dural.
This three chambered climbing kiln was a brave act and I learnt a lot form the
experience. I have my back to the camera and Gillian Grigg is behind me looking
into the firebox. This kiln utilised preheated air ducts built under the floor of each
chamber to heat the secondary air for each following chamber, this allowed good
control of the atmosphere in each chamber.

Plate 59 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Three Chambered Climbing Kiln at Dural.
I was able to keep the firebox area reasonably compact by using a common wall
and solid hobs (using one skin of brickwork only above the hobs).
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Three Chambered Climbing Kiln at Dural — Steve Harrison 1996.

Plate 60 (overleaf)
Photograph of Three Chambered Climbing Kiln at Dural.
This photograph shows me with Peter Rushforth discussing the merits of the
downdraught firebox in front of the three chambered climbing kiln at Dural. Len
Smith and Janine King on the right, (both scratching their heads) look on.
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3 Downdraught Firebox, Crossdraught Chamber, Ceramic Fibre Lined Kiln
I designed and built this kiln in my studio in 1979 and fired it exclusively for two
years. This was the first wood fired kiln with a chamber entirely constructed from
ceramic fibre to be built in Australia to the best of my knowledge.274 275 After I
had completed my testing of this concept I published the design.274*276 During the
research phase prior to commencing construction of this kiln, I was given advice
that ceramic fibre would not stand up to wood firing.277 However, experience
with other wood fired kilns and my association with ceramic fibre in gas fired
kilns convinced me that it was feasible. I used a special grade of ceramic fibre
manufactured by ICI chemicals in Britain, called Safil. This grade of ceramic
fibre is made from 95 per cent pure alumina and had only recently become
available on the Australian market at that time. I used the high alumina Safil
board on the hot face directly above the throat arch as this was where I expected
the highest temperatures and heaviest ash deposits. The experiment was very
successful, the Safil board shrank slightly and cupped a little but stayed white and
did not dissolve in the deposited fly ash. Conversely, the ceramic anchors that
held the fibre in place turned orange, developed a sheen, then turned green as ash
glaze built up on their surface over the years. The high duty 1400oC hot face
fibre used elsewhere in the chamber became brittle, shrank and cracked as was to
be expected even though it was not exposed to such extreme conditions.
Another innovation implemented in this kiln was the design of the compact, light
weight downdraught firebox. I reasoned that if the ceramic fibre chamber would
require less fuel energy to raise it to stoneware temperatures, then the firebox
could be made smaller. I reduced it to the absolute minimum that I thought
possible while still producing a controllable atmosphere. To increase the
efficiency further I constructed the entire firebox and throat out of RI 26 light
weight firebricks on the inside and diatom bricks on the out side thus reducing the
thermal mass that had to be heated considerably. The only dense firebricks used
in the firebox were for the hobs. To further reduce the thermal mass I designed
the kiln without a bag wall, and opted instead for the use of standard commercial

274Mike Pridmore had used ceramic fibre as a lift off lid on his wood fired kiln at Rylstone in
NSW.
27 ^Great care needs to be exercised during the installation but particularly during the repair and
removal o f ceramic fibre insulation from kilns. See Appendix A.
Gantner, Bruce A. Respiratory Hazard From Removal of Ceramic Fibre Insulation From High
Temperature Industrial Furnaces. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. J.47(8):530-534 (1986)
276De Boos, Harrison & Smith, p. 291
277Morganite Ceramic Fibres, technical support division.
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sillimanite kiln shelves and 'saggar sides’ on the front face of the leading shelves
only.278 This kiln fired very easily and fast using a minimum of fuel, it produced
very reliable results, good flashed colour with only a light dusting of ash due to
the fast firing. I did not attempt to fire this kiln for more than fourteen hours as in
the seventies I was only interested in producing domestic ware.
Another important innovation in this kiln was the use of an extended throat arch
to separate the firebox from the chamber. (This was necessary to allow the
placement of the stainless steel fibre lined chamber.) It proved to be one of the
most interesting places in the kiln to fire pots, although being far too hot for the
usual range of clays and glazes it gave dramatic results on unglazed pieces if
made from suitably robust clay. It gave me an inkling of what was possible if the
area was enlarged to allow the placement of larger scale works.

278i)e Boos, Harrison & Smith, p. 212.
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Plate 61 (overleaf)
Ceramic Fibre Lined Wood Fired Kiln.
This photograph shows the ceramic fibre lined wood fired kiln in my studio at
Balmoral Village. The stainless steel box fibre lined chamber can be clearly seen
sitting on the firebrick base. The downdraught firebox is on the right.

Plate 62 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Ceramic Fibre Lined Wood Fired Kiln.
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4 Downdraught Firebox With Extended Throat, Downdraught Chamber,
Brick Construction Kiln.
Following the success of the single chamber kiln above I started to explore the
possibility of extending the throat area further and over the years I built a number
of these kilns each one pushing the envelope a little further. The drawing shown
here is not a specific kiln but represents an average example. The pots are packed
in through the lift off lid over the throat area. In its simplest form this can be a
kiln shelf or a more sophisticated cover can be custom formed from castable
refractory. The photographs show two separate examples differing in size where
this top-loading throat area has been interspersed between the firebox and
chamber. Where this throat chamber is quite large or heavily packed it may be
necessary to side stoke the main chamber.

Plate 63 (overleaf)
Single Chamber, Downdraught Firebox Kiln with Extended Throat.
This photograph shows the version of this design at the Sydney Institute of
Technology, East Sydney Campus. The space between the firebox and the
chamber can be clearly seen. Pots packed in this area are directly in the flame
path and and can display spectacular markings.
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Plate 64 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Single Chamber, Downdraught Firebox Kiln with
Extended Throat
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Downdraogb Prebox Downdraafht O m h e r Extended Throat Arch Design. Drawn - S. Harrison 1996.

5 Downdraught Firebox, Crossdraught Chamber (Long Throat), Top
Loading, Brick Construction Kiln
To me this kiln is the logical conclusion of the previous concept. Extending the
top loading throat area and decreasing the chamber area to the point that it
becomes irrelevant. This type of kiln has become very popular over the last few
years since I built my first version and the idea was published in a review of my
work.279 There are now kilns like this in all the eastern states and even in Broome
in Western Australia. The design is flexible and very versatile, I have designed
and/or built them for potters practicing in vastly differing styles from salt glaze,
through straight glazed and unglazed stoneware to ceramic sculpture, in various
sizes and cross sections. The virtue of this design is its flexibility. The chimney
and firebox are permanent structures but the walls are built directly onto the
ground with a thin layer of sand (75mm) as the floor. The walls can be as high or
as low as required to fit the work. Side stoke holes are placed as required to suit
the packing. The bricks used for the walls can be dense firebrick or light weight
refractory insulating bricks depending on the proposed use, single or double skin
depending on the length of firing and the ultimate temperature.

Plate 65(overleaf)
Single Chamber, Crossdraught Long Throat Kiln.

This photograph shows the original version of this kiln built in my kiln shed at
Balmoral. The firebox is away from the camera and the chamber is packed with
bowls ready for a firing. The chamber is three and a half metres long and is to be
closed over with kiln shelves and insulating bricks. The kiln is built directly on
the earth floor and is on a slight slope.

27 9Ceramics Art and Perception, Issue 17,1994, p. 90.
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Plate 66 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Single Chamber, Crossdraught Long Throat Kiln at
Balmoral.

Plate 67 (overleaf)
Single Chamber, Crossdraught Long Throat Kiln.
This photograph shows the version of this kiln built at the Sydney Institute of
Technology, East Sydney Campus. The firebox is away from the camera, the kiln
is firing. The chamber is 1.85 metres long and is covered with a metal framed,
ceramic fibre lined, "top-hat' style, lift off lid. The kiln is built on a level concrete
floor and has three layers of brick insulation under the firebox.

Plate 68 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Single Chamber, Crossdraught Long Throat Kiln at
the East Sydney Campus.
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Steve Harrison, 1988
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Downdraught Firebox, Crossdraught Chamber (Long Throat), Top Loading, Brick Construction Kiln
built at the Sydney Institute of Technology, East Sydney Campus
Steve Harrison. 1996

Plate 69 (overleaf)
Single Chamber, Crossdraught Long Throat Kiln.
This photograph shows the version of this kiln built at Sandra Taylor's
Blackadder Retreat. This kiln is six metres long and built on a hill side. This kiln
is used by Taylor to fire sculptural pieces.

Plate 70 (overleaf)
Single Chamber, Crossdraught Long Throat Kiln.

This photograph shows the version of this kiln built by Sandy Lockwood for use
as a salt kiln.280 She has achieved spectacularly good results with this kiln.

Plate 71 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Single Chamber, Crossdraught Long Throat Kiln.

280W eii known salt glaze potter working at Balmoral Village in the Southern Highlands o f New
South Wales.
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Simple Design Sketch o f Single Chamber, Crossdraught Long Throat Kiln.

6 Crossdraught Firebox, Crossdraught Chamber, Brick Construction
Tunnel Kiln
This kiln was designed along general oriental lines and does not represent any
particular school of thought or style, it diverges from the true tunnel kiln in that it
has two separate chambers added on the end. My intention was to design and
build a kiln that could be fired over a number of days to produce pots that showed
the effects of heavy ash deposits, allowed charcoal manipulation and incorporated
a smoke combustor in the third chamber. Preheated secondary air is allowed in
under the floor of the tunnel and enters the third chamber in the entrance flues.
Due to the low temperature here an external source of ignition is required such as
a gas burner, which converts this chamber into a process afterburner. The kiln is
constructed mostly from recycled dense firebricks. I designed and built this kiln
in 1984 and it was my principal kiln up until 1991. It has produced many
beautiful pots ranging from heavily ashed to lightly flashed, depending on their
position in the kiln chamber. My usual practice with this kiln was to fire for
between two and three days, longer firings did not seem to improve the results
markedly. My experience showed that short firings in a kiln like this produce
results not unlike those from the 'Bourry' style downdraught firebox kiln and thus
did not justify the difficulty in packing and unpacking, and this type of kiln is
notoriously inefficient and smoky in firing. If the results are not vastly different
from the clean Bourry’ style downdraught firebox kiln then it is environmentally
more responsible to fire with the downdraught firebox. I received the best results
from this kiln with firings of one and a half to two and a half days in duration.
Firing for three and a half days did not improve the results significantly in
proportion to the extra effort involved.

Plate 72 (overleaf)
Crossdraught Tunnel Kiln Photograph.

Plate 73 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Crossdraught Tunnel Kiln.
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7 Crossdraught firebox, Downdraught chamber kiln
This kiln is an abbreviated version of my kiln above. It was designed for Peter
Rushforth at Shipley in the Blue Mountains. The tunnel has been reduced in size
to allow the packing of just a few pots in the firebox and it only has one chamber
which is essentially downdraught due to the incorporation of a bag wall, this
chamber was designed principally for the firing of glazed pots of various styles.

Plate 11 (see page 26)
Photograph of Peter Rushforth's kiln at Shipley in the Blue Mountains

Plate 74 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Peter Rushforth's Kiln.
This is a reproduction of part of my original drawings the other pages have not
survived, it does however show the general proportions of the kiln.

Plate 75 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of an updraught firebox (Dutch Oven), Downdraught
chamber kiln
This is a similar design to the one above, the difference is in the use of an
updraught firebox. The updraught firebox has a complete grate made of ceramic
or cast iron firebars, this allows the use of a greater variety of wood and gives
excellent control of the embers which makes firing easier. However, it eliminates
the possibility of practicing some of the Bizen packing and firing techniques, but
favours others. This type of firebox has gained the colloquial title of 'Dutch
Oven'.281

281 The term Dutch Oven was introduced to me by Barry Brickell, a New Zealand potter with an
interest in steam engines. It is defined by Dodd as "A simple furnace of small size and usually
fired with solid fuel". A E Dodd, Dictionary of Ceramics, Littlefield Adams & Co, Totowa, New
Jersey, 1967, p. 92.
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8 Small Crossdraught Firebox, Crossdraught chamber, Anagama Kiln.
This small anagama kiln produced suprisingly good results considdering its size.
This kiln was built entirely from recycled dense firebricks and was fueled almost
entirely on recycled timber. I enjoyed working with this kiln, and it produced
some very interesting pots. A side stoking hole was left two thirds of the way
back in the kiln in line with a small under-floor grate for ember control. The
main loading door/firemouth is constructed in the traditional way, however, there
are considderably more mouse holes under the main firebox floor than is usual in
the traditional kilns of this type in Japan. These extra holes were incororated to
allow for the use of Australian hardwood timbers which can produce a slower
burning charcoal than is usual with the traditional use of pine.

Plate 76 (overleaf)
Crossdraught Anagama Kiln Photograph.
This photograph shows the kiln during construction. The tertiary air tunnels under
the firebox floor are clearly seen at the front of the kiln floor.

Plate 77 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Crossdraught Anagama Kiln.
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9 Updraught Firebox, Crossdraught Chamber, Ceramic Fibre Lined Kiln
This design is a variation on the first wood fired kiln that I ever built, the old
crossdraught raku kiln design. I do not know the origin of this design, I was
introduced to this kiln design while still a student at East Sydney Technical
College Ceramics Department in 1971. My variation as shown here has a ceramic
fibre lined chamber and a refractory insulating brick (RI 26 grade = 1420°C)
firebox. As most wood fired kilns in the past have been large brick monoliths.
The purpose of this design is two fold; first, to minimise fuel consumption by the
use throughout of low thermal mass structural elements and lining materials, and
second, to produce a kiln that is as compact, light weight and transportable as any
modem gas kiln. The reasoning behind this combination of design factors is that
there are very many potters who are interested in wood firing, who either like the
activity of wood firing, or the distinct ‘flashed’ wood fired surface on the pots,
yet do not have locational stability, resources or space to build the usual large
brick monolith. This kiln has proved very easy and fast to fire using very little
fuel. It was designed to bum small radiata pine blocks which can be obtained free
or at low cost as off-cuts from saw mills and house truss and frame factories.
However it can be fired on larger blocks of timber if they are available. On the
hot face directly above the throat I have used thin slabs (32mm) of refractory
insulating brick RI26 grade. This is to protect the ceramic fibre from the harsh
flame conditions experienced in this area of the kiln.
Due to the fact that this kiln uses an updraught firebox it tends to be very smoky
at times depending on the nature of the fuel and the specific point in the firing
cycle. This may be tolerable in the countryside but is unacceptable with close-in
development. I suggest the use of a 'process afterburner' would solve this
problem.

Plate 78 (overleaf)
Crossdraught Chamber Kiln Lined with Ceramic Fibre, with an Updraught
Firebox.
This photograph shows the kiln with the door open, so that the ceramic fibre
lining can be clearly seen. At the throat end of the kiln (furthest from the camera)
the refractory insulation brick panels are fixed over the fibre lining.
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Plate 79 (overleaf)
Simple Design Sketch of Crossdraught Chamber with an Updraught
Firebox.
The firebars used in this kiln are cast iron storm water grates. These are cheap,
conveniantly sized for small kilns and have moderate heat resistance.
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Conclusion
Wood firing in Australia has gone through many and rapid changes during its
short history, spanning the past forty years. The first experiments by Peter
Rushforth, were informed almost entirely by intuition. There was no more than
Leach's book for inspiration and guidance and while it is true that Leach guided
the early potters towards wood firing and inspired them, it was perhaps also
Leach that eventually guided Hughan, Rushforth and McConnell away from
wood firing to the much less demanding and more reliable practice of oil
firing. 282 Later, when McMeekin established the Sturt Pottery, there was some
feedback and cross-fertilisation. However, the developments were very slow
during the first decade. McMeekin was probably the only wood firing potter in
New South Wales at that time. There are certainly many complex reasons for this
but it may be partially explained by the fact that McMeekin was not working
solely from the inspiration acquired from a reading of Leach but had experienced
hands-on training in England with Cardew which could have sustained him
through the darkest times. McMeekin's training of Pigott (nee John), Levy and
Blakebrough during his time at Sturt, and later McMeekin's training of Owen Rye
and Geoff Crispin in the Industrial Arts Department of the University of New
South Wales, shows how inspirational he could be as a teacher. Many of his
students have gone on to teach others. As the seventies arrived many of
Rushforth's and McMeekin's students established workshops. There were far too
many potters taking up wood firing to name individually. Along with
'Woodstock', the ‘alternate lifestyle’ and 'dropping out' it became the done thing,
the obvious choice, and so the movement mushroomed.
Gwyn Hanssen Pigott has personally trained many potters, and her work has
continued to enthuse many others. She is recognised internationally. Her earlier
work leaned heavily on the celadon and French provincial traditions. However,
her latest work is informed by the work of Morandi283 the Italian painter, and
consists of pastel tinted felspathic glazed bowls, beakers and bottles arranged in
installation.284 Pigott has steadfastly remained with wood firing all through her
long career in many different locations with differing styles of kilns, except for

282Leach.
283see Morandi. Rizzoli International Publications Inc, New York, 1988.
^ C e r a m ic s Art and Perception, Issue 1,1990, p. 41.
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brief periods when she worked in a basement flat in London using an electric
kiln, or with a gas kiln at the Jam Factory in Adelaide.285
Ivan McMeekin's practice was informed by classical Chinese and traditional
English wares, whereas Peter Rushforth's draws almost exclusively on Japanese
Mingei and tea ceremony wares. Levy's wood fired work has been dominated by
Japanese Bizen wares, although his contribution to Australian ceramics extends
far beyond this inspiration. Although many considered Levy to be the strongest
influence on Australian woodfiring in the seventies and early eighties, his
influence has declined sharply in recent years due to the lack of exhibitions and
his absence from participation in the various woodfiring events and conferences.
With our immense wealth of geological resources. I am confident that we have
not yet realised the bounds of our ceramic raw materials, and it is possible that
there will emerge a particular quality identifiable as Australian, linked to us and
our location. However, I am pessimistic. This possibility is slowly disappearing
as the years pass with the steady trend towards pre-packaged clays and glazes.286*
Potters making their own clays are less common now than ever before, which
seems to indicate that many of us will soon be using the same few clays. The
earlier exploration of local geological resources was forced on the first few
generations of potters due to their lack of alternatives. It appears that in the
coming years wood firing potters will distinguish themselves more through form
and communication of meaning than through materials, as has become the case
with mainstream ceramics, as we buckle under the pressure of market forces and
the m odem convenience lifestyle. The next generation of successful and
respected wood firing potters will still probably incorporate some found
materials, not because it is what makes their work special but because any-one
with the drive, talent and perception to distinguish themselves will also have the
energy and interest to explore the possibilities of local raw materials. It will be
treated as just one of the many facets in their work.
The various earlier influences have narrowed down to a strong interest in two
main forms. The first school of thought revolves around the use of the
downdraught fireboxed, single-chambered, domestic ware kiln. This has acquired

2 8 5 Gwyn Pigott, "The Reality o f Pottery as a Livelihood", Potters’ Second National Ceramic
Conference-Proceedings, Potters Society of Australia, May, 1981, p. 3.
286"Certainly their work will lack any depth of regoinal or cultural identity and instead will
belong to that amorphous genre o f ceramic art that could have been made antwhere." Noris
Ioannou, Origins in Australian Studio Pottery, Ceramics: Art and Perception, Issue 2, p. 39.
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the colloquial title of 'the Bourry kiln'. This has very little to do with Bourry and
should rightly be called ‘the McMeekin kiln’ in Australia. The principal
practitioner in this field is undoubtedly Gwyn Hanssen Pigott. This is primarily a
European influence. The other major forms are those of the tunnel kiln and
climbing chambered kiln, oriental influences. The principal practitioners of the
climbing chambered kiln are Col Levy and Robert Barron, and the best known
practitioners of the tunnel kiln are probably Bill Samuels, Chester Nealie, Owen
Rye and Ian Jones.287 288 289 290 These potters have chosen various anagama kiln
styles. Although they focus on a particular oriental theme for their work,
McMeekin with celadon, Levy with Bizen and Samuels with shino, none have
made work that could be confused with the original, working in Australia with
Australian materials gives their work an unmistakable difference and no other
outcome is possible or desirable.
In the past decade the anagama kiln has become the most widely discussed form
of wood firing, however it is out of the reach of most potters who work from a
garage/studio in the suburbs and this may explain why wood firing 'events' are so
popular. Enthusiasm for wood firing is so strong that it is the only sub-group in
ceramics to establish its own National Conference, which runs in alternate years
to the main National Ceramics Conference in Australia. This slow, consistent
growth of interest in wood firing, was shown by the over-subscription of the 'Fire
Up Gulgong' event and the recent 'sculpt up Gulgong' wood firing celebrations.*291
The Gulgong events have now replaced the National Wood Fire Conference. This
places Mansfield in a very powerful position in this ceramic sub-group, as the
one person who now has the ability to direct the future of Australian wood firing.
The popularity of these events can be explained in several ways. They offer the
chance to experience the firing of a series of large wood fired kilns, the scope of
which is out of the reach of ninety per cent of the attendees. Another factor is the
performance element. The firing of a large kiln is definitely a spectacle,
especially at night. The Gulgong events culminate with the anagama kiln firing
reaching a crescendo of smoke, flame and fire-glow. These are the photographs

287Robert Barron is a potter from Kardella in Victoria.
2B8Biii Samuels is a well known Blue Mountains based potter specialising in wood fired 'shino',
whose practice is closely based on the Japanese traditional model, but using Australian materials.
289chester Nealie is a New Zealander, currently involved in arts practice in Australia.
2 9 0 ^ Jones is a well known Australian potter working in Gunderoo just out side Canberra. He
has had several kilns, two o f which have been anagamas.
291 Held at "Morning View," Janet Mansfield's property near Gulgong in western New South
Wales.
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always used in promotional material, as there is something universally attractive
about a fire, especially on this scale. A further element in the attraction of these
events is the 'brush with fame' factor, and the possibility for the attendees to mix
with the local and international 'names', to ask questions, compare notes, brag or
flirt, and there is the almost universal attraction of camping out under the stars,
sitting around the camp fire with a group of like-minded people. I feel that this
kind of activity will become more popular over the next decade, as it offers
something to everybody interested in wood firing. After each event Mansfield
declares it to be the last due to the immense amount of planning and effort
involved but there has always been another. Even if Mansfield discontinued,
some other person or body would take up the torch.292 However, there are a
limited number of places where the necessary infrastructure and ingredients come
together as they do at Morning View, with the existence of a comprehensive
range of wood fired kilns, camping space/accommodation, lack of neighbours,
large undercover area and proximity to a large supply of suitable fuel.
A great majority of our native timbers from a wide range of districts are suitable
for wood firing. There is no shortage of wood fuel in Australia at the current time,
and wood is a renewable resource. However, the current availability will not
continue indefinitely and steps should be taken now to secure possible sources of
supply for the future wherever possible. One of the best sources of wood fuel in
the future could prove to be industrial off-cuts. This will rely more and more in
the future on plantation-grown timber. The current plantations are mostly of
introduced species of pine and other softwoods, however, there is a movement
towards the use of native pines such as Aracaria.
There is already a problem with pollution restrictions in cities, and it will not be
too long before this problem extends to fringe areas as well, as the population and
the suburbs expand. Measures will need to be adopted to ensure that the
emissions from wood fired kilns are kept to a minimum. I recently designed and
built a gas fired process after-burner for the anagama kiln at TAFE's Sydney
Institute of Technology, East Sydney Campus.293 This project was a joint effort
between myself and Peter Thompson,294 and was very effective at eliminating
smoke. I designed and built the appliance and prepared the documentation. When

292private conversation with Janet mansfield at the close of "Woodfire '89"’, Gulgong, 1989.
293Technical And Further Education.
2 9 4 p e ter Thompson is a potter from Cairns in Queensland, Australia.
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I applied to have the appliance tested and registered with the AG A.295 I was told
that this was the first process afterburner ever registered with them for use on a
wood fired kiln. However, I feel that it is not the best use of technology to use a
premium fuel like LP Gas to bum up the wasted unbumt smoke produced from
the inherent inefficiencies of the process of burning the wood fuel in the first
place. If there are easier and simpler ways then those avenues should be explored.
I have also designed and built a small compact process after burner for Chris
James in Wahroonga, an outer suburb of Sydney.296 This was fitted to a gas fired
kiln used exclusively for saggar firing and reduced cooling effects, and is
extremely effective at removing smoke from the kiln's flue. The after-burner
concept will become much more important in the future as pollution regulations
are increased, stringently enforced and allowable emission levels reduced.
Anagama kilns are notoriously smokey and inefficient. The best solution is not to
build anagama kilns or any design with similar inherent problems in built up
areas. If such designs are to be constructed and fired in built up areas, the
pollution problem needs to be addressed. Reduction atmospheres can be achieved
without making smoke by the use of the downdraught firebox. The drawback to
this design is that the fuel needs to be cut to a specific length. This may eliminate
the use of some industrial off-cuts because they are too short. However, this is
not an insurmountable problem. There is another drawback to the wide
acceptance of the 'Bourry' style firebox and that is its industrial origins. It is a
rather rectangular hard edged shape and requires some thought to understand its
effective operation. It lacks the fluid lines of the anagama, a shape which is
immediately appealing. In fact the anagama kiln is much harder to pack and fire
successfully than a "Bourry' style kiln. There is the often repeated phrase which
illustrates the misconception most potters have regarding wood fired kilns "a kiln
should be the same shape as a flame". These same potters would also claim that a
gas kiln should be as close as possible to a cube! Presumably because wood firing
is a romantic activity it should have a romantic shape and as gas is an industrial
fuel it therefore should have an industrial shape and nothing could typify this
more than a stainless steel box. These attitudes go to illustrate the blind romantic
view of wood firing which is almost totally uninformed. It is understandable in
the light of the artistic temperament which tends towards romance rather than the
intellect. Many potters identify with the 'Zen' image of the oriental style kilns,

295Australian Gas Association.
296 q in S James, President of the Potters Society of Australia, 1995-1996.
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even though they cannot identify the difference in the pots. It is part of the
romantic notion that wood firing is oriental, and Japanese in particular, despite
the fact that its origins in Australia are decidedly British via Leach.297
There is an immense resource of techniques at our disposal, however, not all of
these have been fully documented up to this point in time. It is my intention to
redress this apparent void in the understanding of wood firing technology.
Through my previous publications, teaching and exhibitions I have endevioured
to demistify the woodfiring process, this paper extends this work. Australia has
the intellectual, physical and geological resources. Therefore, wood firing in
Australia is in an excellent position to develop in-to the next century, refining the
developments in wood firing technology that have already been established, and
merging them into the necessary conceptual framework to create the new work
which will be necessary to keep wood firing vital. I believe that I have made a
unique contribution in my field with the innovations I have introduced in the field
of wood firing, particularly in kiln design and the consolidation of all the relevant
information in one paper.

297The word 'zen' has taken on a new totally different meaning in recent years when used by
potters in reference to wood firing, illustrated by the following quote from Bobby Barwick the
editor o f the Potters’ Society o f Australia Newsletter under the title o f Exhibition Review,
"...looking closely at the surface of these pieces it was possible to see the pattern left by the setters
and the subtle changes of depth in the slips and the ash deposits made looking at these pots more
o f a meditation than anything else. This exhibition was a Zen experience." Perhaps in this new
context the word has come to mean inscrutable?
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Appendix A.
Up to the current time there has been a considerable amount of information
presented on the possible health hazards related to the use of ceramic fibre
insulation in kilns from a wide range of sources, some from reputable medical
research through to health cranks. However, Gantner's paper reproduced in part
below offers a different approach which has not been widely publicised in the
craft/art ceramic literature and I believe is little understood at this time.298
Respiratory Hazard From Removal of Ceramic Fibre Insulation From High
Temperature Industrial Furnaces.
Bruce A. Gantner
Browning-Ferris Industries, Houston, Texas.
American Industrial Hygene Association Journal, 47(8): pp. 530-534 (1986)
Ceramic fiber insulation is being used increasingly as a refractory lining for heat
treating and preheating furnaces in the iron and steel industry. This is largely due
to its superior thermal resistance per unit thickness when compared to insulating
fire brick, which was the previous mainstay of refractory linings. Although
toxicity data to date have found these ceramic fibers to be innocuous, recent
studies have shown the fibers to devitrify and undergo partial conversion to
cristobalite when exposed to elevated temperatures. This paper presents the
exposure hazards to cristobalite found during the removal of various brands of
ceramic fiber insulation from heat treat furnaces and the extent of fiber
transformation to cristobalite.
Introduction
Ceramic fiber insulation is being used increasingly as a refractory lining in
industrial furnaces that heat treat or pre-heat steel products. This is largely due to
its superior thermal resistance per unit thickness when compared to insulating
firebrick and other clay-type refractory linings. This improved thermal resistance
not only reduces the heat loss from furnaces, but also results in lower heat
storage, which is particularly beneficial when furnaces are cycled frequently.

298xhis edited reproduction does not include the photographs, illustrations and tables included in
the original paper.
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The fibers making up ceramic fiber insulation consist of alumina-silicate and are
vitreous in their virgin, manmade state. They are produced by melting alumina
and silica in electric arc furnaces, pouring a stream of the molten mixture,
impinging upon that stream with a high pressure jet to disperse it into droplets,
and attenuating these droplets into fibers. As such these fibers pose no known
health hazard and the dust generated during installation of this vitreous material is
commonly regarded as nuisance dust. When exposed to high temperatures over
extended periods of time, it has been revealed that these alumina-silicate fibers
devitrify and undergo conversion to cristobalite.
Cristobalite is a crystalline form of "free silica" that is known for its toxic effects.
Exposure to elevated levels over extended periods of time can cause the
irreversible pulmonary disease, "silicosis." In addition, short term exposures to
very high levels of free silica can result in acute silicosis, with some deaths
occurring from three years or less exposure. The effect of this disease is to reduce
drastically the maximum breathing capacity of the individual thereby making it
more difficult to breathe and sustain normal activity.
The extent of cristobalite formation during prolonged heating of alumina-silicate
fibers is not well understood at this time. The respiratory hazards from the
removal of insulation that has been in hot service also has been relatively
unknown and unpublished. This paper presents data from a limited industrial
hygiene study that sheds some light on the formation of cristobalite, as well as the
respiratory hazard from removal.
Study Description
An industrial hygiene study was initiated as part of a much larger project studying
the energy efficiency of ceramic fiber insulation in industrial furnaces. The health
aspect of this project Consisted of collecting industrial hygiene samples during
the removal of various brands and forms of ceramic fibre insulation from heat
treat furnaces. The furnaces were of the box furnace variety and were located at a
research and development site. All of the insulation brands installed within the
furnaces consisted of alumina-silicate fibers, but each had its own form and each
had proprietary bonding agents. The furnace insulations were subjected
individually to temperatures under tests conducted for energy research. In
addition to the interior furnace temperature, the temperature profile at
predetermined points within the insulation layers was measured on a continuous
basis. One of the objectives of the study was to determine if a correlation existed
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between the percentage of cristobalite formed, the insulation type, and time and
temperature.
In removing the insulation, workers used one of two methods depending on the
form of the insulation. For blanket-type insulation, the workers first sectioned it
with knives and then peeled the material from the mounting surface by hand. For
module-type insulation, trowels were used to loosen entire blocks of insulation as
a unit. For either type, the roof material was generally removed first before the
wall material. After accumulating a pile of insulation, the material was bagged by
hand and sealed for disposal. The last activity was sweeping the floor area to
remove all dust accumulated. All workers engaged in the removal of the
refractory lining wore either disposable protective garments or their own personal
clothing. Personal protective equipment consisted of disposable, single-use
respirators and in some instances goggles to protect the eyes from flying particles.
Survey Methodology
Personal and area samples were collected during the five removal events of the
ceramic fiber insulation. The personal respirable samples were collected in the
workers' breathing zone by attaching to their collar a 10mm cyclone in which was
mounted a pre-weighed 37mm PVC filter, two-piece cassette combination.
Personal total dust samples were collected in the same manner but without the use
of the cyclone. The area total and respirable dust samples were collected in the
center of the work zone at an approximate elevation of 90" above the floor. Since
workers worked off of scaffolding, this was at their breathing zone. All of the
cassette filter combinations were connected to high flow sampling pumps and
were calibrated both before and after the survey to a flow rate of 1.70 L/min.
The purpose of the total dust sampling was to provide a means of characterizing
the particle size of the particulates while the insulations were being removed.
Admittedly a high volume particle sampler, such as a cascade impactor. would
have provided much more definitive data about the particle size distribution, but
budgetary constraints prevented acquiring such a unit. Twenty-four air samples
were collected during the four removal events on the box furnaces. Fourteen of
these Samples were personal samples with the remainder being area samples. Of
the fourteen personal samples, nine were for respirable dust with the remainder
being for total dust. Of the ten area samples, three were for respirable dust with
the remainder being for total dust.
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The air samples were analyzed by an AlHA-accredited laboratory in accordance
with NIOSH Method Number PCAM 259. The sensitivity of this method for
crystalline alpha quartz is 10 ug/m3 and for cristobalite is 20 ug/m3 Bulk samples
of the insulation material also were collected to determine the form and amount
of silica present. These samples were analyzed using x-ray diffraction with the
limit of detection at 0.5%.
Results
Both the bulk and atmospheric samples revealed the presence of cristobalite, but
no alpha quartz or tridymite was found. For the bulk samples, the percentage of
cristobalite ranged from 0 to 21% For the atmospheric samples, only a few
collected enough dust during the survey to be analyzed by x-ray diffraction (i.e., a
total dust weight of 2 mg is required). Of those with sufficient samples the
percentage of cristobalite ranged from 4 to 10%.
In one removal event, samples of the insulation at 1-in. depths were collected and
analyzed for silica content. The data indicated that below four inches from the
surface cristobalite was not found, this is attributed to a possible temperature
threshold for cristobalite formation.
The personal samples showed a wide degree of variation between the four
removal events. The respirable dust exposures for employees ranged from 0.12
16.9 mg/m3 with a mean concentration of 4.99 mg/m3 and a standard deviation of
6 68 mg/m3. The personal total dust levels taken concurrently with the respirable
samples ranged from 0.31-35.8 mg/m3 with a mean concentration of 13.95
mg/m3 and a standard deviation of 16.8 mg/m3.
The area samples showed a somewhat narrower degree of variation over the four
removal events. The respirable dust levels within this category ranged from 0.1 3.4 mg/m3 with a mean concentration of 1.61 mg/m3 and a standard deviation of
1.59. The area total dust levels ranged from 0.96-36.2 mg/m3 with a mean
concentration of 8.98 mg/m3 and a standard deviation of 12.42.
The TLVs were calculated using the average percentage of cristobalite found in
the total dust and respirable dust samples. Where the respirable dust samples were
of insufficient size for x-ray diffraction analysis, then only the average
cristobalite found in the total dust samples was used. The equations shown below
were utilized for calculating the TLVs with the final value divided by one half for
cristobalite.
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Respirable Dust = 10 mg/m3
% S i0 2

Total Dust = 30 mg/m3
% S i0 2 + 3

Discussion
Cristobalite Formation and Release
The finding of high cristobalite percentages at points closest to the hot face with
the percentage decreasing with depth appears to indicate that temperature is a
controlling factor in transforming the vitreous silicate form to cristobalite. In fact,
the data revealed no cristobalite beyond the 4-in. layer point, Knowing the
thermocouple points at which the temperatures were taken while the furnace was
operating, it is possible to estimate the temperature at this 4-in. layer since the
thermal conductivity of the insulation is known. At the maximum furnace set
point of 2400° F the calculated 4-in. layer is 1700°F. This could indicate that a
temperature in the vicinity of 1700°F is the threshold temperature for cristobalite
formation to begin. The data from this study are obviously limited so further
study to verify this point is necessary.
All three brands of insulation removed from the furnaces demonstrated the
transformation of vitreous alumina-silicate to cristobalite. Since the project
required specific control of insulation, time, and temperature for energy research,
no clear relationship was evident between the time and temperature data and the
percentage of cristobalite formed. A future study in which the variables of
insulation type, time, and temperature are controlled precisely would undoubtedly
be a better means of defining the cristobalite formation relationship.
During each removal event it was visibly apparent that significant amounts of
dust were released while the insulation was being handled. The insulation hot
face was perceptively more brittle than when it was originally installed which
apparently results from its exposure to hot furnace gases. When touched or
removed, this brittle surface was very friable and certain insulation surfaces
appeared to be more friable than others. Work practices also had an influence on
the amount of visible dust released. The results show that a significant portion of
this released dust was identified by x-ray diffraction analysis as cristobalite.
Personal Exposure and Health Risk
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The data from Table 11 indicate that for all three insulation types, personal
respirable samples reached or exceeded the TLV in 75% of the samples. For
personal total dust samples, the TLV was exceeded in 80% of the samples. On an
area sample basis, 67% of three respirable samples and 85% of the total dust
samples reached or exceeded the TLV.
It should be noted that the short duration of the samples collected was due to the
furnaces being of research size and as a result the removal events were brief.
Typical industrial furnaces are 3 to 4 times the dimensions of these furnaces and
have 9 to 16 times the surface area, so a typical insulation removal from an
industrial furnace would last from one to two days. Despite the short duration of
the five removal events, it is interesting to note that 50% of the personal
respirable samples were still in excess of the 8-hr time weighted average for
cristobalite.
Although the data collected in this study are limited, the consistency that
respirable and total dust samples exceeded the respective TLVs is a clear
indication of a significant health risk. The extent of this risk obviously would
depend on the duration of worker exposure to these elevated levels as well as the
factors of insulation type, the duration that insulation is exposed to the hot
furnace gases, and work practices.
It would appear that wetting the surface of the insulation before removal would
be a viable approach to minimize the release of cristobalite dust. This is
especially possible since the cristobalite was found only in the outermost 4-in.
layer from this study. This control technique should be explored in future tests.
Conclusions
From the limited industrial hygiene study conducted during the removal of
ceramic fibre insulation exposed to hot furnace gases, the following conclusions
can be drawn:
1. There appears to be a significant exposure risk to cristobalite dust that is
released during removal of ceramic fiber insulation that has been subjected to
high temperatures.
2. The dust released appears to be predominantly of large particle size
considering the difference between side-by-side total dust and respirable
samples.
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3. The mechanism behind cristobalite formation appears to be time and
temperature dependent; however, further tests to better define the time and
temperature relationship to cristobalite formation is needed.
4. Cristobalite formation occurs primarily on the outer-most layers (i.e., hotface)
of the insulation, which should lend itself to better dust control by wetting the
surface.
5. A temperature threshold of 1700° F for cristobalite formation is hypothesized,
but further tests to better define this threshold are necessary.
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